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E
very now and then the
Editorial College
forgathers to discuss
tactics, strategies,
demographics, and to

ponder the statistics gleaned
from publicists, marketing
departments, advertising
consultants and, on occasion,
surveys both of the readership,
and independent assessments of
something referred to as ‘mean
average Internet statistics’. These
latter, I understand, are
undertaken independently. I am
not sure if they are suggesting
that a lot of Internet content is
both ‘mean and average’, but it is
all taken into account by the bean
counters, and passed on to us
periodically with the aim of
offering an insight into trends and
movements within the industry. 

One snippet that constantly
resurfaces is an apparent demand
for more ‘How To’ features,
something that always prompts me

to the same answer - how much
more can we include? SAMI’s
content is pretty much all about
how to do things, and if one simply
reads the articles this will become
apparent. Thus, while I do not doubt
there are some large-scale
modellers out there who will groan
at the prospect of a whole four
pages given over to a scale not their
own, the fact remains that even if
you despise 1/144, loathe the
Lockheed EP-3E, and find my own
writing tedious and vapid, if you
read my contribution to this month’s
features section, there are one or
two ‘how to’ tips in there. They may
not be new to you, nor even
particularly clever, but no technique
will be original to the entire
readership, and the only way we can
come even close to catering for
everyone’s tastes is by trying to
make all features as inclusive as
possible. Likewise, another article on
the latest 1/32 kit from Tamiya or
Zoukei-Mura may not initially appeal

to a modeller in ‘the gentleman’s
scale’, but the construction methods
and finishing techniques will
universal, so there is plenty to be
gleaned from the builder’s
experience.

We can’t only showcase the same
piece of information in every issue,
so dedicated ‘How To’ pages, while
useful and informative if you are not
aware of the technique involved, are
not always the best use of space in a
magazine that is already packed to
overflowing. But we aim to please,
so we continue to squeeze them in.
In the meantime, if you do want to
learn something new, then
disregard matters like subject and
scale, and  take advantage of the
skills and experience of our
contributors and review team,
regardless of what they are building.
It’s how they do what they do that
counts…. 

They all have something to offer,
and we all have something to
learn.
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S
tudy of books, Internet sites,
and talks with fellow
modellers suggest there are
some common opinions
about certain aircraft. A lot

of them claim the F-105 is very
beautiful, but I never liked it. The A-7 is
regarded as the opposite, and has even
earned its nickname based on the fact,
but I always liked the lines of the
Corsair II. The Westland Wyvern is also
seldom regarded as a beautiful plane,
but I always loved its shape. Perhaps
there is something wrong with me? 

I always wanted to build a Wyvern, but
the only option in my scale - 1/48 - was
the Dynavector vacform kit. My only
sources of information about this product
were Internet reviews, in which some
positive reviews offered an insight into the
kit, but only a hands-on examination can
tell you everything. Dynavector kits are
not distributed in Poland, so the option

was to order online. I debated the
purchase at some length, as I had no
information to go on and the kit is rather
expensive.

Classic Airframes had a kit rumoured for
some time, and many rumours and even
some images appeared on the net. Their
products are difficult to assemble short-
run kits, but certainly buildable, so I was
keen to get my hands on one. The kit was
not yet available when the next rumour
came - Trumpeter is going to release the
Wyvern too, but this aroused  mixed
feelings. I had built two of the early
Chinese kits, that required more work than
short-run kits usually do. The newer
releases looked much better, though, so I
decided to wait until both kits were
available.

Although not beloved by mainstream
manufacturers, the Wyvern kits caused a
lot of excitement, so many reviews and
comparisons were published on different

Westland’s Final Strike Fighter By Maciek Zywczyk

TECH DATA

WESTLAND
WYVERN S.4

(LATE
VERSION)

SCALE: 1/48

KIT NO: 02820

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

MANUFACTURER:
Trumpeter

ALSO USED

EDUARD #48 373
Interior

EDUARD #48 538
Exterior

EDUARD #48 541
Wheel Wells

PAVLA #C48011
Cockpit
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…When I see 
an Elephant Fly!
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websites immediately after their release.
Some complained over the design of the
contra-rotating propellers provided by the
Chinese manufacturer, a strange matter to
take issue over with a static display model!
I had no problem with this option, and the
Classic kit has a one-piece spinner so a
great deal of work would be required to
make the propellers rotate or to position
them separately. After much reading I
decided to give Trumpeter a chance.

Once the kit arrived I examined the
sprues and was happy with the result. One
thing that surprised me was the size of the
model. I knew the Wyvern was a big
aircraft, but actually this was huge! Once
the main parts of the fuselage and wings
were dry-fitted with tape it looked more
like a 1/32 fighter, and totally out of place
among 1/48 models. 

I had the 4+ book on the aircraft so the
1/72 drawings were scaled up to 1/48 and
the parts compared. Accuracy was really
good, and no errors were discovered. It

also looked much better than Trumpeter
kits that I had built previously. 

Aftermarket manufacturers also reacted
quickly. Eduard released three sets of
photo-etched parts, Pavla offered a resin
cockpit, and Goffy Models a big resin
detail set (for the Classic Airframes kit). I
decided to use the Eduard sets and the
Pavla cockpit that I had only seen in
images on the Web. After arrival I was
disappointed with the Pavla offering.
Detail was soft and casting of rather low
quality.  

Wings
Trumpeter offers the option of folded
wings, which is very interesting.
Unfortunately a model with wings up
doesn't always look good. I wanted my
model to show the unique outline of the
Wyvern, so the main parts were dry-fitted
in both configurations to help me imagine
how it would like after completion. Finally,
after some hard meditation, a decision
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Westland Wyvern S.4

The resin gunsight looked unconvincing, so it was
detailed with etched parts and wire

The finished gunsight detailed and painted

Cockpit tub painted.
The interior colour was
black, so it was dry-
brushed to pick out
details, and with a little
care the finished sub-
assembly looks effective

The best of the plastic, resin, and etched parts
were combined with some scratchbuilt details to
create a more realistic cockpit

The plastic kit seat
was used, embellished

with assorted etched,
resin and scratch details

The finished seat.
Eduard’s etched foot

rests are a particularly
nice touch

Build

The
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was made - wings in the flight position. In
this case there is a problem with fit and
geometry, so I started the build with the
wings.  

Stripes of plastic were glued to the
lower wing middle section and the outer
wing halves were joined with the correct
dihedral, according to drawings from the
4+ book. The join line was sanded and
panel lines rescribed. The same was done
with the wing uppers and by this means
the wing fold option was deleted. The

moulded airbrakes were cut away and the
Eduard etched parts were carefully folded
and glued. Lots of trimming was needed
to achieve the desired fit. Superglue and
some plastic was used to reinforce parts,
joins were smoothed and surface detail
rescribed. Next came the airbrakes
themselves. They look great after
assembly so I considered gluing them in
the lowered position. Unfortunately all
images of real aircraft on the ground show
them retracted. The parts were left

760
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Fuselage halves
were joined prior to
cockpit installation

Sidewalls were
detailed after the
fuselage halves were
joined 

Inner parts of the
fuselage painted and
ready for the cockpit
tub to be fitted

The tailwheel bay was built up from etched parts
reinforced with plastic strips
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separate to facilitate painting after the fit
was checked. It's very tight, so paint layers
should be very thin. 

The upper and lower parts of the wings
were joined and the wheel bays detailed.
Etched parts were used according to
Eduard's instructions, only copper wires
were used as imitations of cables instead
of the etched parts, which are flat. It was a
tedious task, but well worth the effort –
the completed bays do look great!

Propeller
The contra-rotating propeller is one of the
Wyvern’s most characteristic features, and
the possibility of displaying it in different
positions is a useful option, but Trumpeter
have gone further - there is a gearbox that
links both propellers. I was anxious about
how it would work and if there would be
problems with painting. I was concerned
that the whole propeller would have to be
painted before the fuselage halves were
joined. I removed the parts from their
sprues and mounted the mechanism. It
was easy and worked well and could be
mounted and dismantled as necessary. 

Fuselage
I like to join fuselage halves before
inserting the cockpit tub if the parts
breakdown permits such a building
sequence. This way the join line can be
sanded, rescribed and painted without
any risk of damage to the finished cockpit.
I didn't like the Pavla cockpit but as I had
it, I decided to use it as much as possible.
The side consoles were cut off and glued
to the plastic floor. Plastic, resin and
etched parts were combined to create a
finished cockpit tub. The whole sub-
assembly was checked to see if it could be
inserted into fuselage, held temporarily
together with tape.

The tailwheel bay can be built from
etched parts, but the kit is big and rather
heavy, so this sub-assembly was
reinforced with pieces of plastic. After a
check of fit and correct position it was left
alone for painting. The engine body and
tailwheel bay were installed, then the
fuselage halves were permanently joined
with superglue. 

The broad arrangement of the cockpit
tub was correct, so it was time to add
small details. Plastic, etched and resin
parts and some copper wire were used to
finish the task. Some small pre-painted
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Westland Wyvern S.4

Landing gear legs
need some additional

detailing but care must
be taken not to weaken

them as the kit is big
and heavy 

Landing gear,
airbrakes and flap bays
were detailed with
etched parts. This area
looks much better after
modification, and the
etched parts may be
regarded as essential

The wheel wells are
provided with a complex

set of etched parts by
Eduard, but these are

well worth persevering
with as the finished

effect is tremendous

The airbrakes were
not so difficult to
assemble as I had

initially feared
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pieces were folded together according to
the instructions and left separate to allow
painting. Side walls were provided as resin
items, but the fit and detail were not the
best, so I inserted the cockpit tub, marked
the sidewalls and detailed the fuselage
sides with plastic strip and etched parts.
The resin ejection seat didn't look so
good, so I decided to enhance the plastic
item with etched parts, wire, and some
resin parts cut from Pavla's item. 

I sprayed the cockpit with flat black
acrylic paint, and drybrushed it with oil
paints to pick out detail. Small details were
painted with different colours, and the
whole thing drybrushed with a lighter mix
of oil paints. The instrument panel was one
of Eduard’s pre-painted items, which
means the part is flat with detail printed on,
so only the edges were touched up with
paint. I personally prefer older style panels
with raised surface detail that allow the
modeller to paint details that correspond
better to the rest of the cockpit.

The exhaust pipes provided by
Trumpeter didn't look convincing. I took
some bombs from the spares box, and
drilled and sanded them to a shape that
looked closer to the original. Of course
before gluing them in position, I had to
check that the cockpit tub would fit. 

Airframe
The finished cockpit was fixed into
fuselage and the wings were attached
using superglue, which acts as a filler and
doesn't soften the plastic. Horizontal
stabilizers were also fixed, join lines were
sanded off and panel lines rescribed. The
windscreen was also attached, but in this
instance some sanding was necessary due
to poor fit. It was masked with Montex
Masks, which fit extremely well, and are
very adhesive so there is no danger of
paint getting under the mask, and don't
leave any residue after removing. 

Small bits
Wheel bay covers were detailed with
etched parts. The main gear legs didn’t look
very convincing, so I added some details.
Eduard’s set offers etched stabilisers for the
rockets, but they are tricky to install and
there are so many of them! I decided just to
sand the plastic parts to a better scale
appearance. All other small details were
prepared for painting.

Painting 
Upper surfaces were pre-shaded with a
mix of enamel paints - grey, black and
brown - then the main upper camouflage
colour Humbrol 123 was applied. It was

762
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Detailed landing
gear bay covers look
much better than the
kit parts

Main gear doors are
usually closed on the
ground – but may be
opened for maintenance
or inspection…

Upper surfaces were
painted grey and
masked with Tamiya
tape and paper towel

A mix of grey, black
and brown enamel
paint was airbrushed to
create a base coat for
the main colours

The painting process
was a careful matter of

building up the coat
from the centre of

panels to the outside
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sprayed carefully to simulate some wear,
with an initial small, dark spot in the
middle of each panel, or between rivet
rows, then enlarged towards the panel
edges. Finally a mist of paint was sprayed
over all the upper surfaces to blend things
in and even the look. 

After drying, the dark grey colour was
masked with Tamiya tape and kitchen
tissue, and Sky (Model Master 2049) was
applied the same way as the grey. Masks
were removed, some retouches made and
whole airframe was sprayed gloss clear. 

Gear legs and wheel hubs were
airbrushed with black acrylic paint and
drybrushed with silver – Humbrol 11.
Rockets were sprayed olive drab, small

details painted with appropriate colours
and covered with gloss clear in
preparation for the decals.

Decals
Almost all Wyvern models are provided
with black and yellow Suez stripes, but I’ve
chosen a more toned-down scheme. I
have had some previous experience with
Trumpeter decals, and they were very
positive. These were very thin, opaque,
and conformed to the surface very well
and didn't crack, so I didn't even try to
look for an alternative masking set. Micro
Set and Sol were used, and before the
decals had completely dried I ran a scalpel
blade along panel lines and more Sol, but
this was rather out of habit than necessity.
As expected the whole process passed off
smoothly and was most enjoyable.  

Weathering
Decal edges were almost invisible, but I
sprayed a coat of gloss clear and sanded a
bit to even out the surface. Another coat

of clear followed and the kit was left for
some time to dry completely. Then panel
lines were accentuated with artists' oils
thinned with white spirit, but only in areas
that are exposed to any kind of dirt, oil
leaks etc. The excess was wiped off with a
kitchen tissue. 

For the next stage a clear matt was
sprayed. Artists' oils were brushed to
simulate more weathering. Exhaust stains
were airbrushed, some dry-brushing
followed, and finally the whole kit was
covered with a semi-gloss coat to finish. 

Summary
This kit was a big improvement over
earlier Trumpeter releases in every aspect
– accuracy, fit, parts breakdown and fun! It
does look good after completion and the
subject is very interesting. It’s a pity that
there are not many painting schemes for
this aircraft. 

I think that Trumpeter’s Wyvern will
remain the only option in 1/48 for many
years in the future. 
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Westland Wyvern S.4

Taking time will
produce a better effect

The model now
glossed and ready for
decals

Decals are a strong
point of Trumpeter’s kit

- they are excellent
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S o just when we were
looking forward to a
quiet, languid month
pursuing traditional
summertime pursuits

it seems the industry has other
ideas. Don’t these people ever
sleep? Lots of exciting news, from

both ends of the globe, with
Kinetic stumping up a mass of
new kits – including a whole
range of 1/48 Harriers, while
Minicraft expect to have their new
injection-moulded 1/144 KC-135
out by Christmas. Funny how so
many interesting 1/144 items
creep in when the Editorial eye is
focussed thither. 

In summary, there’s loads going
on, so set aside the sun cream, leave
the lawn, and don’t be distracted by
the daddy-long-legs battering at the
model room window. There’s far too
much to do, as you will discover
when you read the News...

Minicraft
Some very good news from
Minicraft regarding the 1/144 KC-
135 - tooling has been started so
this is no longer just a gleam in the
manufacturer’s eye! We have been
advised of the following points:

All engine options will be created
but not all engines will be included
in every kit.  Minicraft have not yet
committed as to which will model

will be the first released, it will be
either the KC-135E or KC-135R. The
KC-135A will follow later. Parts for
the EC-135C have also been created
which will be another future release.
ETA for initial shipping is
November/December 2013.

This is a kit long-overdue, and the
prospect of some more big grey
heavy metal in 1/144 has the
Editorial hands rubbing together
with glee.

SAMI Forward News

News
in September 2013

in association with                                www.spruebrothers.com

Subscribers’ Monthly Prize
Draw – August 2013
Mr Mascioni, Italy – Kit
Mr Pritchett, UK – Kit
Mr Price, UK – Kit

Entry to the monthly prize draw is
FREE to all subscribers

Just in case you hadn’t realised the
true significance of the BFC, here are
some images of a historical
restoration project the chaps have
been busy on. If you want to know
more then get on board…

Bunny Fighter Club

It may have been a
small step for a man,
but it was a giant hop

for Bunnykind

MiGs modelled in three scales

The BFG joins the BFC

Meet the gang ‘cos the Boys are here Advanced avionics suite…

Few are aware that Bunnys landed on the moon long before the Apollo
missions began

This month
in Model
Aircraft
• Airwars Air Arms - Post-

War German Air Power 
• Nato Falcon – Eduard’s

Upgraded F-16
• The Supermarine

Spitfire in Foreign
Service Part 5 –
Continuing our in-
depth scale survey 

• Search and Rescue in
Yellow or Grey –
Modelling the Sea King
HAR.3

• Modellers Portfolio – Gloster
Meteor F.3 Scale Drawings and
Profiles

• Supermarine’s Sea Otter ASR Mk II  
• Scaled Up – Sea King HAR.3
• Meteor Superiority – The Classic

Jet in 1/72
• Swedish

Rhapsody! –
Waddington
International Air
Show 2013

• Workbench – Red
Arrows
Counterfactual

Plus all our usual
columns and regulars
in the best all round
modellers' reference
magazine around.
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It is with great sadness that we hear
Ted Taylor, one of the best known
faces in the UK hobby, has passed
away. Editorial staff here knew him
only fleetingly as a contributor, but he
was always a friendly face at shows,
always easy going and pleasant to talk
to, and his contributions were
invariably beautifully made, beautifully
photographed, and addressed the
salient points of a build in an
accessible manner that was always
helpful and always easy to understand.

Hopefully those who knew him
better will arrange a more fitting
tribute. For us here it was a privilege

to have worked with him, and he
will be remembered with fondness
and gratitude for the contribution
he made to modelling in the UK

Happy Modelling

Kinetic
New items coming up from Kinetic
include #48043 the Alpha Jet in
1/48, a nice follow up to the T-45,
and a logical next step in their
trainers collection. The other
significant release from this source
will be a 1/24 P-47D – based on the
tooling that was previously being

released by Vintage Fighters
Collection.

Kinetic are also ‘out of the closet’
about their 1/48 Harrier series, with
a new tool FA.2 first out of the bag,
and a whole series to follow. Now
that is something! Looking forward
to the T.4N most of all!

Finally in 1/48 they have
announced the F-5B/CF-5B... 

Going to be busy times ahead!

SAMI ForwardNewsin association with                                www.spruebrothers.com

A Model #02672 1/72 Energia and Buran 
A Model #48006 1/48 Yakovlev Yak-52 
Ace #72304 1/72 Re-released! Grumman Guardian AF-2W Hunter 
Admiral #4803 1/48 LET L-13 Blaník, Aeroclub Pt.1 
Admiral #4804 1/48 LET L-13 Blaník Military Trainer 
Admiral #7220 1/72 Supermarine Spitfire Mk VB Tropical 
Admiral #7226 1/72 Ansaldo SVA.5 International
AFV Club #32S02 1/32 F-16D RSAF Block 52+ 
Airfix #01020 1/72 Focke Wulf Fw 190A-8 
Airfix #08001 1/72 Avro Lancaster B.II 
Airfix #14001A 1/24 North-American P-51D Mustang 
Anigrand Craftswork #4084 1/144 Blohm-und-Voss Bv P.184 
Art Model #7213 1/72 Sukhoi Su-25UTG 
AZ Model #7221 1/72 Spitfire Mk VB ‘Red Stars’ 
AZ Model #7222 1/72 Mitsubishi Ki-30 'Ann' over China 
AZ Model #7223 1/72 Mitsubishi Ki-30 'Ann' Pacific Wars 
AZ Model #7224 1/72 Vought F6U-1 Pirate USN 'What If' 
AZ Model #7225 1/72 Vought F6U-1 Pirate International 'What If' 
AZ Model #7228 1/72 Gotha P.60C-1 ‘What if?’
Azur #10672 1/72 Caproni Ca.310 'Italian and Spanish' 
Azur #8872 1/72 Caproni Ca.310 Yugoslavian, Croatian and Hungarian 
Brengun #144018 1/144 Airco D.H.2 stripdown
Brengun #48003 1/48 AGM-109 Tomahawk 
Cyber-Hobby #2517 1/72 Jian JI-2 + Jian JI-5 
Cyber-Hobby #5113 1/72 Seaking SH-3G 
Decarli Model #7208 1/72 Schleicher ASK 21/Vanguard T Mk 1
Eduard #1179 1/48 Republic P-47D-25 Thunderbolt. Jugs over Germany 
Eduard #7421 1/72 Messerschmitt Bf 110G-2 
Emhar #1001 1/72 North-American FJ-4B Fury 
FLY #72021 1/72 Rotachute Mk III (US, England - 1942) 
F-rsin Plastic #4038 1/144 ATR ATR-72 Air New Zealand 
F-rsin Plastic #4044 1/144 Convair 880 Swissair
F-rsin Plastic #4045 1/144 Convair 880 Northeast Yellowbird
F-rsin Plastic #4046 1/144 Convair 880 TWA
F-rsin Plastic #4047 1/144 Convair 880 Cathay Pacific
Great Wall Hobby #4813 1/48 Mikoyan MiG-29 9-13 ‘Fulcrum’ Late Type 
Hasegawa #00967 1/72 Northrop F-20 Tigershark Combo 
Hasegawa #01902 1/72 Lockheed P-2H Neptune 
Hasegawa #02031 1/72 Eurofighter Typhoon single-seater
(Italian/Spanish Air Force) 
Hasegawa #02032 1/72 Vought F4U-1A Corsair Combo 
Hasegawa #02033 1/72 Republic P-47D Thunderbolt Mk II 
Hasegawa #02039 1/72 Kawasaki Ki-45 with Projection Cannon 
Hasegawa #02040 1/72 Grumman F-14A Tomcat ‘VF-211 Iraqi Freedom’ 
Hasegawa #02041 1/72 Lockheed SR-71A Blackbird with D-21B Drone 
Hasegawa #02042 1/72 Shenyang J-15 
Hasegawa #02043 1/72 Bell AH-1S Cobra Chopper 2011/2012 Kisarazu Special 
Hasegawa #02044 1/72 Boeing B-17F Flying Fortress ‘Knock-Out Dropper’ 
Hasegawa #02045 1/72 Kawanishi E7K1 Type 94 Model 1
Reconnaissance Seaplane 
Hasegawa #02046 1/72 Mitsubishi F-1 ‘Sea Camouflage Combo’ 
Hasegawa #02047 1/72 McDonnell-Douglas CF-18A Hornet 
Hasegawa #07330 1/48 Lockheed P-38J / P-38L Lightning ‘PUTT PUTT MARU’ 
Hasegawa #07331 1/48 Nakajima Ki-44-I with Contra-Rotating Propellors 
Hasegawa #07332 1/48 ARADO Ar 234C-3 with BT700 
Hasegawa #07333 1/48 A6M2b ‘Junyo Fighter Group’
Hasegawa #07338 1/48 General Dynamics F-16C Fighting Falcon.Turkish 
Hasegawa #07339 1/48 Sikorsky Seaking HAR Mk 5 HMS Ark Royal 
Hasegawa #07340 1/48 Lockheed F-104S Starfighter ‘Veltro 1’ 
Hasegawa #60502 Unknown J-15 Chinese Navy 'Egg Plane' 
Hasegawa #LE02 1/144 J-AIR Embraer 170 
HobbyBoss #80290 1/72 Brewster F2A Buffalo 
HobbyBoss #80292 1/72 Messerschmitt Bf 110 
HobbyBoss #80293 1/72 Dornier Do 335 Pfeil Heavy Fighter 
HobbyBoss #80298 1/72 Tupolev Tu-2 Russian Bomber 
HobbyBoss #80388 1/48 Vought F4U-4B Corsair 
HobbyBoss #81704 1/48 Focke-Wulf Ta 152C-11 
HobbyBoss #81716 1/48 Focke-Wulf Fw 190D-9 
Italeri #1322 1/72 Fiat CR.32 Chirri 
Italeri #1336 1/72 Panavia Tornado IDS/ECR 
Italeri #2729 1/48 North-American A-36A Apache 

AT A GLANCE
Looks like a really big haul this month, with a remarkable span of kits
released covering all scales, types and mediums. Personal favourites are
the Kinetic Tracker and those little Vindicators – but there really is so
much to choose from! Best quit yapping and get on with it all, then…

Welsh Models have now released kit
MT72-09 - a 1/72 dual liveried version
of the Boeing P-8A Poseidon in VX1
and VP30 US Navy guises. The kit has a
vacform fuselage and everything else
bar the metal undercarriage is in resin. 

Also out now are 1/144 kits of the
BAC 1-11-500. First up is the Dan Air of
London version, which is available in
either P or R kit versions. The P kit offers
a vacform fuselage, metal undercarriage
and all other items in resin. The R kit is
full resin with metal undercarriage.
Decals are by Two Six Decals.

Welsh have finally completed the
patterns of the new CRJ family in
1/144, which should be available for
purchase towards late October 2013.
They will consist of an entirely new
CRJ200 series, and the 700/900 series

All kits will be entirely made of resin
but Welsh are currently evaluating
either metal or resin undercarriages
due to the weight of the resin. 

Welsh Models
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With great regret Neil Fraser from
Pocketbond Limited has informed us
that Phillip Brook passed away
suddenly on Monday June 3rd 2013.
He became unwell on the Monday
afternoon, but regrettably died later in
the evening. Phillip had only recently
celebrated his 67th birthday and had
been in fine form after a recent trip to
China. He was looking forward to
planning his next visit in July.

Phillip was well known in the UK
and International hobby industry,
having established Pocketbond
Limited in the late 1980s to market
and distribute his own range plastic
kits under the ‘Emhar’ brand, the World
War I Mk IV tanks in 1/35 and 1/72 FJ-
4B Fury being the first releases in
1989/90.

Phillip joined Lesney Products & Co
Ltd – manufacturers of ‘Matchbox’
toys – in 1977 as Export Sales
Manager responsible for Eastern
Europe. In those days selling any
commodity to countries behind the
Iron Curtain such as East Germany,
Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, was challenging to
say the least – a challenge in which he
excelled. Phillip represented
Matchbox at many trade fairs and
attended the annual Nuremberg Toy
Fair every year since 1985.

Phillip’s love of travel from an early
age saw him travel to more than eighty
countries during his lifetime. In May
1981 Phillip relocated to Lesney
Singapore with his wife Dagmar and
three sons Julian, Daniel and Dominick,
returning home to the UK in December
1982 with a new addition to the family,
daughter Olivia. Phillip resumed work
in the Matchbox Export Sales
Department but although he was
made redundant following the
takeover by Universal Hong Kong, he
was appointed as an independent
sales agent responsible for sales of
Matchbox diecast and plastic kits to
the US independent retail sector. It was
during this period in the late 1980s
when Phillip travelled extensively in
the US that he met the proprietors of
Imex Model Co and Squadron/Signal
Publications, and became their
exclusive UK & European distributor.
Other brands followed including
Glencoe, Hobbycraft and Testors from
North America and Canada, and Tauro
of Italy. Phillip also travelled to Russia
and Ukraine and became the importer
for Eastern Express, Maquette and Toko
(later to become Roden). 

It was while Phillip was overseeing
the sculpting, tooling and
manufacture of Imex’s figures in the
UK that, with his knowledge of

military history, he designed the
Emhar range of tanks, aircraft and
figures. Originally manufactured in
the UK, the tooling for Imex and
Emhar kits and figures was transferred
to China in 2004, and so began
Phillip’s frequent visits to Hong Kong
and China to progress projects, visit
factories and attend trade fairs. It was
during these early factory visits that
Phillip saw the production processes
with polystone which led to the
introduction of the Scenix and Conflix
ranges of ready-painted buildings and
terrain. He used his interest in classic
cars to good effect and designed the

Classix range of OO Gauge diecast
cars and light commercial vehicles
and cars, first issued in 2005.

He loved meeting new people and
made many friends over the years. He
loved travel and languages, and
always wanted to learn as well as
share his knowledge and experiences.
He was never afraid to do things his
way. Phillip loved his family and was
especially close to his mother Emily,
and nothing reflected this better than
calling his range of model kits ‘Emhar’;
after his parents Emily and Harold.

Pocketbond Ltd is the exclusive UK
importer and distributor of many
model kit brands including Academy,
Trumpeter, AFV Club, Imex, Pegasus
Hobbies, Roden, Huma and Hong
Kong Models. The Pocketbond team,
now headed by Phillip’s wife Dagmar
Brook, will continue servicing these
ranges in the UK and Europe, as well
as developing new Emhar releases.
Pocketbond will be at the IPMS
Nationals at Telford in November
2013, and London and Nurnberg Toy
Fairs in 2014.

Phillip Brook 1946-2013
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Trumpeter
Item 03914 due from Trumpeter is a
1/144 Rafale M. Wonder if it will be
pre-moulded in transparency like
the Raptor? Oh let it be so...

Scaling up, there is another 1/32

Skyraider, this time 02253, an
A-1H/A-D6 model.

Hasegawa
The next new release from Hasegawa
will be #E41, the MV-22B Osprey in
1/72. Parts count will be 136 pieces,
and it will include a pilot
figure and two crew, while
display stand parts are also
included in the kit. 

Markings offer VMM-165,

Code YW00, Miramar 2011,
and VMM-265, Code EP00
Futenma 2012.

SAMI Forward News in association with                                www.spruebrothers.com

Phillip Brook, ready for the IMPS
Nationals, November 2012.

Roden
Two new releases from Roden are
announced in 1/144 for August release:
• #309 Douglas DC-3 
• #317 Boeing 720  

The Boeing 720 is a four-engine
narrow-body short-to-medium-range
passenger jet airliner. Developed by
Boeing in the late 1950s from the
Boeing 707, the 720 has a shorter
fuselage and less range. The 720 first
flew in November 1959 and the

model entered service with launch
customer United Airlines in July 1960

We note also two further kits ‘in
progress’ including a 1/144 Bristol
Britannia and a 1/72 C-123 provider.

Fox One
How fortuitous. Just as he has
finished one spyplane project based
on a conversion from this source,
another one comes along. The
Editor became animated at this
news, and we hope – if he gets his
hands on one – that this time it
won’t take him two years to finish it!

The second boxing of this kit from
Fox One, following a JASDF version,
is the MC-12W Liberty Beechcraft
Super King Air 300/350

Italeri
Italeri’s Hurricane appears as a IIC
next, with cannon armament and a
super-decal sheet offering six
options. Looks good too – one can

only hope that the next step will be
a Sea Hurricane IIc with one of those
nice white options included!

Airfix
New releases from Airfix include the
Lancaster B.II, the bomber supply
set, and the Fw 190A-8. These are
previewed elsewhere in this issue,
but the 2013 programme continues
to unfold, with a number of the new
kits announced at Nuremburg yet to
come. These include:
• 02063 1/72 Gloster Gladiator Mk I

J8A (Skis) 
• 02066 1/72 Focke Wulf Fw 190A-8/F-8 

• 02067 1/72 Hawker Hurricane Mk I
Early version 

• 03003 1/72 BAe Harrier GR.1
• 04054 1/72 BAC/EE Lightning F.2A 
• 04055 1/72 BAe Harrier GR.3
• 12007 1/48 Gloster Javelin FAW.9 
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We are accustomed to Cyber-Hobby
making the most of their toolings, so
it comes as no surprise to see the
latest reworking of the SB2C:

CHC5115:  1/72 A-25A-5-CS Shrike
- Wing Tech Series

The A-25A Shrike was ordered by
the US Army Air Force in contrast to
the Helldiver that was used by the
US Navy (USN) during WWII. Curtiss
built 900 Shrikes at its St. Louis plant,
with the first flying in September
1942. While the first ten had folding
wings, this feature was soon
abandoned as being unnecessary,

and production of the A-25A ceased
in late 1943. Other differences
compared to the Helldiver were the
absence of a tail hook, larger wheels,
and a pneumatic tailwheel.

Brand new parts include the
propeller and wheels, while the
wings have also been modified. The
Shrike did not go on to achieve the
combat record of the Helldiver, so it
is nice to see a quality mainstream
kit of a less well-known type.

Cyber Hobby

Mirage
New from Mirage will be
MIR480004, a 1/48 Halberstadt CL.IV
(Rol) in the markings of The
Lithuanian Air Formation 

Kitty Hawk
Coming from Kitty Hawk in 1/48 are a
new AH-1Z and a UH-1W, the new
updates on the Cobra and Huey for
the Marines, and a Seasprite, a very

welcome addition to the range of
rotary subjects in this scale. The
Seasprite in particular carries some
striking liveries and will fill some gaps
in a few collections. Bring it on...

SAMI ForwardNewsin association with                                www.spruebrothers.com

Kinetic #48039 1/48 Grumman S-2F Tracker 
Kinetic #48045 1/48 Dassault Mirage 2000-5 EI ROCAF with Tow Tractor 
Kitty Hawk Model #80117 1/48 Saab JAS 39A/C Gripen 
Pacific Coast Models #32016 1/32 Hawker Tempest series 2, Mk Vc 
RES-IM #K999 1/48 Yak-23 Flora (Limited Edition) 
Revell #03985 1/72 Hawker Sea Hurricane Mk II 
Revell #04665 1/32 Messerschmitt Bf 109G-6 
S & M Models #76-02 1/76 FV432 Mk 2 
Sharkit #7271 1/72 Horten XVIIIa 'Fernbomber' 
Sharkit #7273 1/72 Sud Est Aviation X-207
Spin Models #4809 1/48 Kondor E.3a 
Spin Models #4813 1/48 Kondor D.2 
Tamiya #61052 1/48 V1 flying bomb (Fieseler Fi 103)
Trumpeter #02249 1/32 Grumman A-6A Intruder 
Valom #72080 1/72 Dassault MD 450 Ouragan Patrouille de France 
Welsh Models #CLS7207 1/72 America West Airlines Boeing 737-300 
Welsh Models #MJ7212 1/72 Boeing 737-800 Series Virgin Blue 
Welsh Models #SL269P 1/144 Varig McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 
Welsh Models #SL278P 1/144 McDonnell Douglas MD-11F EVA Air Cargo 
Welsh Models #SL279P 1/144 McDonnell Douglas MD-11F Martinair Cargo 
Welsh Models #SL287V 1/144 Qantas Australia Boeing 747SP-38 
Zvezda #7204 1/72 Mikoyan MiG-3 
Zvezda #7215 1/72 S-37 Berkut 

AT A GLANCE
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MPM are up to their eyeballs in good
works this summer, so Alfred and the
chaps will not be taking time out to
watch the cricket or any such
relaxing activities. Expect to see them
looking pale and worn come Telford
because there is a lot in hand! The
first Cobra test shots were expected
in the second half of July and we
expect these to be on sale in
September. The 1/32 Tempest will be
a little later, but the good news is that
there will now not only be a Mk V, but
the Mk II and Mk VI are also in
preparation now.

This month’s releases include
SH32044, the Fiat G.50-II Freccia
‘Finnish Aces’ boxing in 1/32. Despite
some difficulties with their delivery,
the new Fiat fighters made it to
Finland just in time to get involved in
the Winter War and fought
successfully, likewise during the
Continuation War. As weather
conditions in Finland were vastly
different from sunny Italy, the
machines were modified, and the
overall appearance of the fighters
changed several times during their
service. The original Italian colours
gave way to Finnish camouflage later,
and the model is designed to reflect
all these changes. The kit contains
four plastic sprues, an injected
canopy, resin and etched detail parts.

The second boxing of this
handsome kit is SH32056 Fiat G.50bis
Freccia ‘Regia Aeronautica’. The
G.50bis version allowed the Fiat
fighters to be used in a attack role,
and they saw action over Greece,
Malta, Africa and Italy. The four
options offer four different versions
of the standard Italian mottled
camouflage pattern.

Scaling down to 1/72, under the
Azur branding is A111, the Morane
Saulnier MS.406C.1 ‘Czechoslovak &

Polish’. Czech pilots began to arrive in
France after the German occupation
of their homeland in March 1939. The
Poles followed suit and pilots of both
these nations fought often with more
enthusiasm and determination than
the French themselves. The kit parts
comprise two grey and one clear
parts sprue, and resin parts include
exquisite main undercarriage wheels.
The decals offer four machines with
French

markings, but flown by the
Czechoslovak and Polish pilots. #

The next boxing of the excellent
Vindicator, also in 1/72, is SH72264
SB2U-3 Vindicator ‘Marines Go To
War’. Longer range was required by
the Navy and Marines and so the -3
version had enlarged fuel tanks. In
order to maintain the center of
gravity, larger tailplanes were used
and the outer foldable wing sections
had a greater dihedral. Marines unit
VMSB-231 used its SB2U-3s at
Midway, after which the type was
withdrawn from front line use. This
revised boxing includes smaller parts
designed using 3D technology and
machine-milled metal, which ensures
a much higher quality and pushes
the model to a higher level. These

parts include cockpit and
undercarriage parts, but also various
bombs and underbelly fuel tank.
Four decal options include the
famous Battle of Midway machine,
the aluminium-doped first prototype
with yellow wings, and two grey-
overall machines. 

The kit also appears as SH72268, V-
156B Chesapeake Mk I. Three French
orders were accepted by the Vought
factory. Aircraft from the last of them,
however, were modified further and
delivered to the UK, where they were
designated as V-156B Chesapeake
Mk I and were evaluated with 811
Squadron as well as other second
line units. 

The British Chesapeake stood

somewhere between the SB2U-2 and
SB2U-3 versions so the model
includes the former version's wing
and fuselage parts from the latter.
Decals cover three 811 Sqn machines
and one from 15 MU.

Big issue this month is SH48110,
the long-overdue Heinkel He 115.

This first kit, the He 115C version in
Luftwaffe colours, contains decals for
three

machines, including 8L+FH that
has recently been raised from the sea
bed. The model contains seven
sprues of injected parts, one of
transparencies and some resin items.
www.cmkkits.com

MPM 

SAMI Forward Czech News

CzechOut
Our monthly look at News from the Czech Republic

By Richard Bolingbroke

www.cmkkits.comin association with

Planet
PLT248 is a full resin
kit of the XF5U-1
Flying Pancake in
1/32. The model
contains detailed
resin parts, white-
metal cast
undercarriage legs, a vacform
canopy and nose section and decals.
www.cmkkits.com
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New update sets in resin from AML:

1/48
• AMLA 48 026 Avia S-199

correction set. 5 decal versions
(ACA / HBC ) 

• AMLA 48 041 Messerschmitt Bf
109K-4 wheels + paint masks

• AMLA 48 042 Curtiss H75 / P-40
Early wheels + paint masks

1/72
• AMLA 72 033 Curtiss H75 / P-40

Early wheels + paint masks

Decals 
• AMLC 8 021 1/48 Czechoslovak

pilots in Ilyushin Il-2m3s, Part I
• AMLC 8 022 1/48 Czechoslovak

pilots in Ilyushin Il-2m3s, Part II
• AMLC 9 014 1/72 Czechoslovak

pilots in Ilyushin Il-2m3s, Part I

• AMLC 9 015 1/72 Czechoslovak
pilots in Ilyushin Il-2m3s, Part II

Masks 
• AMLM 33 007 1/32 Spitfire Mk IX

Camouflage Painting Masks 
• AMLM 49 013 1/48 Spitfire Mk IX

Camouflage Painting Masks
• AMLM 73 009 1/72 Spitfire Mk IX

Camouflage Painting Masks

Keep an eye on AML’s news at
www.eshop.aml.cz This seems to
have replaced the previous website,
which is still online but does not
appear to have been updated for a
while.
www.eshop.aml.cz

AML

New kits in 1/72 from AZ offer more
interesting choices and good value
prices:
• AZ7423 K5Y1 Akatombo trainer

1940 
• AZ7424 K5Y1 Akatombo 1945 
• AZ7425 K5Y2 Akatombo Float 
• AZ7426 Hughes OH-6A Vietnam
• AZ7427 Hughes OH-6A

International
• AZ7428 Kawasaki OH-6J
www.azmodel.cz

AZ Model

Raising a Glass to Eduard
www.eduard.cz

Eduard 

Valom’s 1/144 Fokker D.VII double
kit is with us. Three colourful options
are provided, and an etched fret
offers a selection of details.
www.valom.net 

Valom

SAMI ForwardCzech Newswww.cmkkits.comin association with

As part of his commitment to
‘product placement’ the Editor has
undertaken to road-test the limited
edition collectable beer glass from
the Spitfire Royal Class boxing

The glass seems to work, and not a
drop is spilled as it is raised to the
Editorial lips

Unaccustomed to hard liquor, he is
circumspect in his approach, but
nonetheless his obligation to the
readership obliges him to persevere

Before long the po-faced veneer
crumbles, and the stern Editorial
mask succumbs to another
successful product. See how much
fun you can have with Eduard! 
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R elatively well-known for their
resin earth-working and
military vehicle kits, FanKit
Models, of Romania, have
also released a couple of

1/72 aircraft that illustrate their
country’s achievements in the field of
aviation. One of these is the Coanda
sesquiplane, the first jet-propelled
aircraft to take to the air. And this was
in 1910!

I have fond memories of a French TV
programme called l’Histoire de l’Aviation
that I viewed as a kid, and I distinctly
remember the few seconds of footage
that introduced me to the rather strange
and futuristic Coanda aircraft. When FanKit
released the kit in 2010, I just had to get it.
As is often the case, the kit was brought
home, looked at, then shelved…

collecting dust for a couple of years… 
And then one day, looking for

something different to model, I re-opened
the box and just built the kit. Now, let’s be
honest, this was not a ‘shake’n’bake’
project, but my interest in modelling the
Coanda aircraft was too strong to be put
off by a few little ‘issues’. 

Let’s make it clear too that this is not a
particularly cheap kit, but the curiosity

The Coanda Sesquiplane By Dominique Jadoul

TECH DATA

COANDA
SESQUIPLANE

SCALE: 1/72

KIT NO: 72017

TYPE: Resin

MANUFACTURER:
FanKit Models

770

Grand-daddy 
of all Jets..!

SAMI Feature 1/72

Contents of the
FanKit box
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shown by passers-by and fellow modellers
at all the shows I have exhibited it at made
this ‘investment’ worthwhile. Besides, this
is a surprisingly large model, even in this
scale..! 

The kit chiefly comprises five major
parts, the fuselage, fixed tailplane, nose
cone, and two wings, plus a number of
smaller parts to represent the landing
gear, engine, petrol tank, struts and
‘cockpit’ details. A small photo-etched fret
offers the front end of the turbine. Some
metal wire, and a clear but succinct
instruction sheet completes the kit,
contained and well-protected in its strong
cardboard box. The overall quality of the
product is very good.

The real aircraft was first exhibited at the
Salon de l’Aeronautique in Paris in 1910,
where it attracted lots of attention as
being the only aeroplane without a
propeller, and was subsequently taken to a
field from which it briefly took off.
Surprised by the heat and flames coming
out of the turbine, Henry Coanda panicked
and promptly and rather indelicately
brought the aircraft back to the ground.
Had he been wearing seat belts, Coanda
later said, he would not have survived the
crash. The aircraft did not. Lacking the
funds to continue his endeavours, Coanda
went on working, quite successfully, for
Bristol, but his ideas and legacy resurfaced
about twenty-five years later and have
helped design far more modern and
efficient aircraft ever since.

Construction is neither simple nor
straightforward. The main problem is to
replace and strengthen the whole
undercarriage, which looks very fragile in
its resin form. Not only that, but FanKit
simplified it a bit too much. Existing
photographs of the aircraft exhibited in
Paris, and those of the full scale replica in
Bucharest (all readily available from the
Internet) will help you shape a more
accurate model. Since I was rebuilding
almost the whole undercarriage using
brass tubing, I also took the time to
revamp the wheels. A bit of extra PE
would not have gone amiss here, and I still
wonder why FanKit did not provide any
spoked wheels in this medium… 

The resin wheels are ‘full’ and that is just
not acceptable for this aircraft. Each new
wheel was made of two plastic card half-
tyres used to sandwich two spare PE
spoked disks, themselves sandwiching a
metallic, tubular axle. It’s not the easiest
thing to build, but it was definitely worth it.

The reworked undercarriage is secured
to, and through, the bottom wing, and
more brass tubing can then be shaped to
represent the inter-wing struts, also very
fragile-looking and (for the rear ones) not-
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Coanda Sesquiplane

The main elements
of the kit

The scratchbuilt
wheels – the kit-
supplied parts are
unacceptable

Assembly showing
reworked landing gear
and replacement
cruciform fins

The reworked
landing gear and struts
add both strength and
accuracy

The main elements
after primer has been
sprayed on
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Almost final assembly can take place
now; it is a matter of sliding the wings into
position, securing them with superglue,
and adding cosmetic braces made from
thin foil. 

The overall colour scheme appears to
be relatively shiny red-brown. The shine is
due to the external skin (plywood) being
polished. Acrylic colour and airbrush were
used for the red-brown. The nose cone,
which I wanted to look shinier, was dipped
in Klear and left aside to dry. The rest of
the airframe was first given a darker
water-colour wash then ‘polished’ using
artist’s oil paints - various mixes of black
and Burnt Umber. The difference in colour
tone and shine with the nose cone is
noticeable and adds interest. 

The pilot's seat, control wheels, petrol
tank and engine were painted then
weathered with appropriate colours, and
the model was left to dry for a couple of
days before the spoked wheels, nose cone
(with its PE face) were finally added, and
before the final drybrushing of the whole
airframe with Yellow Ochre artists' oil. 

A few cables make up the aircraft rigging,
though they are not always visible on
photographs. Note that the natural rubber
used during those times gave tyres a pinkish
colour and that it is believed that the turbine
blades were made from wood, hence the
light brown colour used on my model. 

Rivet counters will probably notice that
the PE turbine blades pattern is not quite
exact when compared to period
photographs, but despite its other little
shortcomings, we must however
commend FanKit for bringing this
important grand-daddy of all jet aircraft
out in kit form! 

quite-accurate as provided in the kit.
Thankfully, the Coanda wings were rather
thick, and the new struts can be firmly
anchored into the resin of the top wing
too. Test fit with the fuselage to ensure the
struts will hold the fuselage sides tightly! 

Adding the top wing completes the first
major part of the assembly. Priming may
reveal a few micro-bubbles or other little
surface issues here and there, but
correction with fluid and wet’n’dry
sandpaper should fix all this in no time. 

The fuselage can be tackled next, the
main issue here being to replace the
cruciform tailplane and strengthen the
landing skid. Cockpit detail is kept to a
minimum: seat, instrument panel, side
control wheels. Modern means of
controlling an aircraft, in terms of control
column and pedals, had only been
invented a year or so before and were not
universal just yet. I did add a few cables
along the visible part of the ‘cockpit tub’,
though. The petrol tank can easily be
replaced and detailed, but keep the visible
part of the in-line engine simple-looking.
Primer time again.  

Note that I opted to add the nose cone
at a later stage - with it on, it will be
impossible to add the wings as built
before! 
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Wings mating – a
matter that required
some conjecture

The main elements
after a base coat of red-
brown 

General side view of
fuselage and wings
after painting
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programme and continuing difficulties over
technology transfer. The cancellation of the
F-35 order by HM Government, even with
penalties, and the subsequent
development of the Sea Typhoon, an
indigenous UK design, secured jobs in the
UK, strengthened our ‘whole plane’ military
design capacity and lessened dependence
on the US. 

And British planes flew from a RN carrier
over Port Stanley.

The Build
Those who have seen some of my previous
articles know that I don’t have much luck in
finding the kits I want of the planes I want

E ven the least bellicose
amongst us experienced a
glow of pride, when we saw
the pictures of HMS Ark
Royal anchoring in Stanley

Harbour December 25th, 2022. Intended
at the outset to be HMS Queen
Elizabeth, the monarch herself had
suggested that the naval tradition of
almost 450 years be followed and that
the flagship be renamed. The great
vessel, at some 65,000 tonnes, the
largest to have seen service with the
Royal Navy, which had come via Belize
on its long trip south, seemed to dwarf
Stanley, the Islands’ capital. The
inhabitants of Stanley had been alerted
to the Ark’s imminent arrival by two Sea
Typhoons overflying the town an hour
before: 200 feet, in full afterburner. The
Typhoon silhouette had become familiar
to the Falklanders since 2009, when the
aircraft became operational there, but
this was new. 

The Sea Typhoon, having been a subject
of discussion and development for a
number of years, became a reality in 2013.
Two factors were involved. The first was

India’s reversing its decision on the choice of
an aircraft to fill its Medium Multi-Role
Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) requirement, in
favour of the Typhoon, largely, it is thought,
because of a new, more aggressive
marketing policy by the partners in
Eurofighter, involving a price drop and
heavy-duty governmental lobbying, and
elaboration on the offer to India of engaging
it as an industrial partner for production and
future development of the plane. 

There were also allegations of ‘non-
standard operating procedures’ by Dassault
during the shortlisting process. The
selection of Typhoon over the Rafale
activated full development of the navalised
version, an internally-funded design
unveiled at Aero India 2011, by Eurofighter
GmbH and BAe. Their press release
expressly promoted their belief that it
could operate at full load from ski jump
carrier decks (the so-called Short Take-Off
But Arrested Recovery: STOBAR). The
suggested new Typhoon offered India a
solution to its projected naval
requirements (it had three aircraft carriers).
The second factor was the enormous cost
increases in the F-35 Lightning II/JSF

Building the Sea Typhoon By Tony Grand

TECH DATA
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Cockpit painted and
fitted out pretty much

from the kit
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to build, when I’m good and ready to build
them. So it was here. Revell’s Sea Typhoon
kit was unobtainable and I had to make do
with converting their land-based version.
This is a nice little kit: accurate so far as I can
judge and nicely detailed. A little flash, but
what do you expect after all these years?
The ‘navalised’ or ‘marinised’ version differs
as follows: stronger landing gear with
greater travel on the oleos; a deleted front
centre fuselage pylon to accommodate the
space for the longer nose-gear; a larger tail-
hook than on the land version. In addition,
by 2020, four further, major changes had
been made to all Typhoons: the fitting of
conformal fuel tanks (CFTs), thus freeing up
pylons for weapons carriage; the fitting of
Leading Edge Root Extensions (LERX) to the
wings, with a consequent increase in
turning rate and delayed stall at high
angles of attack; 3D Thrust Vectoring
Control (TVC), ie the Typhoon’s engine
nozzles being movable in 3 dimensions, to
enhance manoeuvrability; and AESA radar,
ie electronically scanning radar to replace
the CAPTOR-M mechanically scanning
array on earlier Typhoons. The planes sold
to Saudi Arabia and Oman already
incorporated the CFTs and AESA and
further updated Typhoons incorporated
LERX and TVC (the latter being fitted to
uprated EJ200 engines). Another item on
the ‘2020’ Typhoon was a rearward-facing
passive missile warning array at the base of
the fin, to complement the PIRATE array to
the left of the cockpit canopy. Of the
preceding, only the AESA cannot be
represented relatively easily on the model.

Basic Build
Before getting down to the vivisection and
prosthetics, we have the basic build,
beginning with fitting out of the cockpit.

Eduard’s self-adhesive, pre-painted etch is
still available and needs no introduction. I
used Dark Gull Gray as the basic colour.
Initially, I added Eduard’s details to the kit
seat but later decided to obtain the Pavla
Martin-Baker Mk 16A seat, as being better
detailed

Revell’s instruction sheet is very clear and
I followed it in most particulars in sequence.
I departed from them in leaving off the
canards till the end of the build, as they
would inevitably be snapped off; and not
fitting the exhausts at the point indicated,
as surgery was in prospect. Something I
should have done was lengthen rearwards
the nose u/c bay before assembly, as I could
only manage it crudely when I remembered
I needed to do it. Although in its normal rest
position the Sea Typhoon’s nose-leg is the
same length as that of the RAF version, it
lengthens as it retracts.

Although the fuselage/wing assembly
goes together straightforwardly, there are
points to watch out for. I needed to use
superglue to hold together the nozzle areas
of the upper and lower fuselage and used,
as I often do, accelerator. When I returned to
this, I discovered that the area had shattered
(the only word I can use): possibly
accelerator added to Revell’s quite brittle
plastic under stress? More superglue and
Green Stuff. The lower wing had a
pronounced anhedral on my example, so
when the upper wings were added, I
needed to use tape to produce the
necessary zero dihedral/anhedral. The final
point I had a modicum of trouble with was
the area immediately to the rear of the
cockpit, where all the gubbins are, and
which comes as a separate piece, to allow for
the fuselage to be used for the two-seater. It
did not fit well: possibly read ‘I did not fit it
well’, so that I had trouble getting the
canopy, which I decided to model closed, to
sit properly. Everything else was very nice. 

Conversion
We start turning the model into a Sea

Typhoon. (Is that name tautological?)

LERX 
First, I added triangles of styrene to the

wing roots to simulate the LERX. I worked
from photos and a Eurofighter illustration
of the ‘2020 Typhoon’ to get the dimensions

www.sampublications.com September 2013 | 775
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Fuselage halves
closed – all looking
innocent so far

Upper wing in place, and rectifying cracks in the
rear fuselage
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Crash-moulded
blanks for CFTs obtained
from a spare F-107 tank

Modified kit main
legs and scratchbuilt
nose-leg

The crudely
extended nosewheel bay
– this would have been
better dealt with before
fuselage assembly

Styrene triangles added to form LERX

LERX blended in and CFTs added Dorsal spine, cockpit rear and nosecone added
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correct. Some blending with Green Stuff
produced a reasonable result.

CFTs
I had hoped to cannibalise these, by using
tanks from one of my unlikely-to-be-built
kits, but nothing was the correct size,
according to the photos and other
illustrations. The answer turned out to be
easy. I had previously used the belly fuel
tank from Trumpeter’s F-107 kit, in building
a Hawker 1121. This proved to be spot-on
for crash-moulding two half tanks and,
because the plastic was less rigid than any
kit item, this allowed the flexibility to get
the correct profile for the junction between
the tank and the upper fuselage: ie, it is not
simply half a wing tank stuck on. I added
the CFTs before the dorsal spine as it
allowed more space for adding filler,
sanding etc. 

Arrestor Hook 
More cannibalisation, in stealing the hook
from a Revell F-14, that I am gradually
reducing to spares. I shortened and
reshaped the housing for the hook pivot
and it looks a treat.

TVC Nozzles
Two sets of nozzles are provided in the kit. I
used parts 14, cutting out the area
between the outer petals, then adding
inside a strip of thin brass (springier and

less brittle than my usual tonic water can)
slit to represent broadly the complex inner
flexing petals. (It would look lovely done in
1/32; calling Mr Francis…) It is worth
seeking out film of the EJ200 with TVC in
the test rig; the thing looks alive.

Undercarriage
I originally started to scratchbuild all three
undercarriage members working from
illustrations found on the Web, but having
made very nice, but greatly oversized main
legs, I decided to modify the kit items. I used
the kit upper leg, filling in the space in the
pivot at the top, then adding a lower
leg/oleo/axle from aluminium tube and a
longer stroke torque-link, made from styrene
and fitted on the sides of the leg
components. The nose-leg was scratchbuilt
from aluminium tube, greater in diameter
than the kit item, aluminium sheet (for the
fork) and styrene. The mainwheels seem to
be the same size on both RN and RAF planes,
but the nosewheel larger and I sourced that
from the spares box. Given that the space
into which to retract the nosewheel is
limited, the larger wheel necessitates a

slightly bulged gear door, which I plunge-
moulded using a balsa mould.

The final aspect was the Rear Missile
Detector, which was fabricated with a short
length of styrene tube with a rounded end.

Painting and Decaling
I used Medium Sea Grey overall, from a
Tamiya rattle can, the radome being Light
Compass Gray. The canopy mask was from
Eduard. I kept the decals to a minimum,
using ejector seat warnings and slime-
lights from the Revell kit, low-viz roundels
from Xtradecal X72-041, and Royal Navy
titles from X72-157. The ‘flying fist’ of 899
Squadron came from Modeldecal sheet 65.

Conclusion
OK: I confess, it’s not real, and it’s not 2022.
Would that we could see that sight. I had
mused about building this conversion for
some time, once I had got wind of a
fallback position for even more trouble
with the F-35, but it became a reality when
I saw an article on Eurofighter’s proposal as
part of the India MMRCA bid that they
participate in developing a Sea Typhoon.
The build became more interesting for me
when I realised the ST could have CFTs:
otherwise there wouldn’t be much
difference from the current RAF version!

Most info came from the Web, where I
found on forums an immense animus
against the Typhoon. Eurofighter’s own
online publications are very useful and
Andy Evans’ AirData 5 on the Typhoon is
just a great publication. The Flying Fist
came about because I found an uncredited
and low-res picture on the Web (probably a
BAe pic from c.2001) showing a navalised
Typhoon with that emblem.

I chose the date 2022 for various reasons.
First, because that gave leeway for
developing the plane. Second, because it
would be forty years after the war for those
South Atlantic islands and 50 years after
the very low pass by two Buccaneers from
the previous Ark Royal over Belize City,
British Honduras (now Belize), arguably
deterred a Guatemalan invasion. (I am
planning a build ‘commemorating’ the
latter.) So, I thought, why not imagine a
future scenario where the UK can once
more project force?

References
• AirData 5: Eurofighter Typhoon 2010
• Combat Aircraft Vol 12. No 4: Eurofighter

pitches carrier Typhoon
• Various issues of Eurofighter World,
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search/label/13.%20Typhoon. 
(Quite negative…)

• http://ukarmedforcescommentary.
blogspot.co.uk/p/eurofighter-
typhoon.html

• http://far-maroc.forumpro.fr/ t1991p45-
ef2000-typhoon
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loaded for bear…
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'Sting' added
courtesy of a spare F-14

Modified nozzles with
simulated TVC petals

Nozzles roughly in
place

Canopy masked off
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W hen Japan announced
that it wanted to
replace its ageing
F-4EJ Kai Phantoms
with something new,

the world’s fighter makers entered their
best into the fray. The Japanese, to the
surprise of many, chose the troubled
JSF over the Typhoon, Rafale and Super
Hornet. This came as a surprise to many
because of the cost of the JSF and the
fact that it is a smaller, single-engined
aircraft; generally the JASDF prefers the
safety of two engines. 

The announcement in late 2011 that
the JSF had won the F-X competition was
a big boost for the JSF, especially in the
Pacific. However, as delays with the
program mounted, the Japanese informed
Lockheed-Martin that they would
reconsider their purchase if there were
additional delays or cost increases. This,
for a brief time, opened up the possibility
of Japan re-evaluating the other aircraft it
had previously rejected.

That’s when I got the idea for a JASDF
Typhoon. The JASDF did evaluate the
Typhoon, and as a replacement for the
venerable Phantom it makes good sense.
There’s a two-seater version and it has two
engines for over-water safety. Looking
through my stack, I found my copy of the
Revell Germany two-seat Typhoon, as well
as the Hasegawa X72#10 Weapons Set:
JASDF Aircraft Weapons 1. Thus was born
the F-13B Typhoon! I chose ‘13’ because it
is an unlucky number in Western
civilization, and the Typhoon lost the
competition, but the number has no such
connotations in Japan. I thought the irony

was rather neat. 
The Revell Germany two-seat Typhoon

is a pretty decent looking kit. Typical of
their kits, there are many fine panel lines
and details all over the aircraft, and one
gets the impression that it will fit together
well. The detail on the Typhoon is about
the same level and size as one finds on a
newer Academy WWII kit, so there’s
nothing to sneeze at. The canopy looks
pretty nice, and you get a few extra pieces
in the two-seater, namely the parts that
would be for the single-seater. 

At first, dry-fitting gives no indication of
any major problems; the wings and
fuselage all fit nicely, the canopy fits on
the body without any major issue, and the
pylons also seem to snug up to the
bottom of the wing well. However, just
when you thought it was safe, a major
problem manifests itself in the intake,
more details of which will be provided
shortly. The only other disappointment is
in the weapons; because the two-seaters
are generally (as yet) not used in a combat
role, the kit comes only with a few Meteor
AAMs. These aren’t badly done, but I was
hoping for more. Also, while you get the
single-seater’s pylons, you don’t get
weapons for them. 

The decals that come with the kit are
typical for a Revell kit; there are quite a
few stencils and markings for a German
aircraft. Of course, I needed Hinomarus for
my kit, so the factory decals were only a
secondary concern for me. Like all Revell
decals, they are very flat in finish, and it
would take a few coats of Future to
integrate them nicely into a finished
model. 

Getting the Typhoon Ready for Japan
The first major change that this project

entailed had nothing to do with the
hypothetical ‘what if-ness’ of the plane at
all. This is the issue of the intakes that I
mentioned earlier. On older kits, you often
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This is a close-up of the intake box reconstruction
that had to be done to close off the rest of the plane.
The upper ramp has a complex curvature, so using
thin styrene was a must. The splitter plate came with
the kit, but the roof and back walls did not

This shows the
Apoxie Sculp used to
change the front-half
contours of the jet. You
can see the FR probe
bay is filled, as is the
airbrake bay. This was
because the two-
seater’s spine didn’t
quite go over it
completely. Also, note
the large amount of
putty used to form the
bulge for the Vulcan
cannon at the wing root

From the port side, the lack of PIRATE system
‘eyeball’ and new undernose sensor are immediately
apparent, as is the shorter vertical tail. Note the glow
of the optical windows on all the weapons and
undernose sensor. The use of Bare-Metal Foil with
clear acrylics really gives a good effect
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F-13B Typhoon (JASDF) By Adam Rehorn
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find that the intakes are less than
complete. Most of us have encountered
intakes that are little more than gaping
holes that look into a completely hollow
airframe. This is actually normal for kits
made thirty years ago, and in such cases, it
is normally incumbent on the modeller to
do something to seal off the intakes and
reduce the apparent hollowness.
Normally, you can just block the offending
intake pipe off with sheet styrene and be
done. 

Having to do this, though, is not
something I expected on a Revell kit -
especially one not previously owned by
FROG or Matchbox! The entire ‘roof’ of the
intake system is missing, and there aren’t
any compressor faces for the front of the
engines, so it was necessary to make an
intake box out of sheet styrene. I just
blanked the end of the box off and
painted it black to simulate ‘holes’, and
then used thin styrene to build a
contoured ‘ceiling’. This had to match up
with the existing intake ramps and
splitters, so it was a bit of a contortionist’s
act. Thankfully, the styrene was quite
flexible, and in the end, the result was
quite good. Still, it’s a tight fit inside the
fuselage, and it was a lot more work than I
felt entitled to expect. 

Once I got the intakes done, I
proceeded to modify the aircraft in many
ways, to make it more suitable for JASDF
use. Whenever, I make a What-If, I try to
make is as realistic as possible. I feel it is

important to consider the engineering
changes that would be made to an aircraft
in order to make it suit both its new role,
as well as the service of its new owner. For
me, making a What-If is about more than
just putting different decals or paint on a
plane; it’s about really creating a new
variant.  To that end, there were
considerable changes awaiting the
Typhoon:
1.) Vertical Fin: I’ve always found the tail

on the Typhoon too tall for my liking,
and seeing as the F-13B would operate
at low levels in the anti-shipping role,
the taller tail wouldn’t be required.
Thus, I shortened the tail fin. This
means that the UHF’s upper antenna
would be moved, but that didn’t strike
me as a problem. 

2.) Tailcone: I wanted to give the F-13B a
drag chute, like the Phantom, so I used
Aves Apoxie Sculp to make a new
tailcone for the plane. The chute would
be needed due to the removal of the
large dorsal airbrake.  Rather than the
short, stumpy inter-engine spacer

plate on the normal Typhoon, or the
modern fitment of the Missile
Approach Warning (MAW) sensor (not
on the original kit), I now have a nice,
contoured tailcone that looks similar
to that on a Phantom, and which
could, conceivably, hold a chute. I
painted it as bare metal because I
doubt paint would survive back there!

3.) DASS Pods/Wingtip Rails: The Typhoon
carries the DASS (Defensive Aids
Subsystem) on its wingtip stations, in
two pods. One has a towed decoy, the
other EW gear. However, the DASS isn’t
something I would expect the
Japanese to use, at least not in the
European form. The F-2 (also tasked
with anti-shipping) carries wingtip
missiles, like its F-16 forebears. This
also makes sense for the F-13B, so I
chopped up a twin Sidewinder rail
from one of my weapons sets and
glued them to the wingtips. 

4.) Refuelling Access: The Japanese F-4s
and F-2s have a standard USAF flying
boom receptacle on them, but the
Typhoon uses a probe/drogue system.
I used the decals from a Monogram
1/72 F-16XL as a template to cut a new
refuelling door in the spine of the
aircraft, similar to where it is on an F-2.
This necessitated several changes:
Airbrake Deletion: The dorsal airbrake
was glued into place and filled in,
allowing a place for the boom
receptacle.
Probe Deletion: The nose-mounted FR
probe was removed, and the hole
filled. The bulge that normally houses
the probe was sanded flush with the
nose.

5.) Cannon Installation: The Japanese use
the M61 Vulcan six-barrel 20mm
cannon in most of their aircraft that
carry guns. It makes no sense that the
Typhoon would retain its 27mm
Mauser cannon in Japanese service;
this would be logistically impractical
and un-Japanese in its non-
standardization. Thus, I figured the
F-13B would have a Vulcan installed. I

This view of the F-13B’s underside shows not only its significant warload, but also the AN/ALQ-131 jammer on
the centreline station. The effects of having wingtip missile rails and the new undernose sensor is to change the
outline of the Typhoon considerably from stock
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Here’s the undernose
sensor pod glued on,
prior to sanding and
filling. The ‘glass’ area has
been marked, but the
rest of the integration is
yet to come. This was a
part from the spares box;
I don’t even remember
what kit it came from.
Notice that the FR probe
bay has now been sanded
smooth, and the panel
lines have been etched
into it, fully integrating it
and deleting the FR
system altogether

From the starboard
side, the Vulcan bulge is
clearly evident. The new
tailcone also shows up
well from this angle. If
you look at the pylon
holding the GCS-1-
equipped Mk  82 bomb,
you can see that the pylon
just clears the fin on the
bomb’s nose. This was not
the case with the stock
pylon; it was necessary to
cut the pylon to make the
bomb fit
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used Apoxie Sculp to create a new,
larger cannon bulge on the starboard
wing root, and drilled out a gun
trough using my pin vice. 

6.) IRST Sensor: Given that the F-13B is
optimized for anti-shipping
(technically anti-landing craft), having
the dogfight-optimised PIRATE system
up on the nose didn’t make sense. I
used a spare component to put an
undernose optical fairing in,
something that looked more like a FLIR
or Laser sensor than an IRST. 

7.) ECM System: The Japanese use the
AN/ALQ-131 jammer pod on the F-4EJ
Kai, so it only makes sense that they
would use the same pod on its
successor, in this case, the F-13B. I used
one of my Hasegawa -131 pods and
drilled out two small holes on the
centreline so I could mount it. The pod
fits perfectly between the gear doors
too, which was a bit of luck! 

8.) Pylons/Weapons: The F-13B would use
Japanese weapons.  I used AAM-3s on
the wingtip and AAM-4s in the semi-
conformal bays on the intake. I figured
that, since this isn’t a dogfighter, four
AAMs would be enough, and didn’t
mount the rear two AAM-4s. The big
problem was for the anti-shipping
weapons. I built up two ASM-2s for
under the wing, and I wanted to use
some laser-guided bombs as well.
However, the two-seaters aren’t well
armed, so I didn’t have pylons. Or so it
seemed, at least. The kit does come
with additional pylons that aren’t
called out in the instructions. After
some fiddling and modifications to
make the bombs fit (and the pylons fit
under the wings, around the landing
gear), I was able to get a Typhoon
armed with two ASM-2s and 2 bombs,
plus tanks!

Painting and Finishing:
I have always found the two-tone blue on
the F-4EJ Kais and the F-2s to be very
attractive. I used an Intermediate Sea Blue
and then masked off for the Dark Blue
using yellow tape. 

I painted the wheel bays white, and
washed them with a light grey wash to

bring out the detail, but not dull the
whiteness. This worked well. I also washed
the AAMs and ASMs using a slightly darker
version of the Light Ghost Grey that they
were painted.  

All optical windows were done using
Bare-Metal Foil. The windows were then
overpainted using Tamiya clear acrylics.
This simulates the vibrant coatings on
modern military optics, and really shows
up, even at a distance! The engines were
given a black wash to bring out the detail.
A thin coat of blue metallic was then hand
brushed over to give them that ‘heat-
stained’ look. 

All the panel lines were done with a
filed-down mechanical pencil and were
highlighted using appropriately-mixed
chalk pastels. This technique, to simulate
pre-shading, is very easy and fun to do,
and I did the whole aircraft in a matter of
an hour and a half or so. Once the pencil
and pastel was on, I glossed the plane
using Future floor polish. 

For the decals, I used a mix of kit decals
and spares. The spares came from the
Hasegawa 1/72 Ace Combat ‘Shinden 2’
kit. This is a model of a fictional plane from
a video game series and one of the
suggested paint schemes is the ‘overwater’

blue on blue. From this kit, I used the
Hinomarus, aircraft numbers and
squadron markings. After all, if I’m going
to make an imaginary aircraft, it makes
sense to use markings from another
imaginary aircraft, right?

I finished the model with a satin coat.
Final assembly was simple; just glue in the
landing gear and pop on the weapons. Of
course, it wasn’t really that simple; the
engine nozzles wouldn’t fit into the body
once it was together, so I had to sand a
significant lead on them and force them
into the holes. This blew the body apart at
the rear wing/body junction, but
thankfully the crack was only a hairline
one, and a bit of glue swiftly, and invisibly,
put things back right.

Conclusions
Revell’s Typhoon has nice detailing and
good fit, for the most part, but there are
some things that bugged me, not the least
of which was the intake trunking. The
cockpit detailing was only average, and
the lack of weaponry was a bit of a
disappointment. Thus, overall, I would say
that this kit is something of an orphan - a
bit too much for the inexperienced, but if
you want a cheap alternative for either
‘what-if’ work or as a ‘family build’ with a
more junior modeller, this one could do
the trick.
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Typhoon Counterfactuals

This close-up view
of the Typhoon’s
midship section shows
not only the bare metal
APU exhaust plate, but
also the new “Flying
Boom” receptacle on
the spine. This is slightly
offset to port on
purpose, so that the
boom would not be
directly over the top of
the canopy

This view of the
Typhoon from the top
shows the effect of the
camouflage scheme as
well as the pastels on
the panel  lines. The
pastels are individually
matched to the colour
below them, so that a
uniform ‘darkening’ is
achieved over the
whole plane

In association with
www.revell.eu
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S o I got just a little bit
distracted for a year or so,
and all kinds of projects in
the smaller scale became
sidelined. It’s something that

happens periodically, but I have stopped
feeling guilty about it as these things
usually come in cycles, and the boxes
come out again. One of the promises I
make myself as a modeller – and one I
try to carry over into Editorial policy – is
that modelling time is too precious to
waste on something you don’t want to
build. Sidetracked into a lengthy bout of
Luftwaffe 1/48, with as much
aftermarket as I could cram into a build,
it has been an exhilarating and
enjoyable time on the workbench, but
the threat of change is always present…

It doesn’t take much. Minicraft were to
blame this time round, with the arrival in
the office of their latest boxing of the EC-
121, a military version of the venerable
Constellation that simply oozes serpentine
character. More of this elsewhere, but with
my 1/144 head well and truly glued on, it
was time to take down the collection of
modestly-sized boxes containing the part-
builds and take a look at what was what.

One model at an advanced stage was
the EP-3E Aries II, a conversion of the basic

Orion kit with a set of resin parts by
Japanese manufacturer Fox One. Most of
the hard work was done, and the main
assembly was more or less complete so it
seemed to tick all the boxes.

I tend to work towards collections, and
to this end I have a completed E-8 JSTARS
and an E-3 Sentry on the 1/144 shelf. The
focus is US military aircraft broadly
covering the Cold War period, although
leaning towards grey stuff through the last
two decades as well. There is an E-6
Mercury part-built to join them as and
when decals become available (I am no
Andy McCabe or Mike Grant when it comes
to the ALPS printer), but in the meantime
the Aries seemed the ideal subject to
complete a trio of ELINTS/AWACS
platforms, so I picked up the pieces, blew
off the dust and dug out some references –
chiefly Des Brennen’s excellent and
informative ‘Scaled Up’ and modelling
pieces in Model Aircraft August 2011

TECH DATA

LOCKHEED
CP-140

AURORA
SCALE: 1/144

KIT NO: 52084-800

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

MANUFACTURER:
Micro Ace

AVAILABLE FROM
HobbyLink Japan

www.hlj.com

ALSO USED: 

FOX ONE #A019 EP-3E
Aries II Remodelling Kit
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SAMI Feature 1/144

The kit’s decals go
on well – although the

blue of the national
insignia was a bit

bright, so was replaced
on the model

Decals cover two
aircraft – although colour
demarcation differs from

Internet photos

Scaling Down Aries
A Bite at the Ram By Gary Hatcher

Fox One offer a number of interesting kits and
conversions, including a JASDF version of the Aries

Sponsored by Hobbylink Japan 
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covering the P-3 Orion and the ‘Black Bat’
variant – the predecessor of the Aries II that
seems to have misbehaved itself in Chinese
airspace on behalf of the CIA… 

Both the kit and the conversion set were
provided by HobbyLink Japan, who stock a
number of ranges in the smaller scale not
readily available in the UK. The kit was the
original LS/Arii tooling, rebranded as ‘Micro
Ace’, and boxed as a Canadian CP-140
Aurora. Parts are provided to build a regular
P-3 Orion, but with decals for the RCAF. The
kit is a venerable tooling, with a mix of
good and bad points. High spot is the fit,
which for its age is exemplary, and the
engineering is intelligent and well thought
out. The transparency is usable, but would
be dealt with in my customary fashion,
while the decals were by and large
redundant as the conversion set included
markings for the aircraft I intended to build.

The Fox One conversion is a neat little
set of parts including a radome, a canoe-
fairing for the spine, a couple of larger resin
lumps, and a host of small aerials. Also
included are replacement wingtips, a decal
sheet with two options, and a set of
instructions that are a good basic guide,
but are not without inconsistencies and
inaccuracies in the matter of markings and
antenna fit.

Work had commenced with a basic
interior, and the model had progressed
quickly to a point at which wings had been
fitted, and I was ready to add the resin. My
usual batting order when it comes to
airliner types (the Orion was based on an
original Lockheed design for a passenger
aircraft, the L-188 Electra) is to get as much
sanding, filling and mess over and done
with as possible before adding the
transparency. In this instance I fitted the
bulk of the resin parts, and wingtips, the kit
nacelles and tailplanes, then took
advantage of the open bomb bay to pack
in enough lead to discourage tail-sitting.
This done, the bomb bay door piece was
fitted closed and the resin radome fitted on
top of it. Much sanding and filling ensued,
along with multiple coats of thick gloss
grey paint as a means of toning down the

rather heavy panel lines. These are one of
the kit’s low points, and would be out of
scale on a 1/48 kit, never mind 1/144.
Fortunately a large brush wielded without
subtlety, followed by reciprocal attacks
with wet and dry, managed to reduce their
somewhat haggard appearance. I have
heard of these ‘hairy sticks’ and often
pondered their utility… now I know what
they are for.

Mess completed, I took the transparency
out of the plastic bag it had been curing in
since being bathed in Klear a year or so

ago. It had also had a coat of Tamiya clear
orange painted onto the inside, and was
ready now to fit. Being well protected by
the Klear I was able to superglue it firmly
into place, making sure all crevices were
filled tightly with Deluxe Roket Max.

Before applying the all-over coat of filler I
cut window masks in situ. This was made
easier by the prominent framing, and a
complete set of masks were cut and set
aside before the entire windscreen area
was coated with Humbrol filler. Nicks and
marks on the transparency during this
process would be incidental, and it’s an
easy way to get an accurate set of windows.
Next day came the fun part, involving wet
and dry over the entire front end, followed
by a polish, until a clean, blank – and
orange – windscreen resurfaced. Flush with
the fuselage, and minus the heavy frame
and the visible seam round the edge. The
masks were put back in position, and the
airframe was ready for painting to
commence.

My chief source for the specific colour
scheme was Airliners.net, a superb online
resource that yielded two images of one of
the aircraft depicted on the Fox One decal
sheet – BuNo 161410. Given clear
references I elected to model this option, as
EP-3s seem to vary slightly from airframe to
airframe, and it was apparent from the
pictures I found that this aircraft at least
differed from the painting instructions in
the conversion set. 

Basic colour was grey with white upper
body. I used Lifecolor’s UA041, which is an
excellent match for FS 16473 Gloss Aircraft
Grey. Lifecolor’s paint has been a favourite
for some time, and their modern US colours
seem pretty much on the nail. Even if this
were not the case then I prefer consistency
to accuracy – a matter of some conjecture
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Benchmarks Feature

Eight main resin
parts and a mass of
aerials make up the
resin components

The build resumed,
pace was hectic and I
was masking and
painting by the time I
remembered to take
any in-progress shots!

Another image
cropped up on
Planespotters.net –
also depicting the later
equipment fit

The ever-tedious
chore of masking

Glossed and ready
for decals – at this point
we still await the
unveiling of the cabin
windows with some
trepidation…

Sponsored by Hobbylink Japan 
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easy to paint. I used Lifecolor’s Tire Black
from the recently released Rubber & Co.
Shades of Black set, which is exquisite.

The undercarriage bay doors were all
replaced with the thinnest plastic card I
could find, bent round the handle of a
needle file and superglued in place after
painting.

Propellers
These are nice three-piece mouldings, and
are right ‘in your face’ so really do warrant a
little care in the painting and preparation. I
started by masking the white tips, opting
for the bare plastic as I had no Halford’s
white primer to hand. Next up was
Humbrol’s Metalcote Dark Iron from an
aerosol for the mid-section of the blades,
after which the hubs and roots of the props
were sprayed matt black. Red stripes were
applied to the tips from spare decal, and
the whole thing blended together with a
coat of satin varnish. These were glued into
position after the intakes had been tarted
up a little. Rims were masked and brush-
painted on using Citadel Bolt-Gun Metal,
which gave a beautiful smooth metallic
finish, after which a black wash was flooded
in to add depth. In another life I would have
drilled them out and added trunking, but
this was the eleventh hour of the build, and
my eyesight is not as fussy as it used to be!

Antenna Fit
This was the final furlong. The EP-3E’s
defining characteristic is the mass of aerials
festooning its surfaces. The conversion
does a pretty good job of providing these
in resin, as well as offering comprehensive
instructions for their placement. I opted to
replace all but a few with plastic card, partly
because some of them needed a lot of
cleaning up, but chiefly in the interests,
again, of a consistent appearance with the
other aircraft thus accoutred in my
collection.

The antenna fits on the two images I
found of 161410 were completely different.

One was dated 2009, and the other 2013,
with the conversion set clearly being based
on the earlier equipment. As this was
supported by the instructions to some
extent I opted for this configuration. The
later image depicts a much cleaner aircraft,
with the spiky black antennae under the
wings and lower fuselage absent, and
some more sober grey blade aerials in
evidence under the wing roots. 

At this point I should mention that I have
no idea as to what the specifics of either
equipment fit represent, neither do I really
feel a need to know. They are there on the
aircraft so I put them on the model. That’s
good enough for me, although as and
when someone feels inclined to present an
article on the thing for Model Aircraft I will
be pleased to educate myself. Let’s hope
one pops into Lossiemouth soon…

So the model was finished. Overall I like
to think it is a passable representation of
the type. Specifics of the antenna fit are
wobbly, as I only had one photograph of
the actual aircraft to work from, and given
the discrepancies in the instructions I
would regard my efforts as just a best
guess. Still, it fits nicely into the line-up, and
has given me a taste for further spyplanes.

Finishing Aries has certainly whetted my
appetite for 1/144 again, and I am amused
as ever by the kind of comments modelling
in this scale seem to elicit. Many modellers
regard a 1/144 kit as something throwaway
– something to knock out for a change of
scenery in an evening or two; something
that doesn’t really matter.

My experience is that it is the same as
any other scale. You get out what you put
in, and if you approach it without really
bothering you will end up with a model
that looks as if you haven’t really bothered.
If, on the other hand, you take a bit of care,
and pay attention to such detail as is viable,
you may well end up with a model that will
surprise you.

Look at the SIG stand if you don’t believe
me.

at the best of times when dealing with
colours applied to machinery operated
outdoors at extremes of weather and
temperature. Demarcations on the
photographs differed from the instructions,
and both rudder and canoe fairing were
clearly in different shades so I replicated
this as best as I could from the images
available. Masking was as tedious a job as it
ever is, but I was very pleased with the
performance of the Fox One decal sheet,
which despite the all-over carrier film went
on without any difficulties.

Painting and decaling complete, there
were three major areas that needed
addressing before the model was finished,
all of which I had left until after the
transparency was unmasked, as this is
usually the point at which a build falls by
the wayside, and there is no point wasting
time finishing components just for the
spares box:

Undercarriage
The kit undercarriage is well-moulded and
sturdy – which is a blessing given the
amount of nose weight used. It also fits
very nicely, and the sit of the finished
aircraft looks pretty good to me. The only
alterations I made were to drill out the
landing lights and fill them with Clearfix,
and to cut off the solid moulded scissors
links and replace them with tiny snippets of
plastic. The wheels were well-moulded and
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SAMI Feature 1/144

Adding the comprehensive aerial fit – twenty
approximately similar pieces were cut and sprayed
matt black

Fitting the aerials –
make sure you hold
small components over
a tray or box at all times
as you almost certainly
will drop one!

A rather poor photo
of the ‘antenna pallete’.
With one hand carefully
hold an antenna with
tweezers. The other holds
a cocktail stick. Dip the
stick into a blob of your
preferred super glue –
Roket Max is extremely
efficient for this task.
Touch the base of the
antenna to the glue on
the stick, getting as little
as possible on the mating
face. Then put down the
cocktail stick, pick up the
aircraft and touch the
antenna into position.
With shaped or handed
aerials it is best to do a
dry run to make sure you
have everything the right
way round when you pick
up the aircraft

Adding the props transformed the model. I was
also pleased with the intakes – the Bolt-Gun Metal
gave an excellent result

Sponsored by Hobbylink Japan 
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designated H-75 in the French Air Force in
which it served, developed a fault and was
not able to participate in the flying display. 

Although a tribute to the Mighty Eighth,
the Air Show did contain some interesting
diversions from the theme, and amongst
the sounds of the Allisons and Pratt and
Whitneys, came the roar of a Rolls Royce
Avon as a Hawker Hunter T.7 swept along
the flight line. Hunter WV372 is owned by
Graham Peacock and is based at North
Weald. It is in the camouflage colours and
markings of WV372/R of 2 Squadron RAF
Germany and gave a good display, again
with crowd-pleasing top-side views during
a nice knife-edge pass. At the other
extreme, the Shuttleworth Collection
Westland Lysander III was more pedestrian,
demonstrating those qualities that made it
ideal to support Agents in occupied
territories. It is painted overall black, in the
markings of 161 Special Duties Squadron,
on night operations from RAF Tempsford.

It was a fantastic and enjoyable Air
Show with the unique elements that only
Duxford seems able to produce, including
a bright sunny day. It was also a fitting
tribute to the Mighty Eighth and the
contributions the Americans made in the
Eagle Squadrons. 

Acknowledgements:
My thanks go to Esther Blaine, IWM
Duxford’s Public Relations Manager, for her
kind consideration and assistance in
meeting our needs and also to Gary
Thatcher, our ‘Minder’ for the day who did
his best to ensure we got the photos and
stories we wanted. Thank you. 

T he IWM Duxford Spring Air
Show took place on the 26th
May 2013 with the theme of
‘Remembering the Mighty
Eighth’, paying tribute to the

contribution made by the United States
during the Second World War, a
contribution in which Duxford also
played a part when the 78th Fighter
Group of the United States Army Air
Forces (USAAF) moved into RAF Duxford
seventy years ago.

The Spring Air Show always seems to be
graced with a bright sunny day proving
good flying conditions for the ‘mature’
aircraft participating in the display.
Prominent amongst these was ‘Eagle
Squadron’ - a Flight comprising a Hawker
Hurricane, Supermarine Spitfire, Republic P-
47 Thunderbolt and North American P-51
Mustang, flying a salute not only to the
USAAF airmen, but also to the brave
American Volunteers who flew in the regular
Squadrons of the RAF and also in the three
Eagle Squadrons, operational from 1940 to
1942. These Eagle Squadrons were:
• 71 Squadron was re-formed at RAF

Church Fenton with American Volunteers
in September 1940. Over the next two
years, equipped with Hurricanes at first
and then moving on to Spitfires, the
Squadron mounted operations from
North Weald and Martlesham Heath. In
September 1942, the Squadron was
transferred to the USAAF, becoming 334
Squadron of the 4th Pursuit Group and
moved to Debden.

• 121 Squadron was re-formed at RAF
Kirton-in-Lindsey in May 1941, equipped
with Hurricanes. These were soon
exchanged for Spitfires and the
Squadron moved first to North Weald
and then to Rochford. Their aircraft
provided fighter escort during the
attacks on the German Battleships
making the Channel Dash to their home
ports. In September 1942 they were also
transferred to the USAAF, becoming 335
Squadron of the 4th Pursuit Group and
moved to Debden.

• 133 Squadron was re-formed at RAF
Coltishall in July 1941, equipped with
Hurricanes, and then moved to Duxford
to commence operations. Re-equipping
with Spitfires, the Squadron became
heavily involved in fighter sweeps over
France, including providing cover for the
Dieppe raid. Like the other squadrons,
this was transferred to the USAAF
becoming 336 Squadron of the 4th
Pursuit Group, and also moving to
Debden. 
Eagle Squadron pays tribute to the

American fliers in both RAF and USAAF
Service with its display of representative
aircraft.

The four aircraft made an impressive
debut at Duxford, giving an excellent
display, flying in formation with Boeing B-
17G Sally B and later in formation with our
own Red Arrows. However, it is the
difference in appearance and sound that
attract you to the American fighters. It is
unusual to have a razorback Mustang on
display with the original high rear fuselage
and flush frame canopy over the cockpit.
The P-51C also only has a four-gun
armament, two in each wing, evident by
the leading edge gun ports. 

Continuing with the tribute to the
USAAF, Duxford-based ‘The Fighter
Collection’ displayed their two Curtiss P-
40s. These are rarely seen on the display
circuit and both aircraft are unique in their
own right. Sadly, The Fighter Collection’s
other Hawk, a Curtiss P-36 which was

Duxford’s tribute to the Mighty Eighth Air Force By Ray Ball
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Eagle Squadron

SAMI Feature Photo Essay

The Eagle Squadron
badge adorns the
fuselage side of the
Squadron aircraft to
commemorate the
contribution of
American Airmen in the
Second World War

Spitfire Mk Ia AR213
(G-AIST) in the markings
of Spitfire P7308, coded
XE-D of 71 (Eagle)
Squadron. This was the
aircraft flown by Bill R
Dunn, the first ‘Eagle’
pilot to achieve ‘Ace’
status

Photo Essay
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IWM Duxford Spring Air Show

Tribute to the Mighty Eighth Air Force. The Fighters of Eagle Squadron with
Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress, Sally B representing the Bomber Forces, in formation
over Duxford

Eagle Squadron’s Hurricane Mk X is depicted in the colours and markings of
Hurricane Mk I P3886 coded UF-K of 601 (County of London) Squadron in 1940. Two of
the American volunteers attached to this Squadron, Billy Fiske and Carl R Davis flew
this aircraft, both being tragically killed on operations in 1940. Billy Fiske was the
first American to be killed in RAF service

This absolute beast of an aircraft belongs to The Fighter Collection at Duxford and is painted up in the colours
and markings of WZ-D of the 84th Fighter Squadron of the 78th Fighter Group, based at Duxford. This Jug was the
aircraft of Severino R Calderon who gave it the Snafu name. The sheer size of the P-47 Thunderbolt, with the 18-

cylinder Pratt and
Whitney Double Wasp
radial engine in the
large cowling, driving a
massive four-blade
propeller, is quite a
sight. The size is more
pronounced by the high
razorback fuselage and
the framed, chisel-back
cockpit canopy. It is big,
tough-looking and loud,
certainly attracting
attention

Astonishingly, Boeing B-17G Sally B is in its 38th year on the flying display
circuit, having first arrived at Duxford in 1975. This is testimony to the loving care
the aircraft receives from B-17 Preservation Ltd and the club of supporters. Its
display is a pleasure to watch, with plenty of top-side views to please
photographers and model makers

Curtiss P-40B Warhawk (Serial No. 41-13297) in the markings of No 284 of the
19th Pursuit Squadron, 18th Pursuit Group at Wheeler Field, Hawaii. 41-13297 was
delivered to the USAAC in March 1941 and is the world’s oldest airworthy P-40B.
Delivered to the 19th Pursuit Squadron of the 18th Pursuit Group at Wheeler Field,
Hawaii and allocated number 284, this aircraft also uniquely survived the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbour. After recovery from a crash site where it had lain for forty-
five years, the aircraft was restored and repainted in its original colours and markings 

The Grace Spitfire, a Mk IXT, serial number ML407, actually saw service over Normandy before becoming a
training aircraft in the Irish Air Force. It is kept in great condition and performed alongside Hispano HA-1112
Buchon of the Duxford based Aircraft Restoration Company. The Buchon is painted in Luftwaffe colours and
makings and flying together with the Spitfire again captures attention

North American P-51C Mustang (N487FS) in the markings of 487th Fighter
Squadron, of the 352nd Fighter Group. This aircraft, coded HO-W, was flown by triple
Ace William T Whisner and was given the name Princess Elizabeth

Golden Apple Operations operate an immaculate Boeing PT-17 Kaydet in the
Blue and Yellow colours and markings of a pre-war USAAC primary trainer. It depicts
the aircraft in its true role in an authentic colour scheme and looks great 
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SAMI Feature Photo Essay

A sight not seen often at air shows is a display by a pair of Douglas C-47s. The
Dakota Heritage and Aces High both have their aircraft in USAAF colours and
markings, depicting the air transports used over Normandy and during Operation
Market Garden. The Dakota Heritage aircraft served with the 87th Troop Carrier
Squadron, 438th Troop Carrier Group, working with Airborne Forces and as a glider
towing aircraft. With a hook attached, the aircraft was involved in glider recovery
from Normandy and took the name Drag-em-oot for this work. The Aces High C-47
served with the RCAF as a glider tug and also took part in Operation Market Garden
and later in the Berlin Airlift 

Adding their tribute was the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, with Lancaster PA474 being escorted by
Hurricane Mk IIc PZ865 repainted in the colours of ‘EG-S’, of 34 Squadron, South East Asia Command during 1944.
This was the personal aircraft of Canadian pilot, Flight Lieutenant Jimmy Whalen DFC. Also on escort duty was
Spitfire PR.XIX PS915 in the colours of PS888, a PR.XIX of 81 Squadron based at RAF Seletar in Singapore during
the Malaya Campaign. They followed the usual air show pattern of giving individual aircraft displays then joining
in formation for a series of final fly-pasts. They are always an impressive display and again, a pleasure to see

One aircraft present but unable to participate in the air show was the RAF’s 2013 display Shorts Tucano,
looking splendid in its second world war desert camouflage colours. Not sure about the RA-F codes though, but I
am looking forward to seeing it display at future shows

The end of the afternoon meant it was time for a ‘smoke’ as the Golden Apple
Operations North American F-86A Sabre took to the skies. This is the world’s only
airworthy F-86A and displays in the markings of the F-86s from the USAF 4th
Fighter Interceptor Group, during the first years of the Korean War. The F-86A is
powered by a General Electric J47-27 Turbojet which seems to be a particularly
smoky engine judging by the trail left behind the aircraft, and certainly making it
visible in the sky. Nevertheless, it gave a brilliant crowd-friendly display of turns
and passes and took my mind to the flying scenes in Robert Mitchum’s The Hunters.
It was great 

Eagle Squadron - an amazing mix of aircraft types in formation over Duxford

The Collection’s Curtiss P-40F Warhawk (Serial No. 41-19841) is one of only two
left airworthy in the world. Delivered to the USAAC in 1942, the aircraft was
allocated to the Thirteenth Air Force in the Southwest Pacific. In 1943, the aircraft
was dumped on the island of Espiritu Santo, from where it was recovered and
restored to flying condition in Australia. The Fighter Collection painted the aircraft
in the “desert scheme” colours and markings of Lee’s Hope, a P-40F of the 85th
Fighter Squadron, 79th Fighter Group, which was flown by Lt Robert J Duffield in
southern Italy in early 1944 

Piper L-4 Cub in the markings of the 456th Parachute Field Artillery Battalion of
the 82nd Airborne Division. Cub 57-H is owned by Robin Roberts and depicts the
aircraft flown by his father Lt George Roberts. Displaying their low speed flying
characteristics were two Cubs, both in the 1944 D-Day Invasion stripes and markings
of the 456th Parachute Field Artillery Battalion of the 82nd Airborne Division
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pages (more of which later), and a decal
sheet with markings for three options.
Option 1 is Q/Z1905 of 1771 Squadron,
HMS Indefatigable, 1944; this aircraft took
part in, and was shot down during,
operations against German shipping off
the Norwegian coast. Option 2, modelled
here, is for 5.M/Z1830 of 1770 Squadron,
also of HMS Indefatigable in July, 1944,
but this time as involved in operations
against the Tirpitz. The details note that
this was the first production Firefly Mk I.
Finally, we have E3.J/Z2116 of 731
Squadron, based at Easthaven NAS in late
1944.

It is clear from the unused parts that the
kit will be appearing in further guises.

S pecial Hobby’s Firefly has
been an eagerly awaited
release; the latest in a
steady succession of WWII-
era Fleet Air Arm subjects.

So … is it worth the wait?
As we open the box, does it contain the

Holy Grail, or just an old tin mug? Well,
what we have are six sprues of Special
Hobby’s usual, slightly soft, grey plastic,
finely-detailed parts, one small sprue of
clear parts and one small bag of resin
components. One of the first things that
struck me was an improvement over, I
think, all Special Hobby kits I’ve built to
date; the tailplanes are not just a butt-fit
to the fuselage, but have proper slots and

tabs. The wings are made up from a one-
piece, full-span lower section and upper
sides, so that makes life easier than in
some cases, too.

There is also Special Hobby’s usual style
of instruction leaflet, covering twelve

TECH DATA

FAIREY 
FIREFLY MK I

SCALE: 1/48

KIT NO: 48127

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

MANUFACTURER:
Special Hobby
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By Dick Clark
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Special Hobby’s 1/48 Fairey Firefly Mk I
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As usual, we begin with front and rear
cockpits. Although I have no doubt a ‘Hi-
Tech’ version will duly appear with oodles
of etch and extra resin, I have to say the
interior as it is, is very well represented
and highly detailed, and it all goes
together remarkably well. My only tiny
criticism is that part of the gunsight, Part #
G17, was not well-formed. I replaced this
with a generic etch part from an old
Reheat set, which probably looks better
anyway. The instruments are represented
with a decal, which looks quite crude and
basic on the decal sheet, but which looks
absolutely superb once in place! I used a
touch of setting solution to ensure that
the dial faces settled in well; once they
had I touched each one with a drop of
gloss clear to represent their glass faces.

Rather than try to align all the sections
of the rear cockpit in one go, I built the
floor and the two bulkheads directly into
the starboard fuselage half, did my

painting and weathering, then fitted the
upper panel with its rear bulkhead. I
added seat belts from Eduard set 49006
Seatbelts RAF WWII (there are two types of
belt in this set and I honestly don’t know if
I picked the right option).

The location of the instrument panel
was a bit vague, but other than that all the
interior parts and sub-assemblies fitted
perfectly; either a testament to Special
Hobby’s improved technologies or my
build accuracy; I’m not sure which! Do
note that Part # C19 needs to be fitted
before the fuselage halves are joined. This
is not clear from the instructions and it
doesn’t help that the ‘Infoview’ showing
the tailwheel’s construction is not shown
until a later stage and on a different page.
I did miss this, and had to fiddle things to
get it in later.

I would also suggest fitting the radiator
intake grill to the assembled fuselage,
making sure it is located hard up against
the intake’s upper surface, then fitting the
chin intake around it, rather than fitting
the grill to the intake and adding this sub-
assembly. The chin intake fits perfectly to
the airframe, but assembling it by the
latter sequence has left an unsightly gap
between the grille and the upper panel.
Also note that the exhausts are in the bag
of resin parts - and very nice they are, too!

Although everything inside fitted so
well, I did find some slight distortion
between the two fuselage halves, which
necessitated their being glued together in
three stages, starting with the section
between the two cockpits, moving
forward to the nose and finally aligning
the tail and rear fuselage.

Some considerable filling and sanding
work was needed to perfect the fuselage
joins. Despite my care, and despite it

being the first section I mated up, the
section between the cockpits needed the
most work. This would show up later. The
wing root intakes have been omitted
entirely from the construction sequence in
the instructions. They’re not hard to figure
out, and they fit well, but I’d advise fitting
them before you move on to the wings.
The same applies to the two other small
resin intakes just below the previous pair;
they do at least get a mention in the
instructions although, oddly, not until
after the undercarriage has been built up.
These do need a little more work to blend
in; all the more reason to fit them now
rather than later.

Once the fuselage is all ship-shape
(well, aeroplane-shape, but you get my
drift), the wings and tailplanes aren’t
too much trouble, although I did
hit a snag with the wings. I glued
the wing uppers to the lower
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The instrument panel decal looks a lot better once
set in place than it at first appears on the decal sheet

Working my way
around the fuselage to
bring the two halves
into alignment, Berna
clamps being used to
hold it while the glue set

After separating the starboard wing upper
because of a too-tight fit, the rest of the wing
assembly needed to be clamped into position to hold
it together while it set 

A view of the cockpit assemblies installed in the
fuselage. Be sure to get both compass decals pointing
the same way!

section, aligning on the gun fairings. They
need a bit of sanding around the joining
edges, and you may feel the need to thin
the trailing edges a touch.. However, when
I came to fit the wing assembly to the
fuselage I found the gap for the fuselage
to be too narrow. I managed to separate
one side of the wing - that which I judged
to be fractionally less well-aligned - then
set the rest of the wing assembly to the
fuselage. I clamped this in position to
check its alignment and found I needed to
shave a little off the port wing root in
order to bring the wing into correct
alignment with the fuselage. The
starboard wing upper also needed a shave
before adding it to the kit. The moral is,
check before the glue dries! 

The gun fairing roots are a touch fiddly,
but nothing too serious. Special Hobby
have chosen to make the guns with the
fairings moulded to the barrels, but I do
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will be a lot easier to fit at this stage (and
preferably before fitting those gun
fairings!).

Last thing before painting is to fit the
canopies, and these were something of a
let-down as far as fit is concerned. Special
Hobby have moulded the fuselage to fit
the later hood, necessitating some careful
trimming to make the earlier version fit.
Surely it could have been better to make
the canopies so that they included the
panel immediately in front of them, so
that both versions fit in the same hole?
Then the front canopy was too narrow at
its rear edge, resulting in a step on the
starboard side. The rear canopy suffered
from a similar problem at its front edge,
but on the port side. Neither canopy
matched the profile around the top of the
fuselage, either, although this was

undoubtedly down to the amount of work
I’d had to do to blend in the join causing
the profile to be incorrect. Yes, I could
have done more to correct this profile, but
to be honest I’d already done so much
work on this section I couldn’t face it!

Painting, Decaling and
Weathering
I was pleasantly surprised when the
primer coat did not reveal any areas
needing further work. But then I have
been working to get a finer finish on filled
and sanded areas by polishing with Albion
Alloys' fine abrasive pads and sheets - well
worth the effort!

Tamiya acrylics were used: XF-21 Sky for
the undersides, XF-54 Dark Sea Grey and
(from information gained from online
conversion charts) XF-13 Japanese Army
Green for the Dark Slate Grey. Yes, that
sounds like a contradiction in terms, and
Dark Slate Grey certainly does look green
to my eyes. I’m not entirely convinced XF-
13 is quite the correct shade - it looks too
strongly green to me. But I stayed with it,
as it was my intention to tone the colours
down with pastel weathering later
anyway. Edges were masked with rolls of
Blu Tack to give soft demarcations. 

feel this would have been far better if the
fairings were separate from the barrels,
the barrels to be added later. As it is, you
have three choices: leave the guns off until
after painting and accept the visible join in
the fairings; fit the guns and risk breaking
the barrels off during painting; or cut the
barrels away, fit and blend in the fairings
and fit the barrels later. I took the first
choice but wished I’d thought of the third
option sooner! If you’re building the later
version with the fully-faired guns I’d
suggest adding these and blending them
in before painting; being that much
thicker there will be less danger of
breaking them at a later stage. 

I would advise fitting the clear leading
edge light and blending this in at this
stage, too, rather than leaving it until after
painting. It won’t be difficult to mask, and
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This angle shows
the slight offset of the
wing assembly to the
fuselage, corrected by
taking a shave off the
upper wing halves at
their roots

The main wheel bay
insert is a nicely cast
single resin piece

These are the parts for the wing root intakes,
omitted altogether from the instructions.

The two parts of the intakes fit together neatly
inside one another

The intakes fitted in
place. Not included are
the intake guards that are
a prominent feature on
the Firefly, and which will
almost certainly feature
in any etched detail set
aimed at this kit

Here the modification to enable use of the early
type canopy can be seen
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My online research persuaded me to
alter the demarcation lines between the
Sky and the upper camouflage colours
underneath the tailplanes, as the only
example I could find showing the
demarcation as per the instructions and
the box lid was the prototype. In-service
airframes all seem to carry the scheme as
I’ve done it, although there is some
variation in the actual demarcation, so it
clearly wasn’t an exact science. The model
was then glossed with Tamiya TS-13 from
a spray can. I suspect it’s because of the
hot weather, that this didn’t flow out as
well as usual, needing another session
with Albion Alloys’ polishing cloths to
achieve a really smooth finish for the
decals.

Those decals are very thin. They come
away from the backing very easily, and
they settle down very well, but I did not
enjoy applying them! They proved
reluctant to reposition once on the model,
and when I did get them to move they had
a dreadful tendency to wrinkle and fold. I
must also level a strong criticism of Special
Hobby’s decal placement diagrams. These
are far too small to make out which way up
or round some of the stencilling should go,
or even exactly where some of them
belong. Especially in the case of wing
walkway indicators, or the ‘Coolant’ stencil
top front of the engine cowlings, the best
one can do is apply logic and/or best
guesses. 

The panel lines on this model are also
very fine, sometimes, really, too fine. They
also have a tendency to be uneven in
depth and definition. I don’t have the skills
or the patience to rescribe every tiny line,
but as they are it is very difficult to pick
them out with any sort of wash - well,
that’s my experience, anyway. So these
aren’t picked out as much as I would have
liked, considering I wanted to achieve a
fairly heavily weathered result.

The model was now given a couple of
coats of matt clear. Again, I suspect due to
the heat, this matt coat dried with a dusty
appearance. However, once it was
thoroughly dry, I worked light grey pastel
powder over the upper surfaces to tone
them down and to try to achieve a
somewhat tired, faded look. This process
also helped to pick out some of those panel
lines. All in all, I was quite pleased with the
overall effect. Exhaust and cordite stains
were also worked in with darker pastels. I’d
normally seal all this in with another coat of
matt, but I didn’t want to risk another poor
finish, so let it be.

Final Assembly
The undercarriage assembles very easily
and positively, with the sole exception
that it isn’t too clear where the main gear
doors fit onto the legs. Fit the legs first,
then the location of door-to-leg is less
ambiguous. The propeller assembles
easily, the prop blades locating positively
onto the back plate. It pushes firmly into
the fuselage with no need for glue or any
other retainer, allowing for movement for
posing purposes. I added the small nose
aerial post from a piece of scrap, the aerial
wire itself coming from a piece of fishing
line. Final touch was the addition of the
rear-view mirror, from the same Reheat set
as the gunsight.

Conclusion
Like any other Special Hobby kit, this
newly-hatched Firefly needs a bit of work
and patience to bring out its best..
Personally, this isn’t the finest result I’ve
ever achieved, but I am quite tempted to
try one of the later marks, as these kits are
now on the market. It would look superb if
someone were to introduce a wing-fold
conversion for it. Some aftermarket decals
could make life easier, too!
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After basic painting
and decaling, the model
is far too stark for my
liking. Let weathering
commence…

One of the last jobs
is to add the aerial wire.
It has been glued (with
CA glue) to the tail fin,
then stretched over the
two aerials and taped
down. A tiny dab of CA
glue is applied to the tip
of each aerial with a
kebab skewer to hold
the aerial in place

Note the different
demarcation under the
tailplanes to that shown
in the instructions and
on the box-top. The only
example I could find
with this demarcation
as suggested was the
prototype

Dark Slate Grey (aka
Japanese Army Green!)
applied, the model has
been masked using Blu
Tack rolls to give soft
demarcations, in
preparation for the Dark
Sea Grey (which really is
grey)

After priming and spraying the undersides the
model has been masked in preparation for spraying
the camouflaged uppers
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CLASSIC Plastic

Edited by Paul Bradley

A fter finding some photos
on Airliners.net of a pretty
Cessna 185 F Skywagon, I
decided to convert the old
Monogram 1/48 Cessna

180. I contacted the owner/operator of
that aircraft and he very helpfully
supplied technical assistance along the
way and even more detail pictures to
aid and abet my build. I noted the
production date stamped into the
fuselage - 1965 (almost as old as me)

There isn’t much detail for the interior in
the kit, just a basic floor with moulded-in
seats, so some of the details I added to the
cabin spaces include seat belts, arm rests,
instrument panel etc. I used Evergreen
stock throughout for the scratchbuilding
work. The instrument panel is made from
two sheets of .010 Evergreen sheet cut to
shape, laminated and painted to
approximate the panel. My instrument
panel is not an exact duplication of the real

thing, but is meant as a close
representation. I didn't find out until after
the fuselage halves were glued together
that the actual aircraft I modelled has a
grey interior (after I had made email
contact with the aircraft's operator). 

Modifications were made to the shape
of the roof. The white plastic areas are my
attempt to correct these concerns. The
more modern Cessna 185 should have a
flat roof viewed in profile with the slight
upward curve from the rear fuselage to the
cabin roof and also be flatter in profile all
the way back to the fin, which was also
removed and replaced with the 185 fin and
differently shaped rudder top.

In keeping with the model's vintage it
had opening doors and slide lock wings
(kind of a tongue and groove affair). The
doors, for my purpose, were not going to
need to work so I added more-to-scale and
more realistic non-functioning door hinges
and enlarged the side windows. 

Monogram 1/48 Cessna 180 conversion  By Chris Parsons

ALSO USED

EDUARD FE121 etch
set (for Occidental kit)

EDUARD EX202 mask
set (for Italeri kit)

In association with

The old Monogram Cessna 180

The kit dates from
1965 – falling well
within the remit of this
column!

S ummer is coming to an
end, and that means the
start of the ‘serious’
modelling season is
nearly upon us. If you

have a project coming up that
involves a classic kit, you may wish
to consider writing up your build for
this mag – drop me a line at
paul@sampublications.com
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drooping wingtips. I made mine by adding
.005" plastic to another kit’s wingtip, filled,
filed, sanded and massaged it to a
reasonable representation of the wingtip I
wanted, then made another one for the
other side. I made moulds of these and
cast my own in resin to make life simpler if/
when I make another of these models. I
also removed the moulded-on flap track
rails. The real aeroplane has Fowler-type
flaps that roll back and down; Monogram
had depicted the exposed part of the
tracks but these were too large, so I shaved
these off and made more-to-scale
examples from Evergreen .005" stock.

I also needed to change the windshield;
after refining (flattening) the shape of the
cabin roof the windshield was no longer
usable - it had a V-shape at the top rear
and a crowned profile to match the old
(removed) roof profile. I used the kit
windshield as a base and added sheet
plastic and superglue to it to change its
shape and get a closer fit. Once I had
something close, I plunge-moulded a few
new windshields and after ruining a few, I
finally got one to fit and used that on my
model.

I had to find some suitable Wipline
floats, as used on numerous light aircraft. I
measured the whole thing out and
thought my best bet was to do the whole
thing as one piece (crazy? yes maybe...)
and with that concept in mind I had to find
something to make the floats strong
enough not to break while prying out of
the mould. I happened on the idea of
spring steel inserts removed from the

I should add that the more modern 185
had a slightly longer cabin seating area
than the older 180, going from two-row
seating to three-row seating and therefore
had a third row of windows added. This
third seat was only a seat in the broadest
definition of terms - the thing was more like
a very narrow cot or hammock hung
loosely from sidewall to sidewall; once you
sat in it, your bottom hit the cabin floor
while your head rubbed the roof and your
knees banged you in the nose. At the same
time you noticed there was a rod
supporting the seat at knee-level area that
was designed to cut into your knee pits and
make you spill state secrets to any
interrogator at an alarming rate... Couple
that to a sadistic pilot who banged the
aircraft down onto the roughest white
capped water around and you have the
recipe for collapsed vertebrae on a
wholesale market. Bad seat. Ask me how I
know…

To continue with the model, I also

changed some things on the wings. The
model was to be a later build 185 (F) and
therefore would have the landing lights
from the left wing removed and installed
into the lower front of the engine cowling.
To accomplish that, I installed the wing
landing light transparency, faired it all in
nicely and painted over it – job done. 

A little tougher were the STOL-style

In association with

Chris added most of the interior, including the
third row ‘seat’

The instrument panel is scratchbuilt

A new correctly-shaped fairing was added to the
roof

The doors had their
crude hinges replaced

New wingtips were fashioned

Chris had to crash-
mould a new canopy

The floats were
scratchbuilt using parts
of a windscreen wiper!

The roof of the kit
was removed for some
corrective work
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than a two-bladed one as seen on the 180.
Now, down to finishing. I base-coated

the entire model (after scribing and re-
riveting) with Alclad white primer and
microfiller, sanding and re-applying this a
couple of times to get a smooth finish.
After the primer dried I painted exclusively
with Tamiya acrylics, thinned with Tamiya's
acrylic thinner and sprayed with an Iwata
Revolution CR at 15 psi. I used Tamiya
masking tape for all masking work.  

I added home-made decals made from
pictures scanned and copied of the real
aircraft and printed onto Testors decal
paper with a Canon bubble jet printer.
These were sealed with Superfilm - this may
be an old solution made by Superscale. I've
had the bottle since time immemorial and I
am not sure who made it originally. 

Finally, some aerials and antennas were
fashioned from .010" steel wire - the same
stuff used on the float rigging etc. - and the
model was finished. A couple of years in
the making, but now it’s on the shelf.

(surplus) windshield wipers from my wife's
2004 Ford Taurus (no she isn't driving
around in the rain with no windshield
wipers). Once made, I cast the resin copies.
I had enough of this material left to make
the wing struts as well.

The next step was to work on the engine
cowling to make it more closely resemble
an F 185. Once happy it was then cast in
resin to allow others to be made more
easily. I also created a new, more pointed
propeller spinner and four prop blades, as
the 185 had a three-bladed prop rather

In association with

The kit’s engine
cowling was reshaped
and a new one cast 

The new spinner
and one of the new
prop blades

The airframe is
almost complete and
primed

Partway through the complex masking job – Chris
used Tamiya tape

Chris also added
detail to the engine
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coverage. I ended up removing them and
fashioning my own from spare decal.
Otherwise, the decals behaved very well
and settled down with minimal
intervention, aside from the nameplate
decals on the side of the nose. As these had
a small piece of detail to sit over, I used
some Solvaset to ensure they clung to the
surface properly.

Finally, I used thin strips of Aeromaster
white decal paper to create the windscreen
framing, before spraying on a coat of Future
to seal in the decals. 

And that was it – and a nice little model it
is too. The Heller kit is a good one to start off
with, but Whirlybirds’ set adds just that little
bit extra to enable the modeller to take it to
another level. With regards to acquiring this
set, Whirlybirds doesn’t have a website as
yet– a surprise in this day and age - and
while there are a number of stockists that
you may try who have some of their range
on hand, none seems to have the complete
range in stock.  Nevertheless, if you can find
this set, I can recommend it. 

I left off this build with a complete
airframe, but with quite a bit to
do. My first step was to get the
airframe painted. BEA Rapides
were two-tone – overall

Aluminium with White fuselage top and
vertical tail, so I tackled the white first.
Three coats were required for good, even
coverage then the areas to remain white
were masked off with Tamiya tape. 

Before spraying the aluminium, I needed
to complete the struttery and rigging, as
these would be the same colour. I have to
admit that this was a little awkward and I
could have done with a third hand at times!
Nevertheless, the way Heller has made the
struts leads to positive location and the
issue was really a matter of getting the
elastic rigging trapped in the correct places.
The only problems with the strutwork itself
were the engine cowl/undercarriage fairing-
to-fuselage struts, which were marginally
too long. These were easy enough to trim to
size by removing tiny amounts at a time
and dry fitting. 

With the main wings strutted and rigged,
I turned to the tailplanes. Here, Heller
thoughtfully added the appropriate holes
through which to thread rigging, and it was
easy to add one length of elastic to rig the
whole.

Readers may recall that I had left off the
fronts of the engine cowlings, as the resin
pieces’ intakes differed from those provided
in the kit. Further research showed that
these machines appear to have had both
types of cowling at different times. That
being the case, I went with the slightly
better detailed resin parts. 

Now I could add a coat of aluminium – I
prefer Testor’s Metalizer for this. This did
show up a few flaws in my sanding, so some
quick corrective work and another coat of
Metalizer were required before unmasking.
Tamiya tape is low tack and generally
comes up without issue, but this time I did
take off a small area of white on the port fin
that required a couple of coats of white to
re-do. 

With airframe painting complete, I could
add the Whirlybirds decals. These are well
printed and in register. Markings are
provided for two airframes, G-AFEZ and G-
AGSH; I chose the former (perhaps Tommy
Cooper’s favourite aircraft?). Both were
operated on the Highlands and Islands
routes in Scotland during the 1950s and
60s. G-ASGH is now privately owned and is
based at Shuttleworth. I did have a little
trouble with the nose pieces, as they aren’t
shaped well - this resulted in an overlap that
looked awful once dry, and areas without

In association with

The Rapide has had its rigging and struts added,
leading to an essentially complete airframe

The nose decals were not well shaped and are so
thin that there was a distinct overlap

The finished Rapide
– a nice kit and the
Whirlybirds accessories
add a lot

Heller 1/72 Dragon Rapide,
conclusion By Paul Bradley
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Klear. Luckily, the Dr.I only has four bracing
wires and in this scale I got away with using
some very thin stainless steel wire that
retained its rigidity and did not require
tensioning when in place.

So the final hurdle was the propeller. This
needed a realistic wooden effect. I trawled
through some back issues of SAMI and
mixed a few ideas from the ‘great and good’
that are its regular contributors. You will
know who you are because I have just
stolen your best techniques! Light tan was
airbrushed in place and then a dark brown
was applied in alternating lines with a thin
brush to represent the lamination. Once dry,
a thin coat of Tamiya Clear Orange was
brushed on followed with a coat of Klear
and with the decals applied a final coat of
Klear to seal it all in. There you have it - the
best bit of woodwork since Chippendale…?

It is ten years since I returned to this
wonderful pastime we all enjoy. I can
honestly say that this is the project that I
am most proud of. It just looks right, and
costs a third of the price of other large scale
Fokker Dr.Is. However, there is a fault. I
fitted the control column back to front. I
could put this right, but even the Mona Lisa
is not without a flaw - where has her smile
gone?

W ithout doubt the
oldest kit I have ever
built, I believe it dates
from the 1950’s and is
therefore even older

than me! So this must qualify it as most
definitely ‘classic plastic’? 

Don’t let age deceive, as the kit has
stood the test of time, very, very well
indeed. The mould although well used and
delivering a little flash here and there, still
produces a set of parts that are sharp and
delicate. The quality of the fabric surfaces
would embarrass a modern manufacturer
and the trailing edges so thin and sharp
you could cut yourself on them, literally!

I used the latest boxing from Revell that
includes a fantastic, comprehensive decal
sheet covering Manfred von Richthofen’s
final machine in both ‘Red Baron’ livery and
the earlier, and to my mind, much more
interesting triple-green scheme. 

This proved to be a long ‘on and off’ two-
year build, not because of the quality of the
product, but because I needed to learn new
skills and techniques in order to complete
the kit to the standards it deserved. The kit
is well detailed and the ‘upgrading’ was
limited to the addition of seat belts and
cockpit framework. The framework was
achieved using lengths of plastic rod glued
in place to the design moulded into the
original kit, once the balance had been
sanded flat, leaving just enough of the
detail to act as a guide. The belts came
from the spares box, etched brass buckles
and white ribbon for the straps. I know they
were 1/32 in scale but close enough in
reality. The engine, although only four
pieces, is a little jewel of a thing and
responded well to dry brushing and
highlights to the detail. 

So why did the build take so long? The
answer is that I was keen to finish the
project in the earlier multi-green livery. This
would be a complex task and I started with
a couple of coats of Halfords White Plastic
Primer. Why white for a green scheme?

Well, the national insignia are black crosses
on a white background which are both
supplied as a decal. I did not want to risk
any bleed-through of a dark base, so I
taped off the required white areas with
Tamiya tape as a solid base for later.

The light green undersides and black-
green upper surfaces were easy to airbrush
on using Lifecolor on top of Halfords Grey
Plastic Primer. The issue was the ‘rustic’ four-
green striped fuselage sides. Fortunately, I
chose to practice this finish before applying
to the actual model. Just as well, as no
matter how I attempted to replicate this
finish, it always ended in a horrible green
mess! I tried using an airbrush, masking,
free-hand with a stiff brush, sponge paint
application - nothing worked. So with the
mid-green base colour air-brushed into
place, the project went on ice for about
eighteen months. 

Late one evening I decided to revisit the
project. I simply took a thin brush, three
shades of Lifecolor green and a hairdryer.
Using a half loaded brush, with the lightest
shade first, I quickly stroked it across the
fuselage. The line was clean and sharp, and
it looked good, so I carried on. Then, I dried
it with the hairdryer and started on the
next darker colour, and within half an hour
the whole job was complete and looking
stunning. The simplest solution turned out
to be the best.

This left a number of problems that
needed to be solved to complete the
model, which by this stage could well turn
out to be my greatest triumph, even if that
particular bar is set unusually low. How to
fit the triple wings and struts so that
everything is square? Slow setting thick
superglue proved successful. You get two
minutes of working time to line everything
up squarely before it sets rock solid. 

Twin Spandau machine guns in 1/28
need to look good to be convincing. I used
the kit items, sprayed them dark grey, used
a soft pencil to add a graphite metallic hue
and sealed it all with a coat of Johnson's

Revell 1/28 Fokker Dr.I  By Andy Hazell

In association with
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THESE ARE JUST A SELECTION OF THE 1000S OF KITS WE HAVE IN STOCK!

TORNADO ECR

#80354   £39.99 £35.99 

A7D CORSAIR II

#80344    £27.99 £25.19

www.modelhobbies.co.uk
order hotline 0845 643 1304

Telephone 0845 643 1304     email sales@modelhobbies.co.uk

ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

WE ALSO ACCEPT

AIRFIX 1/72 CURTISS SB2C HELL DIVER

#02031    £5.99 £5.39 

TRUMPETER 1/32 FAIREY SWORDFISH

#03208    £59.99 £53.99

TRUMPETER 1/48 SUKHOI SU-24M

#02835   £74.99 £67.49

PEGASUS HOBBIES 1/18 BELL X-1

#8802  £29.99 £26.99

AIRFIX 1/72 BELL P-39Q AIRACOBRA

#01039   £4.99 £4.49 

ITALERI 1/72 TORNADO IDS BLACK

#1291   £10.50 £9.45

E AARDVARK

#80350   £45.99 £41.39

HOBBYBOSS 1/48 F6F-3N HELICAT

#80340    £14.99 £13.49

ITALERI 1/72 SAVOIA MARCHETTI S.79 SPARVIERO

#1290   £14.99 £13.49

ITALERI 1/48 BAE HAWK T.1A RED ARROWS

#2677   £26.50 £23.85 

HOBBYBOSS 1/72 GERMAN
DAMPFLOKOMOTIVE BR86 # 82914

£25.99 £23.39

HOBBYBOSS 1/35 HUNGARIAN LIGHT TANK
43M TOLDI III (C40) # 82479

£23.99 £21.59

HOBBYBOSS 1/48 F4U-4B CORSAIR 
# 80388 

£29.99 £26.99

HOBBYBOSS 1/72 SOVIET TU-2 BOMBER 
# 80298

£8.99 £8.09

HOBBYBOSS 1/72 DORNIER DO335 PFEIL
HEAVY FIGHTER # 80293

£8.99 £8.09

HOBBYBOSS 1/35 DONG FENG MENG SHI 1.5T
LIGHT UTILITY VEHICLE SPECIAL FORCES

£19.99 £17.99

HOBBYBOSS 1/48 FOCKE-WULF FW190 D-9
# 81716

£14.99 £13.49

HOBBYBOSS 1/72 US F2A BUFFALO 
# 80290

£8.99 £8.09

HOBBYBOSS 1/48 FOCKE WULF TA 152 
C-11 # 81704

£14.99 £13.49

HOBBYBOSS 1/700 USS NEW YORK LPD-21
# 83415

£32.99 £29.69

HOBBYBOSS 1/700 USS BOXER LHD-4 
# 83405

£32.99 £29.69

HOBBYBOSS 1/72 MESSERSCHMITT BF110
FIGHTER # 80292
£8.99 £8.09
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placed to one side until final assembly, as is
my usual practice.

Having assembled the kit to this stage I
then masked the canopy using Tamiya
masking tape and a new blade. The next
task at hand was the painting. I started off
by giving the assembled fuselage and sub-
assemblies a coat of grey primer, and when
dry this highlighted any imperfections in
the filling/sanding stage. I  then flattened
the entire model with 2000 grit wet and dry,
which smoothed the slight orange peel
affect of the primer and gave a nice flat
finish. For painting I usually use Tamiya or
Vallejo colours but this time I thought I
would try something new. Some time ago I
had noticed a can in the garage of silver
automotive spray, so I thought I would give
this a go. I applied the silver spray in two
very light coats, and after allowing a
sufficient drying time I flattened this finish
with 200 grit wet'n'dry

As I felt the metallic very coarse
compared to model paint I then gave the
entire model a coat of Tamiya clear varnish
using a spray can, which gave a lovely glossy
finish to the surface. I now started adding
some different shades to some panels. 

Next were the airbrakes, which I decided
to model deployed to add a little visual
appeal. These were painted flat aluminum,
and I added stretched sprue as an airbrake
ram and attached these to both airbrakes.
There are also small inspection panels on
both sides of the fuselage which I painted
titanium silver and then with a fine
paintbrush added the fasteners right around
the edges of both of these panels, which I
think has the desired effect. Wing flaps also
got the different shades of silver treatment.

Conclusions
Even after all this time I enjoyed this build.
It's certainly not ‘state of the art’ as model
kits go but with a little time and a few
home-made details thrown in I hope you
agree it doesn’t look bad at all..

T his little kit has been doing
the rounds for Airfix since
1958 - I myself remember
assembling it on four or five
occasions. There are of course

far more modern, accurate and detailed
kits on the market covering virtually
every upgrade of this important little
aircraft but I, like many others, just love
these old favourites, even with all their
faults so this is a quick guide to getting
the best out of what you get in the box
using only what you have to hand.

This particular Airfix boxing is a type 11b
box dating from 1998 if my references are
correct. The parts are moulded in a light
grey softish plastic with raised panel lines
and recessed detail for the wing flaps etc.
My particular kit had a badly distorted
dorsal area behind the cockpit, which has to
be a fault with this particular kit as I do not
remember seeing this fault on any of the
other examples made over the years. The
rest of the kit parts are good with no flash
on any of the parts. The canopy is clear but
maybe a little thick.

Construction usually starts with the
cockpit interior but in this case there is
none. The only  parts you have are an
ejection seat of dubious design and a pilot
figure, a peg holds the ejection seat/pilot
onto the fuselage halves, and there is no
bulkhead in the air intake so when you
assemble both sides you can see straight
through and out of the exhaust. However
improvements can be made easily. I started
by cutting a section of plastic card to use as
a blanking plate, positioned a few
millimeters back from the nose air intake. I
painted this Humbrol coal black, and this
took care of the see-through effect. I next
constructed a cockpit tub, also from
Plasticard, and an instrument panel from

the spares box was
filed to shape and
attached. I now
installed the kit's
ejection seat and
pilot figure, which
were painted as per
instructions. Not too
much time needs to
be spent here as
very little can bee seen through the thick
transparencies.

With the cockpit dealt with I proceeded
to close the fuselage halves. At this stage
the extent of the warped fuselage was plain
to see. The fuselage was closed and the
warped area reduced by sanding, then filled
with Squadron Green sanded again, and
repeated until the fuselage shape returned
to normal. Unfortunately any raised detail in
this area was lost in the process. At this
stage the nose air intake ring was installed. I
found this too large so some careful
sanding was needed to blend it into the
nose area. Nose armament was now
attached and fitted well.

At this stage I decided to fit the canopy.
This was first buffed with a hobby drill using
a soft polishing wheel and a small amount
of fine compound, and when I was satisfied
that I had done all I could to improve clarity
I dipped the canopy into Klear. This
produced a very clear finished canopy. The
fit was not great and a small amount of filler
was needed to fair it into the fuselage.

The main wings were next to be attached
and they fitted well, tail fins were also
attached but needed a little care in placing
in position.

At this stage the landing gear was
assembled. Being very basic units they were
a target for some extra detailing later on.
These and any other small pieces were

Airfix’s Classic Fagot By Adrian Troughton

Scale Plans and Profiles by Chris Sandham-Bailey 
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MiG-15bis 552
Having received from Egypt as a gift six MiG-15UTIs in 1962, the Algerian Air Force
subsequently acquired and operated twenty MiG-15bis

MiG-15bis Red 26 (79/7117)
The Bulgarian Air Force gained at least twelve Soviet built MiG-15bis in 1951, a further
twenty-four MiG-15bis of Soviet and Czechoslovakian origin were received in 1953

MiG-15bis Red 1956
People’s Republic of China Air Force MiG-15bis. The pilot, Liu Chen-se took off from Lu-Qiao Airport, Zhejiang in China on 3rd March 1962
and landed in Taiwan. Red 1965 is currently on display at Taiwan Air Force Museum in Chinese markings

MiG-15bis (Shenyang F-2) 4115
Constructed in 1954, 4115 was flown by the Chinese Navy. Following retirement it was purchased by the Combat Jets Flying Museum,
later donated to EAA Air Venture Museum it is based at Oshkosh and still regularly flies with the US registration N15MG

MiG-15bis
Currently on display at Datangshan Aviation Museum, Beijing. One of several MiG-15s in
the collection that was operated by the People's Liberation Army Air Force
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MiG-15bis Red 36
One of thirty-six MiG-15bis provided by the Soviet Union in 1961. They remained in service with the Cuban
Revolutionary Air and Air Defence Force (Defensa Anti-Aérea Y Fuerza Aérea Revolucionaria) until 1991

MiG-15bis (Aero S-102) 1303
Operated by the Czechoslovak Air Force, 1303 was used in an aggressor role and wore high
visibility check markings

MiG-15bis (Aero S-102) 3905 (623905)
One of 821 MiG-15bis licence-built in Czechoslovakia by the Aero organisation, 3905 is currently
on display at the Luftwaffe Museum, Gatow, Germany

MiG-15bis Red 48
One of the last of the Warsaw Pact nations to receive the MiG-15bis in 1956, 48 carries standard
Air Forces of the National People's Army Cold War markings

MiG-15bis
In the mid 50s Egypt received sufficient MiG-15bis to equip four squadrons. Following the Suez crisis the Soviet Union replaced those
lost, plus further aircraft. The profile depicts an Egyptian (United Arab Republic Air Force) MiG-15bis of 20 Squadron, with nose art
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1/72 Scale Plans
MiG-15

Scale Drawings by Chris Sandham-Bailey/Inkworm 
www.inkworm.co.uk
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1/48 Scale Plans
MiG-15
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MODELLERS Portfolio Plans

1/48 & 1/144 
Scale Plans

MiG-15
Scale Drawings by Chris Sandham-Bailey/Inkworm 

www.inkworm.co.uk
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MiG-15bis Red 677
6777 of 101 Reconnaissance Wing, Hungarian Air Force, Szolnok, Hungary circa 1971,
wearing later style camouflage

MiG-15bis Red 546
Operated by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea Air Force, 1952. I.P. Galyshevsky of
the  351st IAP is thought to have been the pilot

MiG-15bis (Lim-2) Red 1306 (1B013-06)
Produced under licence in Poland and designated the Lim-2, 1306 is fitted with PTB-300
tanks, also carries the sign of the ‘Perfect Crew’

MiG-15bis (Lim-2) Red 2105
Polish Lim-2 with later style camouflage, 2105 is currently on display at
Świdwin Air Force Base, Poland

MiG-15bis SP-GLZ
Provided by the Soviet Union, SP-GLZ is a civilian-registered MiG-15bis that was was flown by the
Polish Aviation Institute, undertaking extensive research, including weapons firing
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MiG-15bis Blue 611
Flown by the Romanian Air Force, 611was used in the Romanian film ‘Vultur 101’. During
the film it wore a blue flash which was the same colour as the roundel centre

MiG-15bis Red 211
The Soviet display team the Falcons wore a number of liveries, including the upper surfaces
being all red and, in the case of 211, all blue

MiG-15bis 384
Typical scheme worn by a Soviet MiG-15bis, also fitted with underwing fuel tanks

MiG-15bis Red 5
One of the aircraft used in the Soviet Falcons display team. All upper surfaces were red

MiG-15bis TC-616 (2015357)
Formerly 2057 Red of 2nd Regiment, Korean People’s Air Force based at Sunan Air Base, it was flown by Lt No Kum-Sok who defected
on 21st September 1953, landing at Kimpo Air Base. Following evaluation it was shipped to the USA for further testing in Feburary
1954. Currently on display at  the National Museum of the US Air Force, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio
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UK POSTAGE SINGLE BOOKS £1.95 
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Soviet and Russian
Military Aircraft 

in the Middle East.Includes fighters,
strike aircraft, bombers, helicopters and

transports, Arranged by country with
detailed fleet lists, Colour

profiles,Second in a major 3-book
series.Over 375 photographs and 150

colour profiles.

£34.95

The GMC CCKW Truck in
U.S Service.

Illustrated with over 1200 vintage colour
and black/white photographs,most of

which have never been published, plus
detailed line drawings.Hardback,504

pages.

£45.99

The Complete DUKW
Historical Reference.

This 75,000 word book is packed with
archival photos detailing the

origin,design,numerous changes
throughout production as well as

wartime use .750 photos,detailed line
drawings,colour profiles.Hardback,304

pages. 

£39.99

SON OF SHERMAN
VOLUME 1:

The Sherman, Design and
Development.A complete and illustrated
description of the U.S. M4 Sherman tank

series in the Second World War. Over
900 black /white and color

photographs.Paperback.386 pages.

£38.99

REPRINTED BY POPULAR DEMAND!!!
The Weathering Magazine

Rust.
For the very first time in the world of

modeling, we introduce a new quarterly
magazine exclusively dedicated to

weathering effects and painting
techniques.

£8.99

The Weathering Magazine
Volume 5'Mud'.

This issue describes in-depth the
techniques to create mud effects in all
forms and environments . As always

these techniques will be demonstrated by
some of the most talented modellers
from around the World.70 pages,full

colour 

£8.99

Extreme Weathering
Vehicles.

This book demonstrates how to apply a
large diversity of products and painting
techniques to the creation of extremely
weathered vehicles.  From the painting
of a small motor, to producing an entire
scene that brings life and context to a

vehicle.Paperback,127 pages,450 photos.

£24.99

Super Model International
No.4.  

The Secret Garden Sd.Kfz. 234/3 -
Hasegawa 1/72 ï In enemy hands KV-2 -
Trumpeter 1/35 ï BT-7 - Tamiya 1/35 ï
On a Green Island - M3 Lee - Mirage
1/72.Paperback,78 pages,full colour.

£10.99

Topcolours 35. 
Fw 190s over Europe.A detailed guide to

eight ìButcher Birdsî, accompanied by
beautifully drawn colour profiles.A big

decal sheet with 1:72, 1:48 and 1:32
individual markings for 8 interesting
"Butcher Birds". The decal sheet was
printed by Cartograf. Each painting

scheme is depicted on beautifully drawn
4-view colour profiles and described in

the 20 page guidebook.

£11.00

Topcolours 34.
Messerschmitt Bf 109s over the

Mediterranean.A big decal sheet with
1:72, 1:48 and 1:32 individual markings
for 8 Bf 109s which served in the MTO.

The decal sheet was printed by
Cartograf. Each painting scheme is

depicted on beautifully drawn 4-view
colour profiles and described in the 20

page guidebook 

£11.00

Northrop F-5 Freedom
Fighter & Tiger II.

A fantastically illustrated guide to the
Northrup F-5, highlighting its success in

the worldís air forces.98 pages,Full
colour photo's,colour profiles.

£17.49

Monograph 50.
Heinkel He 219 Uhu Vol.2.The glossy

monograph describes the famous
Luftwaffe night fighter. This

comprehensive book describes the
history and combat record of all units
once flying He 219 Uhu.Numerous
archival photos reveal many details

about colour schemes and unit markings.

£16.99

Junkers Ju88 Volume 1.
This book is the first in a comprehensive
two-part study of the development and

operational history of the Junkers Ju 88,
exploring the many variants of this
famous and long-serving Luftwaffe

multi-role aircraft.The text is fabulously
supported by several hundred rare

photographs, manufacturer's handbook
data, scale line drawings and specially

commissioned colour artwork. 

£60.00

Vertical Take-Off Fighter
Aircraft.

"Vertical Take-Off Fighter Aircraft" is an
illustrated history of concepts,

experimental, and operational military
VTO & VTOL aircraft. The book starts
with wartime German projects such as
the Focke Wulf Treibflugel, Heinkel

Wespe, and VTO rocket
fighters.Hardback,176 pages.

£25.00

German Air Projects 1935-
1945 Fighters.

The speculation about what the German
Air Force have achieved if World War II
had continued into 1946 is a fascinating

and rapidly growing field of interest.
This book develops some of this

intriguing speculation with extensive
believable illustrations of aircraft that

never flew, from the mid thirties until the
end of W.W.II.Hardback 

£29.99

Airframe Album No.3: 
The CAC Boomerang ñ A Detailed

Guide to The RAAFís Famous WWII
Fighter by Richard A. Franks.A wealth

of historical and modern
photographs,Pictures before, during and

after restoration,Isometric views by
Jacek Jackiewicz,Colour profiles and

camouflage detail by Richard J.
Caruana,100 pages.

£15.95

The Messerschmitt Bf109.
Fifth book in the series,208 pages packed with
vital information that no active modeller and

Luftwaffe enthusiast should be without. It
contains: technical information; walk-around
images and technical diagrams; camouflage
and markings;colour side views and four-

views by Richard J. Caruana; 3D isometric
views by Jacek Jackiewicz; 1/72nd, 1/48th

and 1/32nd scale full kit builds by Libor Jekl
and Steve A. Evans.Two sets of fold-out

1/48th scale plans! 

£19.95

10231 C-17 Globemaster
III in action.

This volume is a must for anyone
interested in one of the very latest
military aircraft that has made an

essential contribution in recent conflicts
and is looking forward to decades more
of exciting service. Illustrated with 220
photographs and detailed line drawings.

80 pages.

£11.99

10221 B-25 Mitchell in
Action.

Eight all-new pages of photos and
information fill out this latest version of

Squadronís B-25 Mitchell in Action.
Illustrated with 225 photographs, more
than 80 of them rare period photos in
original color, plus color profiles and

detailed line drawings; 80 pages.

£11.99

10226 P-61 Black Widow
in action. 

This 80-page book tells the story of the
Black Widow from the experimental XP-

61 on through the final production
variant, the F-15A, through 164 black
and white and 30 vintage color photos,

augmented by four colour profiles and a
dozen detailed line drawings.

£11.99

Tank Art Volume 1.
WWII German Armor by Michael

Rinaldi.There are many "how-to" books
in today's world of scale modeling, but
none has covered the "why", as well as,
the "how-to" processes… the modeler's

artistic approach, until
now.Paperback,208 pages,full colour.

£19.99

Tank Art Volume 2.
There are 5 models featured inside, 4
dedicated technique chapters, plus a

special bonus figure modeling chapter by
Radek Pituch. Inside features over 500

color photos reproduced in a large format 

£20.99 

Modelling Trees Part Two-
Conifers,

92 pages,full colour 

£21.95

Modelling Trees Part One
Broadleaf Trees

92 pages,full colour 

£19.95
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Secure online ordering at www.sampublications.com
Order hotline +44 (0)1234 211245

THE DE HAVILLAND

MOSQUITO

General Dynamics 

F-111 ‘Aardvark’
General Dynamics F-111 Aardvark
A Comprehensive Guide

Author: Anthony M Thornborough

ISBN: 978-1-906959-11-1

Format: Softback, 176 pages 

Fold-out scale plans

S
AM Publications splits the skies ….with

a brand new 176 page Modellers Data

File featuring the iconic ‘swing-wing’

F-111. Building on our established MDF for-

mat, this all-new book is packed with concise

user-friendly information, is lavishly illustrated

with colour and mono images - many of which

have been previously unpublished - has an un-

rivalled bumper section of technical diagrams,

airframe details and colour profiles, together

with fold-out scale plans, and a dedicated ‘Un-

derstanding the Type’ segment featuring each

version of the F-111, which is an ideal compan-

ion for the dedicated ‘Modelling’ and ‘Kitogra-

phy’ chapters, where the awesome Aardvark is

detailed in all popular scales.

T
his title offers all a modeller needs to
know about the Mosquito. With colour
artwork and 1/48th scale plans, inte-

rior artwork and a comprehensive mod-
ellers guide to each version of the Mosquito.

A book designed for the modeller, but
with much to offer the history and aviation
enthusiast.

THE DE HAVILLAND MOSQUITO
A Comprehensive Guide

ISBN: 978-1-906959-3-33

Format: Softback, 176 pages 

A3 fold out 1/48th scale plans

All scales and types of kits listed

Comprehensive listing of decals 

Comprehensive listing of accessories

Full bibliography

In-depth detailed photographic coverage of

preserved examples

Full chronology of the types development

and operational use

Detailed drawings
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A s soon as I opened the box
of Tamiya’s new Corsair the
quality of the mouldings
was apparent - the exterior
detail is so subtle you are

at risk of making it disappear if you are
two heavy handed with the paint. This
model would prove to be a real test of
my modelling skills, not because it is
hard to build but more because I had to
do the plastic justice.

I started by removing one of the details!
On each fuselage half there is a small intake
that appear to be fitted only to Fleet Air
Arm Bubbletops, and the instructions
correctly show that these need to be filled,
a task that has to be done carefully to avoid
damaging the rest of the surface detail. The
presence of these intakes is of course good
news for English modellers as the inclusion
of separate wingtips and a Sutton harness
on the etched fret point to a future Royal
Navy boxing. 

With the only filling this model required
now complete I could turn to the interior,
and the word comprehensive does not
really do this justice with the ninety parts
almost rivalling the detail you would
expect in a £30 resin detail set. In fact other
than adding paint in shades of interior
green and black and a little weathering

there is not much that a modeller can add.
Though of course the inevitable Airscale
Placards were added liberally around the
cockpit and on items like the oxygen tank
and fire extinguisher.

The cockpit detail is not just confined to
the cockpit tub itself but also to the
sidewall with plenty of boxes and the
throttle assembly, and the only thing that
you could add is a little wiring from thin
fuse wire to make this area look really busy.
At this point I will mention the well-
sculpted seated pilot figure, and though I
suspect these will rarely be seen you do
have the option to produce a flying model
as a separate stand is also supplied.  

Moving on from the cockpit you will
now start work on the tailwheel bay, which
is very complete, and a nice touch are the
inserts, which fit into the fuselage halves
and will hide the tabs from the tailplanes
that project into the tail bay. 

Finally before we assemble the fuselage
we need to add the scalloped inserts that
fit behind the pilot's cockpit. These are a
seamless fit to the fuselage and a real
testament to the kit’s engineering. Two
types of window are supplied to fit into the
scallops depending on whether you display
the canopy open or closed. On many
Corsairs these windows were painted over

TECH DATA

TAMIYA F4U-1
CORSAIR

SCALE: 1/32

KIT NO: 60324

TYPE: Injection
Moulded plastic

MANUFACTURER:
Tamiya

UK IMPORTER: The
Hobby Company

US IMPORTER: Tamiya
USA

810

SAMI Spotlight First Look

QUICK
BUILD

My only disappointment with this kit is the etched
fret, as the metal used is very hard and stiff - great
for armour panels and small details but not good for
seatbelts as it is impossible to get them to drape
realistically, even after annealing. On my model the
only aftermarket parts that feature apart from
decals is a set of HGW laser cut USN seat belts, which
are a bit fiddly to assemble but look amazing once
added to the model thanks to the natural drape of
the fabric belts.

Big Bent Wing Birdcage
Tamiya’s Test Shot By David Francis
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sprue and you should be OK. Taking advice
from one of my club’s expert modellers I
flowed Johnson's Klear into the crack and
left it to dry; this ensured that the crack
would not get worse though I was very
careful when applying and removing the
kit's masks.

Decals and Painting
The kit decals are better than most
Japanese kit sheets but still not the equal of
aftermarket examples, and with the
exception of the instrument dials the only
one I used was the warning applied to the
armour plate behind the pilot’s seat.
Though it went on well with no silvering its
thickness left a noticeable ridge. Luckily,
before the kit’s release, Eagle Cal had been
on the case and released three sheets for

SAMI SpotlightFirst Look

The Engine is all present
from front to back

The substantial wing
spar look hard to break!

Adding engine wiring is
the only improvement -

even the Pratt & Whitney
badge is in the box

but if like mine they were kept clear
Tamiya supply a set of masks for
them. Like all Tamiya masks they

are not laser cut from the backing
paper so you need to follow the

printed shape with a new scalpel blade to
release the mask. Each mask, for both the
scallops and the canopy, have a letter
printed on them so there is no doubt as to
where it fits.  

Once the fuselage halves are joined it is
only a few minutes work to add the spine

and tail surfaces, where once again the fit is
precise with no need for any filler.

I could now turn to one of my favourite
parts of the Corsair, the engine. Tamiya
have done a good job supplying all the
visible parts of the engine including the
exhaust system, which can be viewed from
the rear through the open cowlings. The
only thing that needs to be added is some
wiring from the harness to the spark plugs
for which I used Little Cars coloured wire
(Grey 0.5mm). For this I found SAM
publications Datafile on the Corsair very
useful as you have a number of good shots
of the engine both in situ and outside the
airframe. This is a handy reference not only
for details of the type’s history but offers
plenty of close-up photos for those who
really want to go to town with extra wiring
in the cockpit and wing folds. 

Once the engine is fitted and the
cowlings added the instructions divide into
two sections, depending on whether you
want to complete your model with the
wings folded or stretched. The main
difference is which wing spar set-up you
use. My original plan was to display the
model with one wing folded and the other
extended, but here comes the traditional
muck-up. The fit of the inner wing and
undercarriage bay is perfect with a good
level of detail out of the box, but the folded
wing spar is quite vulnerable until you fit
the outer wing panels. On my example I
intended to fit this panel after painting
but as I was handling the model

the spar caught in my shirt and with a crack
it broke off at the scale thickness fold point. 

This was a major problem as no scale
repair I could produce would hold the
weight of the folded wing and the main
part of the hinge joint was hidden in the
completed inner wing. So out came some
strips of Plasticard and the superglue to
botch together a spread wing. The good
news is the fit of the parts in the spread
position is almost perfect and the Plasticard
only supplies a bit of strength to the join
and would not be needed if the correct
spar was fitted in the first place. 

With that little episode out of the way
and the model coming together I thought
the last of the dramas were behind me, but
not quite. The clear parts are very thinly
moulded and again the fit is very good
with only a small amount of PVA needed to
hide the joins. The main windshield is
supplied with a large section of the forward
fuselage moulded with it, meaning that
you are guaranteed a seamless fit. However
a word of warning - on my model the main
canopy received a stress fracture when it
was removed from the sprue using my
Xuron cutters. 

Now to be fair my kit was a test shot and
had taken a lot of handling both at my

model club night and at the Brno show in
the Czech Republic and all that fondling
may have weakened it. So be warned when

removing the large clear parts from the

There is a lot to add into the cockpit but it all fits like
a glove
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the type. Even better - one of these sheets
(EC 152) includes two Fleet Air Arm options.
Both were used in the training role in the
USA and one of them had even had its
wing clipped - a rare or even unique
occurrence. This is fully supported by the
photographs on the decal instruction
sheet, which also illustrate the one-wing-
folded pose that I had originally intended
for my model. 

The Eagle Cal decal supplies all the
specific markings for each option and one
set of US Navy and one set of British

Undercarriage detail is
comprehensive and
well-executed

Tamiya’s masks work well
- and that is not filler just
uncured PVA attaching
the clear parts.    

national markings. The sheet also supplies
markings for the propeller blades but
would have you use the kit’s
comprehensive stencils. Sadly, as has been
said, these are thick so have been left of my
model and I hope some enterprising
manufacturer will consider producing
these.

The paints used on RAF Corsairs were US
equivalents of their British colours so in my
case I used Tamiya’s Olive Drab, Neutral Grey
and Sky that had been lighted slightly with
light grey. An overall wash of MIG
Productions Dark Wash highlighted the
panel lines before applications of pigments
from the Pinnacle range added wear and
tear.

The final parts added to my model
included the undercarriage, which looks
very complicated and features full brake
lines. The undercarriage also includes a thin
metal core, which adds some strength to
the assembly and one thing you will either
love or hate is the rubber tyres. I will say
that these actually look quite nice, with a
matt texture that looks like rubber, and
once you have sanded the tread looks
quite effective with minimal
effort.

The tailwheel
assembly is well reproduced
and it is possible to angle this
slightly, which combined with

the dropped flaps, adds a bit of animation
to your model. My final touch was to add
the aerial wire from the tail to the aerial
post from Goldzack knitting-in elastic.

Conclusion
This kit lived up to all its initial promises and
went together surprisingly quickly - in my
case under two and a half weeks from start
to finish. Of course like any model you can
take your time and I am planning on
completing another Birdcage at some point
at a more leisurely pace - especially if
someone creates a night fighter conversion. 

Is there anything that the aftermarket
could add? Well one area Tamiya have not
detailed is the accessory and oil tank bays
between the engine and cockpit, while
surprisingly there is absolutely no detail in
the gun bays, not even the tips of the
barrels. Admittedly these are located well
back inside the wings but I would have
expected to find something. 

All in all this scores 98 out of 100 and the
only real drawback is the initial purchase
price -  but as I have said before, quality is
never cheap.

Our thanks to Peter
Binger of the Hobby Co
for supplying us with

this sample before the kit’s
worldwide release.

SAMI Spotlight First Look
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scaleaircraftconversions.com

Scale Aircraft 
Conversions

White Metal & Resin Aircraft Parts Since 1990

48233 Jas-39A/C Gripen Landing
Gear (KH) 

(replacement for 1/48 Kitty Hawk) 

48235 I-16 Type 24/29 Landing
Gear (Edu) 

(replacement for 1/48 Eduard) 

48234 A-10 Warthog Landing Gear
(Ita) 

(replacement for 1/48 Italeri) 

72064 Vampire Landing Gear 
(2 sets) (AX) 

(replacement for 1/72 Airfix) 

72066 F/A-18A-D Landing Gear
(Aca) 

(replacement for 1/72 Academy) 

72065 Sea Venom Landing Gear 
(2 sets) (CH) 

(replacement for 1/72 Cyber Hobby) 

Is an ounce of prevention worth a pound of cure?

P-38 Lightning’s in any scale
require a considerable amount
of ballast to prevent tail sitting
and the stress this causes on
plastic kit parts may cause
unpleasant results. Master
modeller, Ed Kinney, sent us
this photo of his 1/32 night
fighter which confirms this
observation. “The model was
inside a display case when the
right main gear collapsed.” Ed
decided to replace the
undercarriage with a set of
SAC gear in order to affect a
permanent repair.
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SAMI Spotlight Previews

Previews

Avia BH-22 (Czechoslovak
Training Aircraft)

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 72016

PRICE: £18.20 US$29.25 DECAL OPTIONS: 5

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New tooling

TYPE: Injection moulded plastic

PARTS: Plastic 38, Clear 1, Resin 10

MANUFACTURER: Fly

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models

Rotachute Mk III
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 72016

PRICE: £9.70 US$17.00 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New tooling

TYPE: Injection moulded plastic

PARTS: Plastic 15, etched brass 9

MANUFACTURER: Fly

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models

Convair C-131D
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 7250

PRICE: £45.99 US$96.00 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 73, Clear 27

MANUFACTURER: Mach 2

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models

A-90 Orlyonok
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: 7016

PRICE: £19.99 US$25,50 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 38, Clear 1

MANUFACTURER: Zvezda

UK IMPORTER: The Hobby Company

US IMPORTER: Dragon USA

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: A035

PRICE: ¥2250 (Approx £14.90 US$23.00)

DECAL OPTIONS: 2 PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: New Tooling TYPE: Resin

PARTS: Resin 21, Clear Resin 1

MANUFACTURER: Fox One Design Studios

AVAILABLE FROM HobbyLink Japan
www.hlj.com 

Identical to the USAF boxing, except for the
decal sheet, which includes one of the
centenary special schemes – an all-over
dark blue machine with a checked band
around the nose that looks most fetching. 

You know you want one!

T-6A Texan II US Navy

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 48039

PRICE: £39.99 US$67.50 DECAL OPTIONS: 3

PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: Revised Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 188, Clear 8

MANUFACTURER: Kinetic

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Stevens International Kinetic have at last come through with a
revised version of their previous tooling to
allow the early Tracker series to be built.
Alterations include new-tool fuselage and
parts for the nacelles, wings and tailplanes.
Surface detail is nicely executed and
markings are provided for three early
aircraft:
• S2F-1 US Navy VF-32 1962
• CS2F-1 Canadian Armed Forces 1983
• S2F-1 JMSDF II FS 1975

As with other Kinetic kits, a wingfold
option is included.

Grumman S-2A (S2F-1/CS2F-1)
Tracker

Avia BH-21 (Czechoslovak
Fighter & Trainer)

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 72011

PRICE: £18.20 US$28.50 

DECAL OPTIONS: 5

PANEL LINES: Recessed 

STATUS: New tooling

TYPE: Injection moulded plastic

PARTS: Plastic 38, Clear 1, Resin 10

MANUFACTURER: Fly

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models
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TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: A034

PRICE: ¥2250 (Approx £14.90 US$23.00)

DECAL OPTIONS: 2 PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: New Tooling TYPE: Resin

PARTS: Resin 21, Clear Resin 1

MANUFACTURER: Fox One Design Studios

AVAILABLE FROM HobbyLink Japan
www.hlj.com 

A certain Editor of this parish became
hugely excited when these things plopped
onto the mat. Part of the advantage of
modelling in 1/144 (he waxes) is the ability
to display both the largest and smallest
aircraft from a particular air arm together.
Heavy metal is reasonably well-catered for
in the scale, but the smaller equipment,
and in particular trainers, less so. The
prospect of finishing one of these little kits
and sitting it next to a C-17 or a C-5 has
him rubbing his hands together. 

No doubt he will either mess the thing
up and leave it in a box for two years, or
will present us with some pearls of wisdom
in due course. In the meantime a look in
the box suggests that the resin is better
cast than some of the Japanese cottage
industry kit makers, with the canopy being
well defined if not as clear as – say –
Miniwings’ efforts. Panel lines are heavy,
but you either love them or leave them in
this scale, and if you wanted rid it would

take almost no time and effort to fill and
smooth the entire surface.

The canopy is a poor fit, and you will
need to trim the spine at the back end of
the aperture to make it fit, but given the
rarity of the product, and the potential
offered by the finished result I would
suggest this is not the end of the world.
The kit includes decals for the panels and
side consoles – something sorely missed in
some mainstream injected kits in this scale,
while the decal sheet is a little marvel,
offering two options and full stencilling.

You will get what you give with this kit.
There are three boxings available, and as
the Editor seems to have had a positive
experience with Fox One elsewhere in this
issue we will await his results on this one
with interest.

T-6A Texan II US Air Force

Revell-Monogram have passed on a
selection of their latest ‘Snap-Tite’ releases, a
growing range of kits aimed at introducing
the junior modeller, with a crossover
toy/model  element that makes them on
the one hand fun to build, but also gives
the option either to play or display.

Kits are pre-painted and offer a glue-free
assembly. Scales vary according to subject,
presumably to standardise on the size of
the blister pack they come in.
New releases include:
• 85-1390 1/100 F-22 Raptor

• 85-1391 1/72 P-51D Mustang Racer
• 85-1393 1/250 Space Shuttle
• 85-1395 1/100 F-4 Phantom

A good entry-level product aimed at
ages 8+. Well worth checking out if you
can get the brats off the computer…

Revell-Monogram ‘Snap-Tite’ 

Avia BH-21 (Belgian &
Czechoslovak Service)

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 72012

PRICE: £18.20 US$32.25 DECAL OPTIONS: 5

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New tooling

TYPE: Injection moulded plastic

PARTS: Plastic 38, Clear 1, Resin 10

MANUFACTURER: Fly 

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models

Avia BH-21 (Czechoslovak
Fighter & Trainer)

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 72020

PRICE: £18.20 US$29.25 DECAL OPTIONS: 4

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New tooling

TYPE: Injection moulded plastic

PARTS: Plastic 38, Clear 1, Resin 45

MANUFACTURER: Fly

UK IMPORTER: Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll Models

SPRINGHILL TRADING ESTATE, ASTON STREET, 
SHIFNAL, SALOP TF11 8DR

TEL: 01952 405020   FAX: 01952 405030
e-mail sales@kingkit.co.uk   www.kingkit.co.uk

Due to the continued success of our new web site, we are
looking to buy all types of second hand models, accessories 

and related books....please contact us for a quote

www.kingkit.co.uk

KINGKIT
THE ORIGINAL KIT DEALER (Est. 1983)
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SAMI Spotlight Previews

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: A01020

PRICE: £5.99 US$7.25 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 49, Clear 1

MANUFACTURER: Airfix
www.airfix.com

This is the brand new tooling, and a new A-
8 in 1/72 will be a welcome sight for many
1/72 modellers. Very nicely done too, with
excellent cockpit detail, superbLy moulded
wheel well interiors integral with the upper
wing piece and even a pilot figure for those
who like that sort of thing. The gun bay
doors on the lower wing are moulded
separately and fit as inserts from the inside.
Hopefully they will fit neatly – and I’m not
entirely sure why they are separate as there
is no interior detail, but presumably it
allows the option to scratchbuild?
Two rear canopies are included, and decals
for one aircraft – slightly disappointing
given the amount of choices possible. We
get Red 11 of JG 10, with a red and yellow
snake along its side. The decal sheet

includes full stencilling and decals for the
instrument panel, but no swastikas. I’m
guessing Airfix are aware of the sprawling
extent of our decal collections and have
aimed the scheme with the big snake at
‘the promiscuous purchaser’ – the same
ones who like sharkmouths, Tiger schemes
and display aircraft in red plastic.
Surface detail is ‘well-defined’, and is
considerably deeper than some
contemporaries’ kits, but it has been
suggested this is deliberately aimed at
brush-painting. This being so it may give
airbrush-users pause, but on the whole is
an excellent and well-detailed kit at a very
reasonable price.

Focke-Wulf Fw 190A-8

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: A08001

PRICE: US$39.95 £24.99 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 210, Clear 29

MANUFACTURER: Airfix
www.airfix.com

Due to A shortage of Rolls-Royce Merlin
engines, some 300 Lancasters were built
with Bristol Hercules radial engines,
becoming the B.II Variant. Some were also
fitted with enlarged bomb-bay doors to
enable large 8,000lb bombs to be carried,
as well as a ventral defensive turret.

Features include complete Bristol
Hercules engines with detailed exhausts,
optional dropped flaps, ventral turret and
fairing, optional retracted undercarriage
and fully detailed interior. Markings offer

two aircraft – one from 514 Sqn,
incorporating the ventral gun position, and
one from 408 Sqn RCAF.

Avro Lancaster B.II

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: A05330

PRICE: £16.99 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 191, Clear 9

MANUFACTURER: Airfix
www.airfix.com

As the air war over occupied Europe
progressively developed, so did the
equipment used by the RAF and its
Bomber Command. Specialist vehicles were
introduced to supply arms and equipment
to waiting machines and maintenance
tasks were made easier through the
introduction of specialised equipment. 

There is absolutely nothing not to like
about this superb set of parts. Some 200
pieces make up a delightful collection of
equipment, and the only real mystery is
how it has taken so long for a kit like this to
come about.

Detail is magnificent, even down to the
stencilling for the bombs on the decal
sheet. Absolutely first rate!

The set includes:
• Standard Light Utility Vehicle - Standard

12hp 4x2 'Tilly'
• Bedford MWC or Bedford MWD
• David Brown VIG1 Tractor/Tug
• Motorcycle - 500cc
• Maintenance Tower
• Bowser - 450 Gallon
• Bomb Trolley - Type C

• Bomb Trolley - Type F
• Small Bomb Container (SBC) - with 4lb

incendiaries
• MC Bomb - 1,000lb
• Bomb - 8,000lb
• Ladder
• Bike
• Chocks
• Fuel Cans

WWII RAF Bomber Re-Supply set

Airfix 
Arrivals
A new Lancaster, the means to
arm and supply it, and the
means to engage it over the
target…
New Toolings previewed By Jack
Trent
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          Available at hobby shops and Hobby Lobby®!

Payment by cheque, IMO etc. Credit cards not accepted. 
Above prices include postage & packing in UK. EU add 15%, Rest of the World add 25%

*= Optional parts; C= Conversion; D= Decals; 2, 3, 4, etc= Number of decal options

0272 Fairey Firefly T7 £18.75
2772 Blackburn Firebrand TF3/4 * £18.75
3472 Short Sturgeon TT2/3 * £26.50
4872 Supermarine Swift F1 D £19.95
5072 DH Dove/Devon Srs1-7 * D2 £26.25
5272 Percival Sea Prince T1 * D £26.00
7572 Gloster F.5/34 £18.75
7672 DH Flamingo £29.00
7972 S A Twin Pioneer D6 £35.00
8172 Short Belfast C1 D £98.00
8972 DH Dove Srs1(Dan Air) D £26.00
9172 Short Sperrin * D £82.00

0472 Blackburn Firebrand TF5 £18.75
3172 Fairey Firefly U8 £18.75
3572 Miles Monitor TT11 £26.50
4572 Supermarine Swift F7 £20.95
5172 Supermarine Swift F2/F4 * £19.95
6572 Blackburn Beverley D3 £90.00
6972 Hawker Henley TT111 £19.00
7772 Percival Petrel £23.25
8072 S A Pioneer D5 £26.00
8572 A W Argosy C1 D2 £85.00
9072 Vickers VC10 C1K D £98.00
9872 Avro Ashton D £84.00

0148 Miles Martinet TT1 * D2 £34.00
0448 Blackburn Firebrand TF11 D £40.00
0648 Hunting Percival Sea Prince * D £45.00
0848 Miles M20 Mk1 £32.00

0248 Blackburn Firebrand TF5 3D £40.00
0548 Miles Master Mk11 4D £34.00
0748 Martin Baker MB2 £32.00
0948 DH Sea Devon 2D £46.00

6272 Lancastrian (Airfix) C D4 £18.25
7372 Boeing/SAAB B17(Academy) C D2 £18.25

7072 Halton/Halifax C8 (Airfix) C D5 £19.00
8472 Stirling Mk V (Airfix) C D3 £19.00

9272 Liberator Mk1/11 includes complete wings (Academy) Civil * C D3 £31.50

BOMBER TO TRANSPORT CONVERSIONS

MAGNA MODELS Scale Model Aircraft Kit Manufacturers
Magna Models, Buzon 27, Trapiche 29719, Malaga, Spain. Tel: 0034 951 066 690
MAGNA MODELS - Scale Model Aircraft Manufacturers, 14 Fernhill Close, Blackwater,

Camberley, Surrey, GU17 9HD. Tel 01276 33667  Email magna.models@o2.co.uk

NEW: Ready In October - 1048 Boulton Paul Balliol T2/T21  * D4 £45.00

Mail Order: 
(all major credit cards accepted)

Harbour Road, Oulton Broad,
Lowestoft, Suffolk 
NR32 3LZ England

UK local rate number:
0845 130 72 48

Tel: 01502 517444 (8 lines)
Fax: 01502 500521

UK Distributors for MPM, Azur, Special Hobby, Eduard, Classic
Airframes and many more. If it’s advertised or reviewed in this

magazine try us first. We probably have it in stock now.

One-stop shopping for modellers
Order online at www.hannants.co.uk

Hannants London:
Unit 2, Hurricane Industrial Estate, 

Grahame Park Way, Colindale,
London NW9 5NQ
Tel: 020 8205 6697

Next to the RAF Museum, Hendon

Email: colindale@hannants.co.uk
www.hannants.co.uk 

No 1 for Mail OrderHong Kong Models

We stock the largest ranges of
plastic, resin and vacform kits,
accessories and conversions,

photo-etch sets, paints,
airbrushes, tools ands books.

Everything under one roof from
Academy to Zvezda. We

specialise in decals and stock
ALL available sheets from just
about every manufacturer in

existence. We carry over 21,000
items from all over the world.

HKM01E01
1:32 North-American B-25J Mitchell
with the 'Glass Nose' DISCOUNTED

PRICE!!! RRP £169.99 Save 10%+ and
FREE POSTAGE in the UK! £142.50

HKM01E02
1:32 North-American B-25J Mitchell 
'The Strafer' DISCOUNTED PRICE!!! 
RRP £171.00 Save 10% and FREE

POSTAGE in the UK! £153.90

Also from Hong Kong Models

HKM01E04
Scale Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress.

· Wing Span : 787.9mm · Length : 988mm
DISCOUNTED PRICE!!! RRP £269.10 Save 10% and FREE

POSTAGE in the UK! Only £242.00

PLASTIC & METAL KIT
RETAILERS HOBBY &
PASTIME MATERIALS

303 The Broadway,
Bexleyheath, Kent DA6 8DT

Tel/Fax: 
(020) 8298 7177

MON/TUES/THURS/FRI/SAT
9.30 - 5.30 

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT FOR CASH

Incorporating 1,000’s of kits and collectables.
New and deleted kits and toys.

Model building service available
AIRFIX, ITALERI, TAMIYA, REVELL, HELLER, 
MONOGRAM, MATCHBOX, ACADEMY, HASEGAWA, 

FROG, AURORA, HAWK, HOBBYCRAFT.

Email: steve@kitkrazy.com

NEW MAIL ORDER LISTS – SEND 70p SAE
SEND SAE WORTH 70p FOR CURRENT LISTS

FULL KIT LIST, 
1,000’s OF DELETED KITS

Up to 20%
discount on

Stock

www.kitkrazy.com
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SAMI Spotlight Creative Times

Creative Times
A selection of new releases now available From Creative Models

Sponsored by Creative Models
www.creativemodels.co.uk

F-16 Air Team
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 85-5326

PRICE: US$22.95 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 75, Clear 2

MANUFACTURER: Revell-Monogram

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

Reissue of the classic tooling with decals for
a Thunderbirds machine.

Messerschmitt Bf 110D
Weekend Edition

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 7420

PRICE: US$19.95 £10.99 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 165, Clear 12

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron

Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4
Weekend Edition

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 84166

PRICE: £13.99 US$24.95 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 145, Clear 7

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: 04275

PRICE: £22.99 US$47.75 DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 152, Clear 20

MANUFACTURER: Revell Gmbh & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: Revell UK

US IMPORTER: Revell Monogram

This looks like an excellent set of parts, with
finely detailed undercarriage and intricate fan
blades made up from two separate rings of
blades – Mr McCabe will be pleased! This kit
looks like a good up-to-the-minute tooling
and we look forward to seeing it built.

Boeing 747-8

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 04854

PRICE: £12.99 US$26.00 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 91, Clear 2

MANUFACTURER: Revell Gmbh & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: Revell UK

US IMPORTER: Revell Monogram

Looking at the amount it is possible to
spend on a kit – initial price, aftermarket,
new decals etc – it sometimes seems the
hobby is running away with itself and
becoming impossible to keep up with. Kits
like this, on the other hand, offer a
charismatic and interesting subject with a
really impressive set of parts in the box,
plenty of detail, good tooling, an attractive
and well-printed decal sheet, and

tremendous scope for producing an
excellent model, and all for £12.99. Now
that may not seem like a pocket-money
price, but this is 2013`, and we live in a
world where it is possible to pay over £2 for
a cauliflower.

There are plenty of cheap kits about, but
Revell make cheap kits that shape up to the
very best of the not so cheap ones…

F-101B Voodoo

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: R0008

PRICE: £74.99 US$125.00 DECAL OPTIONS: 14

PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: Revised Boxing

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic PARTS: Lots

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron

This is the Royal Class edition of Eduard’s
Spitfire Mk IX in the black and gold style
boxing, packed with good stuff and
offering parts and options for two
complete models, as well as the usual
‘extras’ associated with the Royal boxings.

The kit contains plastic parts, photo-
etched details and painting masks for two
complete aircraft including Mk IXc early, IXc
late, and IXe variants.

This boxing includes three wing options
(F Mk IXc, LF/HF Mk IXc, Mk IXe), fourteen
marking options, multiple etched frets,
Brassin Spitfire 90gal slipper tanks, Brassin
extended wheel set and a pair of Brassin
Beer Barrels (to be installed on under-wing
bomb racks).

The collectable option is a beer glass
with Spitfire-style design, which is exclusive
to the Royal Class edition only.

Markings include:
• Mk IXc, MH358, 65 Sqn, TY-J, RAF

Kingsnorth, 1943
• Mk IXc, EN398, 402 Sqn, AE-B, RAF Kenley, 1943
• Mk IXc, EN526, Northolt Wing Cdr, SZ-G,

RAF Northolt, 1943
• Mk IXc, MH779, 453 Sqn, FU-N, RAF Ford, 1944
• Mk IXc, 309 FS/31 FG/USAAF, WZ-GJ,

Pomigliano AB, 1943/44
• Mk IXc, MH763, 72 Sqn, RN-S, Ramatuelle

Afld, France, 1944
• Mk IXc, MJ628, 324 Wing, R-V, Italy, 1944
• Mk IXe, NH432, 485 Sqn, OU-D, Maldegen

Afld, Belgium, 1944
• Mk IXe, PV181, 132 Wing, RAB, Twente AB,

Netherlands, 1944
• Mk IXe, PT766, 345 Sqn, 2Y-A, Deanland

AB, 1944
• Mk IXe, 26 GIAP, Soviet AF, 1945
• Mk IXe, SL632, 101 Sqn, 26, Israeli AF, 1949
• Mk IXe, MH978, 132 Sqn, FF-M, 1944
• Mk IXe, MK329, 144 Wing, JE-J, 1944

Spitfire Mk IX Royal Class
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TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 04857

PRICE: £17.99 US$26.50 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Reissue STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 120, Clear 13

MANUFACTURER: Revell Gmbh & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: Revell UK

US IMPORTER: Revell Monogram

This is the original Revell-Monogram kit
reboxed at a very reasonable price, with a
nice decal sheet and looking every bit as
good as when it was first released. The only
element that shows its age is the canopy,
which is a little thick by today’s standards,
but all in all a welcome return.

Messerschmitt Bf 110G-4
Nightfighter

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: 85-5867

PRICE: US$36.95 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 132, Clear 13

MANUFACTURER: Revell-Monogram

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

This is, of course, the Revell Germany kit,
with little in the way of revision to anything
but the box and the instructions. That said,
this is by no means a bad thing as the kit
was always pretty good. Possibly some
different options on the decal sheet would

have been nice, but given the availability of
aftermarket sheets it’s not a huge issue –
how many of things are you going to build
after all?

Of course in 1/144 that’s not a problem!

C-17A Globemaster III

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 2114

PRICE: US$49.95 £26.99 DECAL OPTIONS: N/A

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 37, Etched 65

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron

This is a nicely designed set of parts
offering an astonishing stripped-down
replica of the famous triplane. The etched
pieces are designed to fold together with a

minimum of joints and gluing. Included is a
complete set of plastic parts, many of
which will be spare.

Fokker Dr.I Stripdown

TECHNICAL DATA
SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 8264

PRICE: £22.25 US$39.95 DECAL OPTIONS: 5

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 145, Clear 7, Etched 58

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron
The latest profiPACK edition of Eduard’s
Emil comes as an E-7 Trop, with five
colourful options. Markings include:
• Oblt. Ludwig Franzisket, Stab I./JG 27, Ain-

el-Gazala, Libya, June 1941
• 2./JG 27, Ain-el-Gazala airfield, Libya 1941
• 2./JG 27, Ain-el-Gazala airfield, Libya 1941
• Hptm. Eduard Neumann, I./JG 27, Ain-el-

Gazala, Libya, Summer 1941
• 3./JG 27, Ain-el-Gazala airfield, Libya,

spring / summer 1941

Messerschmitt Bf 109E-7 Trop
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/48 KIT NO: 1177

PRICE: £59.99 US$110 DECAL OPTIONS: 4

PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: Revised Boxing

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 460, Clear 4, Etched 2 Frets, Resin
22, Paint Masks

MANUFACTURER: Eduard

UK IMPORTER: Creative Models

US IMPORTER: Squadron

This limited edition boxing of the F-15
includes plastic parts by Academy, Eduard’s
trademark etched sets and decals printed
by Cartograf offering markings for four
aircraft. Also included are masks for canopy
and wheels, and Brassin sets  for exhaust
nozzles, wheels and ejection seats. Marking
options include:
• F-15E s/n 89-0487, 4th Fighter Wing,

335th Fighter Squadron, Bagram AFB,
Afghanistan, January 13, 2012

• F-15E, s/n 87-0173, 366th Fighter Wing,

391st Fighter Squadron, Mountain Home
AFB, ID, 2002

• F-15E, s/n 89-0472, 335th Fighter
Squadron, Seymour Johnson AFB, NC,
2002

• F-15D, s/n 80-0133, 106th Tayeset, Tel Nov
airbase, Israel 

Striking Eagles

Sikorsky CH-53G
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/144 KIT NO: 04858

PRICE: £6.50 US$10.75 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 56, Clear 10

MANUFACTURER: Revell Gmbh & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: Revell UK

US IMPORTER: Revell Monogram

Junkers Ju 88C-6
TECHNICAL DATA

SCALE: 1/72 KIT NO: 04856

PRICE: £16.99 US$26.50 DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES: Recessed

STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 91, Clear 16

MANUFACTURER: Revell Gmbh & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: Revell UK

US IMPORTER: Revell Monogram
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less-than perfect fit of fuselage halves.
As biplanes go, it’s a relatively simple

affair of a single-bay arrangement. Struts
are nice and straight, with no awkward
angles to worry about. As with the location
holes in the fuselage, the location holes for
the struts are visible, but benefited from
being drilled out. This also made for a more
positive bond between strut and wing.

When building a biplane, many like to
start with the cabanes and then to work
outwards. Personally, I prefer to fx the main
wing struts, add the upper wing and then to
invert the model, before adding the
cabanes. This way, they are as easy to place
as those bracing struts seen against the
fuselage, leaning from the lower wing. The
only real issue with my method is that, until
the cabanes are in place, the upper wing
can swing from side to side.

Not only does this kit have a nice interior,
but there is sufficient photo-etch for the
outside as well and I feel that every piece is
a useful addition. In fact, so pleased was I
with this detail that I rushed ahead and
firmly secured the bomb racks to the wing. I

Sweet Gene...
Skinny white sailor,
The chances were slender
The beauties were brief
Shall I mourn your decline,
With some thunderbird wine
And a black handkerchief?

I
was there, all agog, when the first
Vickers Vildebeests made their
appearance on our shores and I felt
duly privileged to have one to play

with. A truly marvellous kit of a rather
charismatic and previously neglected
aircraft, oozing character, which was
reflected in the build and, to my eye at
least, in the finished model.

Since that time, whilst we still do not
have herds of the things, sweeping
majestically across Torquay beach, Azur-
Frrom have produced more versions,
including the Spanish CASA-built aircraft
and this, the land-locked Vincent. 

This cumbersome biplane was
apparently used to intimidate various Arab
tribes within the old Middle East and to act
as an Army Cooperation and Liaison aircraft.
Let it be known that brave RAF aircrew
climbed aboard these behemoths during
the early years of WWII, fighting Italians!

Whilst the Vildebeest was built with a
crew of three in mind, it struggled to get
airborne with a torpedo and three men, so
it quickly became a two-seater. The Vincent
was able to accommodate a third person, as
the torpedo was replaced with a large fuel
tank. That said, with a full load of eight
bombs upon its racks, it became a two-
seater once more.

Azur-Frrom have captured these
differences in this new offering, adding also
the message pick-up hook. Of interest and
causing some confusion amongst us, this
boxing also includes a second beautifully-

rendered resin engine. Whilst the
instructions make no reference to this
whatsoever, general consensus appears to
be that this is a Bristol Perseus. Note that the
Vildebeest Mk III should be powered by the
Bristol Pegasus and not by the Perseus. The
Perseus engine should only be used on
Vildebeest Mk IVs. 

Most parts are in common with previous
Vildebeest boxings and, in spite of this
being an allegedly ‘short-run’ kit, remain
very crisply moulded and nicely detailed.
An extra selection of good detail parts
encouraged me to conduct the minor
surgery necessary to open up the separate
radio operator’s compartment and I was
pleased with the result. It is worth the effort,
in spite of the large upper wing sitting
above this.

A couple of the location holes did need
drilling out in the port side of the fuselage
and I confess to being a little careless with
lining everything up properly, resulting in a

TECH DATA

VICKERS
VINCENT MK I

SCALE: 1/72 

KIT NO: FR 019

PRICE: £30.50 US$53.25 

DECAL OPTIONS: 4

PANEL LINES:
Recessed

STATUS: Revised
Tooling

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 86, Clear
5, Resin 22, Etched 61

MANUFACTURER:
Azur Frrom 

UK IMPORTER:
Hannants

US IMPORTER: Roll
Models
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Vickers Vincent Mk 1 By Bruce Leyland-Jones
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PLASTIC MODEL KITS 

AT POCKET MONEY PRICES

then remembered that I would need to add the
large serial decals to the wing undersides, after I’d
painted them and before I should’ve added the
racks. I took great care to remove the racks,
before having to fight off the Carpet Monster for
a pair, standing on a couple more and losing one
within the strands of my sleeve for an evening.
Hey ho.

The kit offers four options:
• An experimental 6-colour (shadow

compensating) LT4 scheme for RAF biplanes,
with silver doped undersides

• A more standard RAF Dark Earth and Middle
Stone scheme, with Azur Blue undersides

• An RNZAF Dark Earth and Dark Green scheme,
with Duck Egg Blue undersides

• An RNZAF scheme of Dark Earth/Dark Green,
over silver doped undersides and flanks
Naturally, I opted for the experimental scheme

and immediately ran into difficulties with the
Gunze paint call-outs and translating these into
Humbrol-speak. Adding to my difficulties, the
actual painting diagram was none-too clear.

Hopefully, someone, somewhere, will be an
authority on interwar experimental camouflage
schemes and will be able to provide expert
advice on what tinlets to open. Until that happy
day, however, I offer the following as a
suggestion, based upon lots of Cumbrian real ale
and too much time on The Internet:

Lower wing, upper surfaces and lower parts of
fuselage;
• H117 US Light Green

• H168 Hemp
• H250 Desert Sand

Upper wing, upper surfaces and upper parts of
fuselage;
• H29 Dark Earth
• H94 Brown Yellow
• H116 US Dark Green

All undersides were Humbrol Aluminium
Metalcote.

The kit provides resin bombs, to hang off your
racks and these come with separate tails.
Unfortunately, a lot of the mounting brackets for
the circular bomb tails were broken and I ended
up scratching replacements, using tiny scraps of
fine Plasticard. The instructions give no guidance
as to what colour the bombs should be, but H81
Pale Yellow will do the job.

With the upper wing in place and rigging
completed, (using my sadly dwindling supply of
Aeroclub rigging thread), the decals were
faultless. That said, they were very thin and did
require some care when handling, so as to avoid
them folding over upon themselves.

To summarise, this remains a very attractive kit
with no real issues and plenty of reward for the
average modeller, especially if that modeller is
relatively comfy with biplanes. It isn’t a small
model, when all’s said and done and, having built
this, two Vildebeest and a CASA 245, I may
struggle to find space for more.

However, given that Special Hobby have now
released the Mk IV Vildebeest, I feel compelled to
stick another shelf up.

In association with
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lower wing half, which was firstly sprayed
with white primer and then with Lifecolor’s
UA134 Zinc Chrome Yellow. The wing rib
tops were then painted red, the clear panels
were glued into place and then the wings
and tailplanes were assembled. The leading
edges were cleaned up, masked, and painted
with Tamiya X-11 Chrome Silver. They were
then fitted to the fuselage. No glue was used
as the fit is so good that it is not required,
which means that they can be removed at
any time for storage/transportation etc.

The engines were now assembled. They
have quite nice detailing to them, and the
fan blades are nicely moulded with separate
blades - always a winner with me - and the
two port engines have clear panels showing
pipe work behind. The pylons are separate
to the engines and are one-piece
mouldings. The fit of the parts is excellent
and not a bit of filler was required. They
were fitted to the wings, which only left the
undercarriage to assemble and fit.

The gear legs were sprayed with Light
Aircraft Grey and the tyres painted with
Tamiya XF-69 NATO Black and then fitted to
the gear legs. These assemblies were then
glued into position via very positive and
unique location holes and lugs. Finally the
main landing gear bay doors and retraction
arm were glued into position and the
construction phase was complete.

The decals were next. This is where the
most disappointing aspect of the kit began,
as the main fuselage cheatline decals are
solid and do not have window cut-outs,
which means that each individual window
opening has to be punched out after the
decals have been applied. This in turn
means that inevitably some of the decal will
break away and some of the punched decal
falls into the interior of the model. I did
contemplate spraying the cheatline but
chose not to after managing to spray into
the inside of the fuselage clear parts.

Where the decals broke away I touched
them in with red paint and then filled each
window with Micro Kristal Klear.

The remainder of the decals went on
without a hitch, they are all nicely printed
with good colour density. Only one option
is supplied with the kit for a Boeing 747-400
operated by the Japanese Government with
a white upper fuselage and light grey lower
fuselage and wings.

Conclusion
I am not a great fan of this kind of model,
however the level of detail included in this
kit is staggering, as is the number of parts. It
is a fairly heavy model when finished and
quite impressive as well. The parts are very
nicely moulded with fine detailing. The only
disappointing aspects were the fuselage
cheatline decals and the overspray into the
fuselage, which I could have avoided if I had
planned ahead – so you have been warned!
Other than this it is a superbly made and
detailed model and my reservations about
see-through models were allayed in this
instance.

The further I got into the build the more I
enjoyed it, and in the end it became a
thoroughly absorbing project.

T
he Boeing 747 is without doubt
the most easily recognisable
and widespread modern civil
airliner flying today, due to the

bulged nose section. The aircraft was
developed in the 1960s after pressure
from the president of Pan American
Airways Juan Trippe for an aircraft to be
twice the size of the Boeing 707. Pan Am
duly ordered twenty-five of the 747-100
variant. The first 747 rolled off the new
production line on the 30th September
1968 and first flew on the 9th February
1969.

The 747-400 was announced by Boeing
in October 1985 and has become the most
popular variant of the aircraft with 442
airframes being manufactured. The aircraft
is powered by either Pratt and Whitney PW
4062, General Electric GE CF6-80C2B5F or
Rolls Royce RB211-524H engines.

Dragon’s kit consists of thirteen sprues of
white injection moulded plastic and one
clear, one decal sheet, an instruction
booklet and a stand. As can be expected
the parts are quite large, even in this scale.
The plastic has nice recessed surface detail
and panel lines, and there are masses of
parts due to the complete interior.

The fuselage, wings and tailplanes are
pre-painted but will need to be painted
again after assembly, especially the fuselage.

The build begins by assembling the
interior cabins. Each seat base is moulded
into the cabin floor but has a separate seat
back to be glued into position. As anyone
who has flown in one of these aircraft
knows there are hundreds of seats, each
one represented in the kit, so this took a
couple of sittings to complete.

The overhead lockers were now glued to
the head lining and the cargo containers
assembled and fitted to the underside of
the main cabin floor; these were painted
silver although this is not shown in the

instructions. The cockpit was assembled
and painted and the decals applied for the
instrument panels.

The radar bulkhead and radar were
assembled and painted after which the
whole interior was ready to be fitted into
one of the fuselage halves. The assembly is
quite heavy as there are a lot of parts that
go into it.

Before I fitted the clear panels to the port
fuselage half I dry-fitted it to the starboard half
assembly and marked on the cabin floor and
bulkheads where the openings were in the
port fuselage. The port side was then removed
and all exposed edges were painted red. Again
this is not stipulated in the instructions, I just
thought that it would look good.

The clear fuselage cut-outs were now
glued into place, and this was quite tricky as
liquid cement can easily run onto the large
clear panels, as I found out.

The two fuselage halves were now joined
together. Dragon have probably one of the
best fuselage joint methods I have seen, as
not only are there the normal peg and hole
arrangements but there are also rectangular
slots and slats that make a very exact joint.
Although this does make the fuselage
thickness bigger, even with the precise
alignment of the fuselage halves there was
still a seam line that I did not want so it was
sanded flush. The windows and clear panels
were masked and then sprayed with
Halfords Appliance Gloss white on the
upper fuselage and Gunze 315 on the lower.

When the masking was removed I was
mortified to see that overspray had misted
the clear parts slightly through the cabin
windows. It would be difficult to prevent this,
although with a bit of foresight I should have
used Maskol or something similar to fill in the
windows whilst I was spraying the fuselage.

The wings were up next, and the port
wing and tailplane have see-through panels
showing the wing ribbing. This is on  the

Boeing 747-400  By Andy McCabe 

TECH DATA

BOEING 747
JAPANESE

GOVERNMENT
SCALE: 1/144

KIT NO: 14702

PRICE: £57.50 US$74.95

DECAL OPTIONS: 1

PANEL LINES:
Recessed

STATUS: Revised
Tooling

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 220,
Clear 14

MANUFACTURER:
Dragon

US IMPORTER:
Dragon USA

UK IMPORTER: 
The Hobby Company
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options are for four colourful aircraft,
featuring yellow wings, silver fuselages
and bright, primary colours. Yellow and
silver are not the most favourite of those
who wield le Baton Hirsute, the Hairy Stick
or paintbrush, but I have found that H154
will cover after three coats, over a primer
of H64 and that Humbrol Metal
Aluminium will cover after two coats, or
three, if you want to get jiggy with the
buffing.

For my chosen option of an aircraft
from the USS Ranger, H2 Emerald was a
perfect match for the green of the decal.

The decals were in perfect register and
very thin. However, they had a tendency
to fold over upon themselves, were prone
to creasing and staying creased and stuck
like muck to the proverbial. Once upon a
time, such decals would’ve been lauded
by the modelling fraternity as the bees
knees and, because they were so thin,
their painted-on appearance was much
valued. Any difficulties in their application
would have been put down to the
inexperience, lack of skill or general
numptiness of the modeller, and said
modeller may well have left the
experience over-endowed with feelings of
inadequacy.

I am not a new modeller and have some
small degree of modelling ability. That
said, as I was chasing my third decal
around my saucer of water, trying
desperately to unfold it and determined
‘not to be beaten’, I realised that this
should not be a trial. It was supposed to
be a leisure pursuit! Other companies now
produce perfectly usable decals, with a
degree of elasticity and strength yet
remaining exceptionally thin. This detail
was my only real criticism of the kit, so I’ll
now stop ranting and present the finished
article!

T
he Vindicator is one of the
USN’s most important types of
the 1930’s and yet poorly
represented in the modelling

world. There was a RarePlanes vacform
kit, long ago and, more recently, Azur
and then MPM issued versions of this
aircraft. However, these later kits were
not of the more colourful, early mark of
Vindicator and Special Hobby have now
filled that need.

I got to thinking about ‘short-run’ kits
and how different they used to be from
the more mainstream. Looking at this kit,
the differences are very slight and the
pieces are finely moulded. Whereas other
kits from this family of kit makers tend to
come with photo-etch and a variety of
resin details, this comes only with a resin
gun. That said, the plastic is more than
good enough, to my eye.

Of particular note and well worth
mentioning is the quality of the surface
detailing. Metal and doped fabric areas are
well defined and I knew that I would have
to be careful to avoid blemishes,
particularly as this would require an
overall silver finish.

The interior quickly builds up between
two frames and I found the finished
structure to be quite an impressive piece,
without any PE embellishment. The
canopy is modelled closed and, as a
consequence, the large resin gun has to be
stowed, rather than deployed. I found that,
in order for the fuselage halves to close
together, I had to adjust the fitting of the
gun by shortening its support post. Once
this was done, the fuselage closed up
nicely around the interior sub-assembly.

Whilst the canopy is crystal clear and
the framing rather fine, the interior
practically disappears once it is in place.

Previous issues from Azur and, I believe,
MPM, contained vacform canopies.

Having made up the fuselage, I turned
my attentions to the wing. Again, surface
texturing is superb and I remembered to
follow the instructions and insert the
boxes for the landing gear. I mention this
because the pieces in question are referred
to in two subsequent stages of building
and, if you went for the latter stage, you
would have difficulty fitting these into
place. Be safe and fit them early on.

Whilst the wing was curing, I turned my
attention to the engine and cowling. I’m
sure that a nice resin piece would be
welcomed by many, but such was the
quality of the plastic, I felt that resin would
actually be redundant in this instance.

Perhaps I was lucky, or perhaps the
quality of the kit speaks for itself when I
say that the wing-fuselage joins were fine
and did not require any filler and just the
slightest of gentle sanding to bring
everything together. I went for the
undercarriage next and, because the
instructions on the placement of the
supports were not overly clear, I have
attempted to illustrate how they should
look. That said, I believe that the fit of the
parts is good enough for the modeller to
work stuff out intuitively

Hailing from the USN in the 1930’s, the

TECH DATA

SB2U-1
VINDICATOR

SCALE: 1/72 

KIT NO: 72243

PRICE: US$24.75 £16.60 

DECAL OPTIONS: 4

PANEL LINES:
Recessed 

STATUS: New Tooling

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 85, Clear
1, Resin 1

MANUFACTURER:
Special Hobby

UK IMPORTER:
Hannants

US IMPORTER: Sprue
Brothers/Roll

Models/Squadron

SAMI SpotlightReviews

1/72
REVIEW

In association with

Vought SB2U-1 Vindicator 
Commander’s Planes By Bruce Leyland Jones
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www.oldmodelkits.com

4000+ kits
Worldwide Shipping
Inventory Continuously Updated

Rare
   Kits?

648118
Spit  re wheels - 4 
spoke w/pattern

648121
Spit  re - exhaust 
stacks rounde

648113
Spit  re Mk.IX 
gun bay

648119
Spit  re wheels - 5 
spoke, smooth tire

648120
Spit  re - radio 
compartment

648121
Spit  re undercarriage 
legs BRONZE

648112
Spit  re Mk.IX 
engine

M A T A D O R  M O D E L S
A i r f i e l d  A c c e s s o r i e s

EXTENSIVE 1/76TH SCALE VEHICLE AND CONVERSION RANGES, FROM WWI TO THE 2000’S

plus: CIVVY STREET and ENGINEERING ranges. 1/144th scale AIRCRAFT COCKPIT DETAILS;
Range of small bases and scenery; Range of 1/72nd AIRFIELD FIGURES

Visit our website: www.matadormodels.co.uk
For full catalogue please send an A5 SAE or 2 IRCs to: 

MATADOR MODELS 6 Cliffe Road, Barton on Sea, 
NEW MILTON, Hants. BH25 7PB Fax: 01425 628219

and Airfield Accessories 1/48th. 1/72nd. 1/76th. 1/144th scale
ranges of British and German airfield vehicles and equipment including

ambulances, refuellers, tractors, G.S. and specialist vehicles, starter trolleys, etc.

1/72nd RAF bomb trolleys
(4 types)

1/72nd David Brown Tractor

1/76th Matador: Upgrade and GS Body
1/76th Bedford QLC RAF 
3 Boom AVTUR Refueller

1/48th, 1/72nd & 1/144th
Albion AM463 Refueller Truck
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Master
Master from Poland have gone all-
Swedish with a whole range of sets for
SAAB products from the 1950s to the
modern day. The big advantages of
brass pitot tubes is the greatly
increased strength over their plastic
versions, bearing in mind their
normally exposed position on the
finished model, and more importantly
their appearance
is far more
accurate than the
plastic rod most
kit manufacturers
call pitot tubes.

The only non SAAB-related item
comes from Master’s comprehensive
maritime range, but might still be of
interest to aircraft modellers as it
supplies some exquisite 1/350 brass
torpedoes with a fret of etched brass
supplying the box tails, propellers
and handling trolleys for nine
examples. These could make a nice
little diorama when combined with
some of Trumpeter’s TBM Avengers or
SBD Dauntlesses to make a diorama
that you could fit on the back of your
hand and without breaking the bank.

1/72 
Saab 29 Tunnan Pitot Tube
Part No: AM-72-053

Saab 32 Lansen Pitot Tubes
Part No: AM-72-054

Saab 35 Draken Pitot Tube & AOA Probe
Part No: AM-72-055

1/48 
Saab 29 Tunnan Pitot Tube
Part No: AM-48-071

Saab 32 Lansen Pitot Tubes
Part No: AM-48-072

Saab 35 Draken Pitot Tube & AOA Probe
Part No: AM-48-073

1/350 
USN Airborne Mark 13 (22.4in) Torpedo
improved type 
Part No: AM-350-073

Conclusion
The normal high quality parts are at
a reasonable price to upgrade some
very attractive Swedish aircraft.

The full Master range can be
viewed on their website at
www.master-model.pl and in the
UK the range will be stocked by
Hannants.

Wolfpack
One of the most innovative sources
of resin from the Far East at the
moment, Wolfpack cater for the
modern image with a huge range of
updates and conversions for modern
jets in all three major scales. This
latest set is aimed at the Kinetic
reboxing of the Academy legacy
Hornet, and will make a big
difference to the plastic parts. The set
offers twenty resin parts and three in
etched brass. The etch gives the HUD
and the mesh screen over the
avionics bay, while in resin you get a
complete cockpit tub, seat,
instrument panel shroud, sticks and
pedals, main instrument panel,
cockpit sill and canopy actuating
mechanism, and helmet-mounted
sight indicator for the canopy. Colour
placement instructions show
photographs of the set in situ, and
the whole set is packed in a sturdy
box with the resin bagged separately.

1/32
WP32065 F/A-18+ Hornet Cockpit Set
for Academy/Kinetic kit

Conclusion
A fine piece of casting, and the etch
adds a nice touch without over-
complicating matters. This set just
needs careful painting to make it a
quick and easy upgrade to the kit,
and is available from LuckyModel for
US$44.99 – around £27 – which
includes free shipping, making it
excellent value as well.

Available from
www.luckymodel.com

Accessories

New items from Brassin this month
cover all major scales, and include
some nice items for the 1/72 Revell
Ju 88 – a kit that has been much
underrated, and has just appeared
in a new guise as a Ju 88C.

As usual the sets offer excellent
detail and will make a noticeable
difference on any kit you use them
with.

1/72
672018 Ju 88 wheels early, for Revell kit
672019 MG 81Z gun 1

1/48
648114 F-4B/N wheels 1/48

1/32
632017 B-17 wheels for HK Models kit

Conclusion
Eduard’s full range can be viewed at
www.eduard.com and product is
available widely from importers
Creative Models, LSA and Hannants

in the UK, and various sources
including Sprue Brothers and
Squadron in the US.

Eduard Brassin
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MAFVA Nuts
A simple way to reproduce bolt
heads and nut head to detail all your
models has been produced by a
member of the Model Armoured
Fighting Vehicle Association
(MAFVA) to raise funds for the
association.

MAFVA nuts are hexagons of
plastic punched from 15thou
Plasticard in three sizes, 0.6mm,
0.4mm and 1.0mm produced to
order. Each bag contains several
hundred nuts. These can be
attached to your model by plastic
glue or varnish, which is the
preferred option, as it will not round
off the hexagonal edges as it cures.
A close inspection under
magnification reveals that the nuts
are hexagonal with only the odd
misshape and certainly after a coat
of paint and the naked eye they will
mimic the appearance of raised
hexagonal nuts.

Conclusion
If you want to add detail to your
latest armour model, car engine or
to the fuselage of an aircraft these
nuts are a simple and inexpensive
way of doing it.

These nuts are available for £1 a
bag plus a SAE for further
information contact C Lloyd Staples,
9 Belswains Lane, Hemel
Hempstead, HP3 9PN he can be
contacted at
lloydstaples@btopenworld.com

This month from the Aerobonus
range we have a number of items to
liven up your Flightline diorama, but
many of these items will also be of
interest to armour modellers, as
items like the toolbox and traffic
cones can be seen in many different
situations. 

1/48 
Flightline Traffic Cones
Product No: 480 054
Designed for: N/A

1/32 
Flightline Traffic Cones
Product No: 320 027
Designed for: N/A

USAF Flightline Tool Cabinet (Roll Cab) 8
drawers
Product No: 320 029
Designed for: N/A

USAF 150 Gallon Fuel Bowser
Product No: 320 036
Designed for: N/A

Conclusion
I am really hoping we see more
diorama-based sets from Aerobonus
like the tool cabinet - maybe a work
bench and filing cabinets with some
resin tools?

Items can be purchased from
both LSA models and Hannants in
the UK.

Aerobonus by Aires

True Details
These exquisite little items were on
display at the Nuremberg Toyfair
this year, and were causing more
than a few raised eyebrows partly
because it is such a good idea, and
partly because the items themselves
are moulded so beautifully…

Basically these are one-piece resin
items depicting a parachute, packed
and ready to be strapped on by the
pilot, but left waiting on the wing –
or tailplane – of the aircraft in a state
of readiness. Painted with care,
these items will add a pleasing
touch of animation to any model,
and for those not keen on painting
figures it’s a handy alternative way
of adding a touch of scale. 

1/32
#32511 WWII Luftwaffe Aircrew
Parachute #1

#32512 WWII Luftwaffe Aircrew
Parachute #2

Conclusion
These backpack-type Luftwaffe
chutes are more compact than the
sprawling US items, but are
nonetheless still eye-catching little
details. This range will continue to
expand, and hopefully some 1/48
items will be added before too long.
In the meantime these, along with
the previously released US items,
can be obtained from Squadron via
the website at www.squadron.com
priced US$9.99 plus shipping.

Kinetic
First comes the kit, shortly after,
along comes the etch. This is the
usual pattern with releases from
Kinetic, and we are pleased to note
that sets for the excellent T-45
Goshawk are now available. As usual
the etch is manufactured by Eduard,
to their usual high standard, with
beautifully detailed colour parts, and
comes in the ‘austerity’ packaging
favoured by Kinetic, which enables
them to keep the price down.

Two sets are available – the T-45A
and the T-45C, and it is interesting to
compare the two side-by-side and
note the very significant differences
between the two – the older –A with

the prominent dials on the panel,
and the more up to date –C with
digitised displays.

1/48
KIN K5017 T-45A Interior Detail Set
Includes full panel and side console details
for the older style cockpit, canopy mirrors,
harness and additional details for the
ejection seat.

KIN K5018 T-45C Interior Detail Set
As above but with relevant panels/details
for the later variant.

Conclusion
Those familiar with Eduard’s etch
will know what to expect. The colour
detail is intricate and will add a
totally new dimension to your
model, while the set includes
nothing extraneous, and represents
a worthwhile update with no
unnecessary replacement parts.

Available for US$9.99 from
LuckyModel, shipping is free. The
T-45 is a neat little kit, and this
update will really look good in place
under the big glass canopy. Highly
recommended if you are building
Kinetic’s Goshawk. Available from
www.luckymodel.com
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Pavla
This month’s new releases are
dominated by sets for Italeri’s recent
Sunderland, including a new cockpit,
engine cowlings, and propeller
blades. All you have to do now is sort
out the over-engraved panel lines to
produce a really nice model. 

Not a new set, but one we did not
receive first time around, is a
beautifully detailed complete
cockpit for Trumpeter’s MiG-19. This
is predominantly resin with dials

supplied on a photo film. Finally to
make sure that you can see all the
detail Pavla supply an optically clear
vacform canopy.

1/32 
MiG-19 PM Cockpit set and Vacform
Canopy
Product No: C32002 
Designed for: Trumpeter

1/48 
Lavochkin La-5FN Vacform Canopy
Product No: V48-12
Designed for: Zvezda

Lavochkin La-5 Vacform Canopy
Product No: V48-13
Designed for: Zvezda

1/72 
Short Sunderland Mk 1 Cockpit
Product No: C72-115
Designed for: Italeri

Short Sunderland Mk 1 Engine Cowlings
Product No: U72-142
Designed for: Italeri

Short Sunderland Mk 1 Propellers
Product No: U72-143
Designed for: Italeri

Short Sunderland Mk 1 Propeller
Spinners
Product No: U72-144
Designed for: Italeri

30mm Defa Gun Pods for MB326K
Product No: W72-145
Designed for: Italeri/Supermodel

Conclusion
You cannot fault Pavla for their
choice of subject matter, with the
resin for the Short Sunderland being
a major upgrade over the kit parts.
You can view the full range at
wwww.pavlamodels.cz while in the
UK most of the ranges are available
from Hannants. 

Last month we featured some of the
most animated resin figures I have
ever reviewed, featuring a crew for an
F.E.2B in the middle of a dogfight.
This month we do not have anything
quite as animated, as most of the
figures in this batch are in more
traditional poses. Do not get me
wrong - the poses are realistic
without the wooden appearance
seen in many figures, but there are
two in particular that stand out for
me. The first is a figure of Oberleutant
Karl Menckhoff (39 Kills). This figure is
deceptive, sitting on the cockpit side
of his Albatros. Three alternative
heads are supplied, one with a flying
helmet and raised goggles, another
in a balaclava, and the third with the
head almost completely wrapped up.
The second set that really called to
me is a pair of figures that feature a
pilot seated in his cockpit while his
mechanic sits straddling the fuselage
behind the cockpit as he helps the
pilot prepare for flight.

The other four new sets released
include two simple single-piece resin

castings of German pilots wrapped
up against the cold of altitude. The
final two sets are for German pilots
seated in their cockpits from either
end of the war. From 1915 we have
an Eindecker E.11/E.III, that includes
three alternative heads, including
two fully wrapped up with scarf and
goggles. I particularly like this as my
face-painting skills are minimal and
not much bare flesh is exposed.
Another nice touch is the separate
scarf fluttering in the wind. The last
figure is for a Fokker D.VII and this
features a large one-piece casting
with only the left hand grasping the
control stick as a separate part.

1/32 
LSK04 Seated LSK pilot for Eindecker
E.II/III Summer 1915-Autumn 1916
Sculptured by Steve Warrilow
7 parts, 3 heads, body with legs, 2 arms,
scarf 

LSK05 A&B Seated LSK Albatros pilot
and Mechanic
Sculptured by Steve Warrilow
Pilot: 2 parts, Mechanic: 4 parts, head, body,
2 arms. 

LSK05 E LSK Albatros pilot Karl
Menckhoff sitting on cockpit side 
Sculptured by Steve Warrilow
4 pieces: 3 alternative heads, full body

LSK07 Seated E LSK pilot for Fokker D.VII
May 1918 
Sculptured by Steve Warrilow
2 pieces: Single main casting with separate
hand

LSK10 LSK Pilot in Greatcoat 1914-1918 
Sculptured by Steve Warrilow
4 pieces: 3 alternative heads, full body

Conclusion
Until you have seen these figures in
the flesh it is hard to judge how
realistic they are - even a rank novice
at figure painting like me can get a
good result straight out of the bag,
and some skilled painters are
producing figures that look
amazingly lifelike. All we need now is
a WW1 photographer to pose next to
your model to finish the scene. Sadly
this is not to be in the near future but
what we do have coming in the next
few months include two RFC sets
including a more relaxed crew for an
F.E.2b, and six more German sets.

Finally a bit further away we have
the first set representing French and

American pilots starting with Eddie
Rickenbacker leaning against a
Nieuport Scout, something that will
get our cousins across the pond
excited after the concentration on
LSK and RFC figures.

Items can be ordered online and at
shows from Model Design
Construction, and also on their
website at
www.modeldesignconstruction.co.uk

Wings Cockpit Figures
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Brengun 
The latest box from Brengun
includes a mix of resin and brass
detail sets plus some figure and
weapon sets. The latter has given
me a dilemma as I have included the
AGM -108 Tomahawk in this section
though I really feel this is more of a
kit in its own right as it comes with a
handling trolley and markings for
both operational Royal Navy and US
examples, as well as test examples.

1/144 
Atomic Bomb Fat Man
Product No: 144073

Atomic Bomb Little Boy 
Product No: 144074

Japanese Pilots WW2 
Product No: 144080

German Pilots WW2 
Product No: 144081

1/72 
P-38 Lightning 
Product No: 72053
Designed for: RS Models

Wasserfall Base
Product No: 72054
Designed for: Brengun Wasserfall and
Hermes

MiG-21 SM/SMT Detail Set 
Product No: 72055
Designed for: RVMP

LF-107 Lunak Glider Detail Set 
Product No: 72056
Designed for: Admiral

Typhoon 1b Detail Set 
Product No: 72-057
Designed for: Airfix

1/48 
Focke Wulf Fw 190 Super Detail Set (
Resin Wheels, Etched Brass Cockpit) 
Product No: 48051
Designed for: Eduard

AGM-109 Tomahawk 
Product No: BRS 48003

1/32 
Turnbuckles WW1 
Product No: 32005

Cowling Fasteners WW1 (50 pieces) 
Product No: 32006

US Bomb Racks 
Product No: 32007

British Walk boards
Product No: 32008

British Wheel Chocks and Ladder
Product No: 32009

Conclusion
This is just a small sample of the
extensive Brengun range and if you
visit the website you can see the
rest, plus a list of worldwide
stockists, which now includes
Hannants in the UK, the address is
www.brengun.cz

Aires
As usual Aires cover a diverse range
of subjects from World War 2
fighters to state-of-the-art modern
fighters, and of course they do not
only cover cockpits but items like
the wheel wells and electronics
bays. One thing they have in
common is the quality of casting,

which has become the benchmark I
use to judge other manufacturers
from across the world. 

1/72 
Harrier FRS.1 Exhaust Nozzles
Product No:7297
Designed for: Airfix

1/48 
F-4B Phantom II Auxiliary Air Intake
Product No: 4578
Designed for: Academy

F-4B/N Phantom II Wheel Bays
Product No: 4579
Designed for: Academy

MiG-23ML Flogger G Cockpit Set
Product No: 4582
Designed for: Trumpeter

T-28 Trojan Wheel Bay
Product No: 4584
Designed for: Roden

1/32 
MiG-23ML Flogger G Electronic Bay
Product No: 2184
Designed for: Trumpeter

Conclusion
If you are looking for something
simple to add a small amount of
detail, or a more complicated full
cockpit detail set, Aires can supply it.
Just have a look at the full range on
their website at www.aires.cz

Aires’ products can be purchased
in the UK from LSA Models and
Hannants.
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Eduard
A slowing down of the Eduard mills
this month – at least as far as etch is
concerned, with the dust still not
settled on the enormous Spitfire
programme. Plenty of good things
on offer, though, with Meng’s Me
410 and the Xuntong Tu-2 both
getting the works.

HobbyBoss’s 1/32 P-61 is another
deserving recipient, and gets three
sets to really finish it off, while
sticking with large scale US subjects,
the HK B-17 gets a set of masks.
Eduard are quick off the mark with

this one, as they already have further
etched sets in the pipeline for this
enormous kit. Nothing in 1/144 then?

1/32
32333 P-61A/B exterior for HobbyBoss kit
32334 P-61A/B undercarriage for

HobbyBoss kit
32769 P-61A/B interior for HobbyBoss kit
32772 Seatbelts RAF WWII Fabric 

32777 Bf 109E-4 for Eduard Weekend kit
33123 P-61A/B interior for HobbyBoss kit 
JX155 B-17G masks for HK Models kit

1/48
48777 Tu-2 landing flaps for Xuntong Model
48778 Tu-2 undercarriage for Xuntong Model
49632 Tu-2T interior for Xuntong Model

48782 Me 410B-2/U-4 engine for Meng kit
49602 Me 410B-2/U-4 for Meng kit
FE602 Me 410B-2/U-4 interior for Meng kit
FE632 Tu-2T interior for Meng kit 
EX400 Bf 109E-4/E-7 masks for Eduard

Weekend kit 

1/72
CX359 SH-3D masks for Cyber Hobby kit

Conclusion
Some key new releases get the
treatment this month, and Eduard are
clearly keeping an eye on the
marketplace for what is coming next.
1/32 seems to be this month’s flavour,
although a look at the Brassin releases
confirms that they are still very much
involved in all the major scales.

Eduard’s full range can be viewed
at www.eduard.com and product is
available widely from importers
Creative Models, LSA and Hannants
in the UK, and various sources
including Sprue Brothers and
Squadron in the US.

Quickboost 
Space means that I am going to
have to keep words to a minimum
this month as we have a bumper
crop of new releases from
Quickboost - just have a look at the
list below and I am sure most
modellers will find something of
interest. 

1/72 
AV-8A Harrier Conversion Set
Product No: QB 72 408
Designed for: Esci/Italeri

F-104C Starfighter Ejection Seat with
safety belts
Product No: QB 72 409
Designed for: N/A

A-10A Thunderbolt II Correct Fan Blades
Product No: QB 72 411 
Designed for: Hobby Boss

F-102A Delta Dart Correct Nose
Product No: QB 72 412 
Designed for: Meng

Spitfire Mk IX Position Lights & Rudder
Product No: QB 72 413 
Designed for: Hasegawa

1/48 
F-100D Super Sabre Ejection Seat with
safety belts
Product No: QB 48 509
Designed for: N/A

F-86F Sabre Ejection Seat with safety
belts
Product No: QB 48 511 
Designed for: N/A

S2F Tracker Engines
Product No: QB 48 512 
Designed for: Kinetic

T-28 Trojan Control Lever and Rudder
Pedals
Product No: QB 48 513 
Designed for: Roden

Tupolev Tu-2 Exhaust
Product No: QB 48 514 
Designed for: Xubtong

MiG-29A Fulcrum Exhaust Covers
Product No: QB 48 516 
Designed for: G.W.H

MiG-29A Fulcrum Air Intake Covers
Product No: QB 48 517 
Designed for: G.W.H

Me 410B-2/U4 Gun Barrels
Product No: QB 48 518 
Designed for: Meng

Messerschmitt Me 410A Radio
Equipment
Product No: QB 48 519 
Designed for: Meng

OV-10A/B Bronco
Product No: QB 48 520 
Designed for: Testor

F-102A Delta Dart Seat with safety belts
Product No: QB 48 521 
Designed for: N/A

AV-8B Harrier II Seat with safety belts
Product No: QB 48 522 
Designed for: N/A

T-28 Trojan Exhaust & Cooling Grills
Product No: QB 48 523 
Designed for: Roden

Bf 109F-Early Seat Conversion
Product No: QB 48 525 
Designed for: Zvezda

Jaguar A Pitot Tube
Product No: QB 48 526 
Designed for: Kitty Hawk

Messerschmitt Me 410A/B Control Lever
Product No: QB 48 527 
Designed for: Meng

1/32 
F-8 Crusader Ejection Seat with safety belts
Product No: QB 32 140
Designed for: N/A

Junkers Ju 87B Stuka Ammo Drums
Product No: QB 32 141 
Designed for: N/A

Conclusion
These sets are cast to the same
standard as the premium Aires
range, but at a price that will not
make the eyes water, and can be
highly recommended. 

Quickboost items can be
purchased from both LSA models
and Hannants.
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Released initially in 1/72, this
important update was a very
welcome addition for RAF Harriers
and its arrival in 1/48 will enable
many fine conversions to be effected
on Hasegawa/Revell kits. With the
type’s withdrawal from service, this is
a welcome opportunity to depict the
famous Jump Jet in its final guise, and
the inclusion of mission markings and
other items on the small decal sheet
rounds things off nicely.

The set includes weapons specific
to Harrier operations over Afghanistan
and includes 1,000 lb Enhanced
Paveway II bombs, 500 lb Paveway IV
bombs, AN/AAQ 33 Sniper targeting
pod, BOL racks and TERMA
countermeasures pod, all cast in blue
resin. Casting blocks are heavy, but
not unusually so, and nothing that
can’t be dealt with by anyone who has
worked with resin before.

1/48
ORA48-22 BAe Harrier GR.7/9 Herrick's
Harriers for all BAe Harrier GR.7/9 kits

Conclusion
A really useful set, and one very
welcome now in this scale. The

inclusion of decals for the TERMA
pod is a welcome touch, and this set
adds a nice new dimension to
modelling latterday RAF operations
in 1/48. Maybe Airfix will add a
tactical refueller to their 1/48
vehicles range?

Olimp are currently offering a wide
range of products under a variety of
brand names, and seem to be
covering all scales and genres, with
something for pretty much everyone.

A visit to the website is well worth
the effort, so check out the full
catalogue at
www.olimpmodelsgroup.com

Olimp Resin Accessories
Egg on face again! Apologies for an
error of scale in last month’s issue. The
usually flawless and conscientious
Reviews Editor managed to let one slip
through the net (again) so we are
pleased to point out on behalf of Noy’s
Miniatures the following correction:

1/48 
NM 48014 South East Asia US Airfield Set
Length 39.5cm / 15.5 Inch Width 28cm / 11.02 Inch

Apologies as ever for the mistake. If
you are interested in these bases
Noy’s Miniatures are being stocked
by Hannants for UK customers.
Alternatively you can contact Noy
via email at
noypines@netvision.net.il and he
will be able to confirm total cost
including postage to your country.
Payment is made via PayPal.

Noy’s Miniatures

Revell model kits are available from all good toy
and model retailers. For further information visit

www.revell.eu or email ukbranch@revell.de

Competition Rules
Employees/volunteers working for SAM Publications, Revell and associated companies or their families are not permitted
to enter. Entries are limited to one per person/household. No correspondence will be entered into. 
The judges’ decision is final. All entries must reach Media House by 23rd August 2013, when the prize draw will take place.

Q. What is the trademark
formation of the Red Arrows
display team involving all
participating display aircraft?

     A. Diamond Nine
     B. Red Ten
     C. Lucky Seven

Answers on a postcard please to:
Revell’s Winning Streak Competition, SAM Publications,
Media House, 21 Kingsway, Bedford, MK42 9BJ

04284   BAe Hawk Red Arrows
They thunder over the spectators at 300 km/h at an altitude of 100m; the nine pilots in their
striking red Hawk jets fly in close formation with breathtaking ease. The Red Arrows are famed as
one of the best aerobatics teams in the world; they are the prime advertisement for the Royal Air
Force. The team is known throughout the world and acts as an ambassador for Great Britain. The
Red Arrows team is based at RAF Scampton in Lincolnshire and consists of nine Red Arrows
display pilots and Red 10, the road manager. Officially formed in March 1965, the team has now
carried out more than 4,200 exhibition flights in 53 different countries. Each year the Red Arrows
do approximately 90 aerobatic performances and over 200 fly-overs. Since 1980 the Red Arrows
have used the BAe Hawk, one of the most widely-produced training aircraft. This successful jet
trainer is distinguished by its unbelievable manoeuvrability, outstanding flying characteristics
and robust construction, top speed 1,040 km/h (646 mph).

To win Revell’s Red Arrow
just answer the following question:

WIN! Revell’s Winning Streak!
SAM Publications, in association with
Revell, is offering a monthly opportunity
to win the latest kits from Revell’s
catalogue. Up for grabs this 
month, in recognition of Airshow 
season, is the 1/32 Red Arrows 
Hawk T.1A
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SHOPPING CART
0 ITEMS IN CART
Total Cost: £0.00

www.sampublications.com
e: clare@sampublications.com • T: 01234 211245

£9.99 (+p&p)

New Kits and Old Tricks – the Airfix Spitfire and Friends
By Alec Smith

This latest episode of Build and Convert offers a selection of newly-
comissioned articles by prolific modeller and IPMS Stalwart Alec Smith,
taking a look at some of ‘tomorrows classics’ – new toolings of old favourites,
brought up to date by the manufacturer - along with one or two original
toolings to compare and contrast.
Alec’s work will be familiar to many from his involvement with IPMS
Brampton and the Latin American Aviation SIG, and he is a regular on
the show circuit. As a modeller he knows all the tricks and techniques
and adds a few of his own ideas into the mix to demonstrate that whist modern injection moulding techniques may have
improved the plastic, there is still scope for adding those personnal touches and taking a kit just that little way beyond the
box, stamping your mark on it, and making it your own.

ORDER NOW – BUILD & CONVERT #7 – CLASSIC WARPLANES

Early Beaufighter
1/48th Conversion Set (for Tamiya kit)

Kit Number: RA4912

Includes tailplanes with zero dihedral, ‘indented outer hub’

mainwheels, early blunt spinners, shorter exhaust manifolds,

elevator actuators and beam approach ‘towel rail’ aerial.

Resinair

RA4912

Build & Convert Bundle Offer

RRP 
£79.93

(+p&p)

All 7 Books
only

£60

LIMITED EDITION

£12.50

Build & Convert number 7
Classic Warplanes
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Open Mon-Sat at 11 Pydar Mews, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2UX 
 

And at shows and events throughout the south west 

*TRURO SHOP OPENS 29 JULY* 

HPM HOBBIES
NEW  TOOL

www.hpmhobbies.com

CAN:   www.westcoasthobbys.com
IT:  www.misterkit.com

NL:   www.aviationmegastore.com
AR: www.hobbieslc.com.ar
JP:  www.willing-hobby.com
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1:72 DASSAULT MIRAGE III/5 D
HPK072103 RAAF & ZAIRE 

NEW & RECENT BOOKS
VALIANT WINGS – AIRFRAME ALBUM
3 The CAC Boomerang . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.95
KAGERO – SMI LIBRARY
06 B-25J “Mitchell” in Combat over 

Europe (MTO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.99
07 P-47 Thunderbolt with the USAAF 

in the MTO, Asia and Pacific. . . . . . . . . £12.99
OSPREY AIRCRAFT OF THE ACES SERIES
103 Ki 27 “Nate” Aces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.99
110 Austro-Hungarian Albatross 

Aces of World War I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.99
111 Russian Aces of World War I . . . . . . . £13.99
112 Fokker D XXI Aces of World War II . . £13.99
OSPREY COMBAT AIRCRAFT
95 Valiant Units of the Cold War . . . . . . . . £13.99
96 Pe 2 Guards Units of World War II . . . . £13.99
97 USAF & VNAF Skyraider Units 

of the Vietnam War . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.99
OSPREY DUEL
F4F Wildcat vs A6M Zero-Sen Pacific Theater 1942 . . £12.99
AIRFILE PUBLICATIONS
RAF Trainers Vol.1 –1918 – 1945 . . . . . . . . . . . £17.99
First Generation Harrier in World Service - Vol.1

1960 – 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £19.99
WARPAINT BOOKS
No.89 Avro Lancaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.50
No.90 Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress. . . . . . . . . £16.00
No.91 Mikoyan-Gurevich Mig-21 “Fishbed” . £25.00
No.92 Grumman HU-16 Albatros . . . . . . . . . . £14.50
MMP BOOKS
Malta Spitfire Vs – 1942 Their Colours and Markings £19.99
NEW PLASTIC KITS FROM REVELL
H3985 Sea Hurricane 1/72 scale . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.50
H3988 Junkers Ju 88A-4 with bombs 1/32 scale £49.99
H4665 Messerschmitt Bf 109G-6 1/32 scale . . £22.99

FROM THE DECAL BOX – FOR ALL
DECAL ORDERS UNDER
£10.00, please add £1.00 towards postage
S&M DECALS 1/44 SCALE – NEW SERIES
M44-018 BAC 1-11 Oman Air Force . . . . . . . . . . . £9.99
M44-019 BAC 1-11 Brazilian Air Force (VC-92 2110) £9.99
M44-025 Vickers 800 Viscount Pluna (CX-AQO). . £9.99
M44-026 Vickers 800 Viscount Air Zimbabwe (Z-WGC) £9.99
M44-028 Vickers 800 Viscount C.A.A.C. (B-404) . £9.99
M44-029 Boeing 737-200 Air Zimbabwe (Z-WPA). £9.99
M44-030 Boeing 737-200 Malaysian Airlines (9M-MBJ) £9.99
M44-031 Boeing 737-200 Iran Air (EP-IRH). . . . . . £9.99
M44-032 Boeing 737-200 Aer Lingus (EI-DVM) Retro. £9.99
M44-034 HS.748 Dan-Air (G-AXVG) . . . . . . . . . . £10.99
M44-035 HS.748 Skyways of London (G-ARMV) £10.99
M44-036 HS.748 Dan-Air Skyways (G-ASPL) . . . £10.99
M44-037 HS.748 Dan-Air London (G-ASPL) . . . . £10.99
M44-038 HS.748 Channel Airways (G-ATEH/G-ATEJ) . £10.99
M44-036 HS.748 British Independent (G-ARRW) . £10.99
S&MDEC DECALS 1/72 SCALE – NEW SERIES
M72-020 Short Skyvan Argentine Navy (PA-50/51) . £9.99
M72-021 Short Skyvan Ministry Comms (YV-C-MC-9) . £9.99
M72-020 DHC.1 Chipmunk BIA/British

Airways/Lufthansa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.99

M72-023 Short Skyvan Loganair (G-AWYG) . . . . . £9.99
M72-024 Short Skyvan British Air Services (G-ASZJ). £9.99
M72-027 Short Skyvan Ministry of Transport (YV-0-MTC-8)£9.99
SILVER FOX DECALS 1/72 SCALE
SF72-01 Antonov An 2 Interfug (DR-SKA) . . . . . . £9.99
SF72-05 Boeing Vertol 107 New York A/W (N6675D) £9.99
SF72-28 L-1049 Super Connie BOAC (N6503/04C). £9.99
SF72-44 Ilushin IL-28P Aeroflot (42548) . . . . . . . . £9.99
SF72-46 Tupolev Tu 16NM Aeroflot (C/P42355). . £9.99
SILVER FOX DECALS 1/100 SCALE
SF100-06 Antonov An 12 Aeroflot Polar (CCCP04366). £9.99
SILVER FOX DECALS 1/100 SCALE
SF26-31 Convair 880 Cathay Pacific (VR-HFT) . . £9.99
SF26-33 Convair 880 Cathay Pacific (VR-HFZ) . . £9.99
SF26-37 Convair 880 Japan Air Lines (various) . . £9.99
SF26-39 Convair 880 Viasa (YV-C-VIC). . . . . . . . . £9.99
SILVER FOX DECALS 1/144 SCALE
SF44-02 Ilyushin IL 76 Aeroflot (RA-78850) . . . . . £9.99
SF44-08 SE.210 Alitalia Caravelle (I-DABZ) . . . . . £9.99
SF44-09 Douglas DC-9 Alitalia (I-DIKV) . . . . . . . . £9.99
SF44-14 L-1049 Super Constellation Sabena (N1007C) £9.99
SF44-16 L-1049 Super Connie PIA (AP-AFR) . . . £9.99
SF44-21 Ilyushin IL 86 Air AJT (RA-86065). . . . . . £9.99
SF44-25 Ilyushin IL 78MD/IL 78 Indian Air Force 

(RK3000/3452) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.99
SF44-26 Ilyushin IL 76 Volga-Dnepr (RA-76758) . £9.99
SF44-30 Boeing 737-800 Jet Airways (VT-JGG). . £9.99
SF44-34 L-1049 Super Connie Air Ceylon (4R-ACH)£9.99
SF44-35 Ilyushin IL 76 Heavylift (RA-76758). . . . . £9.99
SF44-40 Boeing 727 Belgian Air Force (CB01/02) £9.99
SF44-41 Douglas DC-6A Belgian Air Force (OT-CDA) £9.99
SF44-43 Douglas DC-6B Pom-Air (OO-CTK) . . . . £9.99
SF44-45 Lockheed L-188 KLM (various). . . . . . . . £9.99
SF44-47 Tupolev Tu 16NM Aeroflot (C/P42355). . £9.99
LIMA NOVEMBER DECALS 1/72 SCALE
LN72-08 Junkers F13. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50
LN72-502 DHC-2 Beaver Norving 

(LN-BFH/KCQ/MAB). . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.16
LN72-503 Wideroe DHC-6 Twin Otter 1st & 2nd

Scheme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN72-504 Wideroe DHC-6 Twin Otter 3rd & 4th

Scheme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN72-505 Braathens SAFE DC-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.99
LN72-506 DH Beaver/Otter- Wideroe (various) £10.20
LN72-507 Braathens SAFE F-27 Friendship . . . £8.99
LIMA NOVEMBER DECALS 1/32 & 1/48 SCALE
LN48-01a Piper PA-18 Super Cub (SAS Flying Club) £9.99
LIMA NOVEMBER DECALS 1/144 SCALE
LN144-501 Boeing 737 SAS/Braathens (Various)£8.25
LN144-502 Douglas DC-9 21/32/33/41 SAS . . . . £8.25
LN144-504 Douglas DC-8 55/62/63 SAS (Various) £8.25
LN144-505 Boeing 737-300 Norwegian NO LN-KKR £8.25
LN144-506 Boeing 737-400/500 Braathens (Various)£8.25
LN144-507 Airbus A321/319 SAS (Various). . . . . £8.25
LN144-508 Boeing 737/MD-82 Snowflake (Various) £8.25
LN144-510 Boeing 737-500/700 Braathens – Final

colours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.25
LN144-511 Douglas DC-8 62/63 Scandinavian – 

Final colours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.25
LN144-512 Douglas DC-8 62/63 Scanair – Final

colours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.25
LN144-513 SAS BAe 146s/RJs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.25
LN144-514 Boeing 737-800 Norwegian LN-NOL . £10.20
LN144-515 Boeing 737-800 Norwegian LN-NOB . £10.20

LN144-516 Boeing 737-800 Norwegian LN-NOC . £10.20
LN144-517 Boeing737-800 Norwegian LN-NOD . £10.20
LN144-518 Boeing 737-800 Norwegian LN-HOG. £10.20
LN144-520 Boeing 737-200 Braathens Safe

Sommerflyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN144-521 Douglas DC-9/MD-80/MD-82/MD-90 SAS £10.20
LN144-522 Douglas DC-4 Braathens Safe . . . . £10.20
LN144-523 Boeing 737-405 Braathens Football

(various) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN144-524 Boeing 737-200 Braathens SAFE 

old & New Schemes . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN144-525 Boeing 737-200 Mey Air . . . . . . . . . £10.20
LN144-526 Braathen Safe F-27 Friendship . . . . £10.20
LN144-527 Norway Airlines B737-300’s LN-NOR/S £8.99
LN144-528 Braathens SAFE B737-200’s 

LN-SUZ & YS08-C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.99
LN144-529 SAS MD-82’s LN-RLR & 

SE-DFS Lillehammer 94 . . . . . . . . . . £9.99
LN144-530 Braathens SAFE Olympia Flyer. . . . . £8.99
LN144-531 SAS Candair CRJ-900 Flyselskop. . . £6.99
LN144-532 ALS Fred Olsens Lockheed C-188 . . £9.99
LN144-533 Braathens Northern Lights CS 

B737-400/500/700 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.99
LN144-534 SAS CV-990A Coronado . . . . . . . . . . £8.99
EURO DECALS 1/72 SCALE
ED72-100 RAF Handley Page Victors (12 aircraft) £13.95
ED72-102 Interesting FAA Martlets/Wildcats . . . £7.95
ED72-103 Worldwide deHavilland Vampires . . . £7.95
ED72-104 F-47/P-51 Occupational USAF in Germany £7.95
ED72-105 UK Air Arm – DeHavilland Venom. . . £7.95
ED72-106 Skyraiders USN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
ED72-107 Skyraiders USMC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
ED72-108 International P-39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.95
ED72-110 1968-068 Fluorescent Squares . . . . . £6.95
ED72-111 SAAB 35 Draken Numbers . . . . . . . . £7.95
ED72-112 SAAB 37 Viggen Big Numbers . . . . . £7.95
ED72-1001 Very Colourful Sabres (six aircraft) . . £6.95
EURO DECALS 1/48 SCALE
ED48-101 Interesting FAA Martlets/Wildcats . . £12.95
ED48-103 Worldwide deHavilland Vampires . . £11.95
ED48-104 F-47/P-51 Occupational USAF in Germany £11.95
ED48-105 UK Air Arm DeHavilland Venom . . . £11.95 
ED48-106 Skyraiders USN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.95
ED48-107 Skyraiders USMC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.95
ED48-108 International P-39S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.95
ED48-110 1968-068 Fluorescent Squares . . . . . £8.95
ED48-111 SAAB 35 Draken Numbers . . . . . . . £14.95
ED48-112 SAAB 37 Viggen Big Numbers . . . . £12.95
ED48-1001 Very Colourful Sabres (six aircraft) . £11.95
EURO DECALS 1/32 SCALE
ED32-100 Operation Telic Tonkas (18 aircraft) £18.95
FANTASY PRINTSHOP DECALS - SOLID COLOUR
DECAL
FP199 Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP200 White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP201 Azure Blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP202 Royal blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP202A Aircraft Blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP203 Roundel Blue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP204 French Blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP205 Sky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP206 Emerald Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP207 Golden Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP208 Traffic Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP209 Signal Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50

FP210 Dull Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP211 Light Aircraft Grey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP212 Medium Sea Grey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP213 Dark Sea Grey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP214 Extra Dark Sea Grey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP217 Metallic Silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP218 Metallic Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP219 Fluorescent Yellow 2D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP220 Fluorescent Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP221 Fluorescent Red M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP222 Fluorescent Red L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
FP223 British Racing Green. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50
STRIPE DECAL SHEETS
FP600 26 Various Widths Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP601 26 Various Widths White. . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP602 26 Various Widths Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP603 26 Various Widths Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP604 26 Various Widths Blue FS15050. . . . . . £3.00
FP606 26 Various Widths Orange . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP607 26 Various Widths British Racing Green £3.00
FP608 Various Widths Metalic Silver . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP609 Various Widths Metalic Gold . . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP700 White Checks in 2, 3, 4, 6mm . . . . . . . . £3.00
FP701 Black Checks in 2, 3, 4, 6mm . . . . . . . . £3.00
MIXED DECALS
FP806 1/48 Prototype P`s 30” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.10
FP807 1/48 Prototype P`s 36” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.10
FP808 1/72 Prototype P`s 30” & 36”. . . . . . . . . £1.10
FP809 1/48 Maintenance markings . . . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP810 1/72 Maintenance markings . . . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP811 1/48 Walkways markings . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP812 1/72 Walkways markings. . . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP813 1/48 Ejection Seat Triangles . . . . . . . £1.25
FP814 1/72 Ejection Seat Triangles . . . . . . . £1.25
FP815 1/48 Emergency markings . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP816 1/72 Emergency markings . . . . . . . . £1.50
FP828 1/48 250, 300, 350, 400, 480, 

650 & 800mm Swastikas . . . . . . . . . £4.90
FP842 1/72 250, 300, 350, 400, 480, 

650 & 800mm Swastikas . . . . . . . . . £2.95
FP843 Kill Markings 1/72 & 1/48. . . . . . . . . . £2.20
FP844 Capture Markings 1/72 & 1/48 . . . . . £2.20
FP857 RAF Low Viz Insignia 1/72. . . . . . . . . £3.45
FP858 RAF Low Viz Insignia 1/48. . . . . . . . . £4.45
FP857 RAF Low Viz Insignia 1/32. . . . . . . . . £5.20
FP1000 1/72 Remove Before Flight Tags . . . . £0.60
FP1001 1/48 Remove Before Flight Tags . . . . £0.95
FP1002 1/32 Remove Before Flight Tags . . . . £1.25
FLIGHTS OF FANTASY DECALS
FP804 1/48 RAF Spitfires Mk.1, VB, PRVI & PR.X. £4.90
FP805 1/48 Foreign Bf 109 aircraft from USSR,

Romania, Slovakia & Hungary . . . . . . . £4.90
RAF & US LETTER & NUMBER DECALS (STATE
COLOUR REQUIRED) – PRICED PER SHEET
FP829 1/48 US 45 Degree ID Numbers 36”, 24” 

& 18” – Black, White, Red or Yellow. . . . £4.95
FP830 1/48 US US 45 Degree ID Numbers 

12” & 8” Standard & Stencil Types 
- Black, White, Red or Yellow . . . . . . . . . £2.95

FP831 1/48 US 45 Degree ID Numbers 36” 
24” & 18”  - Black, White, Red or Yellow . £2.95

FP832 1/72 US 45 Degree ID Letters 12” & 8”
Standard & Stencil Types - Black, 
White, Red or Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.00

FP834 1/48 US 45 Degree ID Letters 18” 
– Black, White, Red or Yellow. . . . . . . . . £2.95

FP835 1/72 US 45 Degree ID Letters 24” 
- Black, White, Red or Yellow . . . . . . . . . £1.95

FP836 1/72 US 45 Degree ID Letters 18” 
- Black, White, Red or Yellow . . . . . . . . . £1.95

FP837 1/48 US 45 Degree ID Letters 24” 
- Black, White, Red or Yellow . . . . . . . . . £2.95

FP863 1/48 RAF Roundels type I. . . . . . . . . . . . £5.95
FP864 1/48 RAF Roundels type IA . . . . . . . . . . £5.95
FP865 1/48 RAF Roundels type II . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP866 1/48 RAF Roundels type III . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP867 1/48 RAF Roundels type A . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP868 1/48 RAF Roundels type A1 . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP869 1/72 RAF Roundels type I. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP870 1/48 RAF Roundels type IA . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP871 1/48 RAF Roundels type II . . . . . . . . . . . £3.45
FP872 1/48 RAF Roundels type III . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP873 1/48 RAF Roundels type A . . . . . . . . . . . £3.45
FP874 1/48 RAF Roundels type A1 . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP875 1/48 RAF Roundels 1947 - . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
FP876 1/72 RAF Roundels 1947 - . . . . . . . . . . . £3.45
FP877 1/48 RAF Fin Flashes 18” & 24”. . . . . . . £3.95
FP878 1/48 RAF Fin Flashes 18” & 24”. . . . . . . £3.45
FP880 1/48 RAF Numbers Letters WWII and 

1946- 8“ – Red or Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.25
FP881 1/48 RAF Numbers Letters WWII 12“ – 

Red or Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.45
FP882 1/48 RAF 15” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – Black, Grey or Red . . . . . . . . . . £2.45
FP883 1/48 RAF 15” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – White, Black, Grey or Sky . . . . . £2.45
FP884 1/48 RAF 18” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – Black or Sky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99
FP885 1/48 RAF 21” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99
FP886 1/48 RAF 24” Letters & Numbers WW II  Style 

– White, Blue, Sky Black, Dull Red or Red . . £3.99
FP887 1/48 RAF 27” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99
FP888 1/48 RAF 30” Letters & Numbers WW II 

Style – Black,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99
FP890 1/48 RAF 12” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 

Style – Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.80
FP891 1/48 RAF 15” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 

Style – Black, White or Grey. . . . . . . . . . £3.35
FP892 1/48 RAF 16” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 

Style – Black, White or Grey. . . . . . . . . . £3.35
FP893 1/48 RAF 18” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 

Style – Black or Sky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.35
FP894 1/48 RAF 21” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 

Style – Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99
FP895 1/48 RAF 24” Letters & Numbers 1946 - Style

– 
Blue, Sky, Red, Dull Red, Black or White £3.99

FP896 1/48 RAF 27” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 
Style – Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99

FP897 1/48 RAF 30” Letters & Numbers 1946 - 
Style – Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.99

FP980 1/48 RAF 8” Letters & Numbers WWII and
1946- Style – Red or Black . . . . . . . . . . . £2.20

FP981 1/48 RAF 12” Letters & Numbers WWII 
Style – Black or Dull Red . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.80

BUSES 222, U3, 727 pass the top of Horton Road. Only 2 minutes walk from West Drayton (BR) Station. Ten minutes drive from Heathrow Airport.

The Aviation Hobby Shop
Dept SAMI 09/13. 4 Horton Parade, Horton Road,
West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 8EA
Tel: (01895) 442123 Fax: (01895) 421412 Web: www.tahs.com

ALL MAIL ORDER WITHIN THE UK SENT POST FREE
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME, QUOTING VISA / ACCESS / AMEX /
DINERS CARD No. AND EXPIRY DATE.
Canʼt get into the shop? Give us a call on our 24 hour answering machine for a copy of our
FREE catalogue. Orders are usually despatched within a few days if in stock. However, due
to postal delays, please allow 28 days before enquiring about outstanding items
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Last month we featured one of the
most complicated decal sheets I
have ever seen for the digital
scheme applied to an F/A-18F Super
Hornet. Now they have followed that
sheet with what initially looks like
another daunting scheme but in fact
is one that will be a lot easier to
apply. The subject is a MiG-21MF of
211 Squadron, Czech Air Force that
in 1998 was treated to a splinter
camouflage scheme similar to that
used on the Swedish Saab Viggen
but in shades of grey. 

To start you will need an Eduard
MiG-21 MF, which will be painted in
an overall very light grey for which
colour mixes are supplied using
Humbrol, Testors, Gunze and Tamiya
paint ranges. Then you simply apply
the eighty-plus decals to reproduce
the splinter scheme. The instructions
clearly illustrate where everything
goes, supported by four clear colour
photographs of each side and the
top surfaces. Most of the decals are
provided in large blocks and you are
supplied with plenty of spare images
in case you have any problems
applying the decals over the tight
curves of the fuselage.  

In 1/48 you are supplied with
three sheets of decals and it is also
available in 1/72. 

1/48 
SY48-074 MiG-21MF, 7701, Splinter
Camouflage 211 Squadron, Czech Air
Force, 1998

Conclusion
I was very impressed with the decals
we received last month, but
amazingly this one has impressed
me even more. It has the same high
quality decals and comprehensive
instructions but does not need the
careful masking of the
commemorative schemes - or the
patience of a saint needed to apply
the digital Hornet camouflage. In
fact I am so impressed I have already
started construction of an Eduard
Weekend edition kit so I can use
these decals, so watch this space.

In the UK these decals are being
stocked by Hannants but can also be
ordered direct from Syhart’s website
at http://www.syhartdecal.fr and I
am sure they will be at Telford again
this year.

Syhart Decals
Opening a packet from Starfighter is
always a gamble - we may have a
sheet for colourful pre-war US types
or something a bit drabber in full
wartime camouflage.

Well this month we have both in
1/72. Starting with the yellow wings
period we have a sheet that enables
you to produce six F11C-2 or BFC-2
Goshawks. This supplies national
insignia, section bands, propeller tips,
and a number and letter jungle for the
individual aircraft codes.  Finally you
have a selection of unit markings for
VF-1B, VB-2B, VB-3 and VB-6. The
instructions clearly illustrate the
standard paint schemes for this type
and the set supplies twenty known
serial and unit allocation numbers.

The second sheet is for the drab
period and is a mini theme supplying
markings for four types present at
Guadalcanal between August and
November 1942. You can choose one
aircraft each from six Wildcats, three

TBM Avengers and four SBD
Dauntlesses, as well as the
Commander South Pacific’s personal
PBY Catalina. All of the aircraft are
finished in light grey lower surfaces
and blue/grey upper surfaces.   

1/72 
72-140 F11C-2 and BFC-2 Goshawks 1933
to 1938

72-139 US Navy at Guadalcanal August to
November 1942

Conclusion
These sheets are very reasonably
priced and will provide many hours of
modelling enjoyment if you decide to
use them to produce all the options,
and can be highly recommended.

If you are interested in US Navy and
Marine aircraft you should really visit
Starfighter’s site as they have so much
of interest in all the major scales. Their
address is
www.starfighter-decals.com

Starfighter Decals

Thunderbird is a new name to these
pages, and they have just sent us
their first decal release – and what a
great debut it is too! The new sheet
received is for the Revell/Matchbox
Supermarine Stranraer, offering a
beautifully printed set of markings
for a Queen Charlotte Airlines
machine, in aluminium with black
and yellow trim. Decals are nicely
printed, and instructions are in full
colour on two sides of A4, which
include some historical notes as well
as colour and placement details.

Thunderbird are producing the
former ‘Whiskey Jack’ line of decals,

focussing on Canadian civilian
aircraft, so expect some offbeat and
interesting subjects.

1/72
72-001 Supermarine Stranraer Part 1
Queen Charlotte Airlines
1. Stranraer CF-BXO, Queen Charlotte
Airlines Circa 1948
Queen Charlotte Airways was founded in
1943 and used a wide variety of types.
Known locally as ‘the Queer Collection of
Aircraft’, QCA grew into the third largest
airline in Canada, knitting together
otherwise isolated BC communities. QCA
was leveraged out of business in 1955 by
Russ Baker and his smaller Pacific Western
Airlines. As a result, much of the archival
material was destroyed and any QCA
employee who had ever crossed Baker’s
path was fired. 

Queen Charlotte Airlines operated five
Stranraers (affectionately known as the
‘Whistling Shithouse’).  CF-BYM and CF-BXO
were the longest serving boats with BXO
today residing at RAF Hendon. BYM was

destroyed in a fatal crash in 1957 while in
service with PWA.

Conclusion
An excellent first release, to be
followed soon by a Canadian Racing
Spitfire XIV, also in 1/72. Production
cannot be faulted on this release,
and we look forward to seeing what
they come out with in the future.

This sheet is available priced
£5.95 exclusively from the
manufacturer’s website at
www.thunderbirdmodels.co.uk

Eduard
Eduard have released their 1/48 Spitfire
stencils as a separately available set.
The sheet offers full stencilling for one
aircraft, including wing walk markings
and doped patches for the gun ports.

1/48
D48015 Spitfire Mk IX Stencils

Conclusion
Eduard’s full range can be viewed at
www.eduard.com and product is
available widely from importers
Creative Models, LSA and Hannants in
the UK, and various sources including
Sprue Brothers and Squadron in the US.

Decals
Thunderbird Models Ltd
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Max Decals
The latest sheet from Max decals in
their 1/72 series covers aircraft
operated by the Irish Air Corps
between 1956 and 2010.  All of the
aircraft feature the distinctive Irish
national insignias and most have
areas of Day-Glo red or orange to
brighten up the drab finish.  But this
sheet also has a nice bonus as it
includes markings for a selection of
1/35 armoured vehicles of the Irish
Army for those of us who fancy
some less challenging modelling by
painting it green and covering your
mistakes in mud.

The instructions supply full details
of what goes where, using clear
profiles, while the decals themselves
are well-printed and in perfect
register.

1/72 & 1/35 
Max 7720 Iris Air Corps Selection 1956-
2010 plus Irish army Selection
• SA342 Gazelle
• Reims Cessna FR-172H
• SIAI Marchetti SF-260W Warrior
• DHC-1 Chipmunk
• Beech King Air 200
• D.H. Vampire T.55
• SA330L Puma
• Percival Provost

Irish Army Bonus Decals 
• Rolls Royce Armoured Car
• Scorpion Tank
• DUKW
• Churchill VII
• Ford Truck 1939 Pattern
• Ford Truck 1940 Pattern

Conclusion
I really like Irish subjects and my only
disappointment is that there is no
Fouga Magister as their recent book
on the type supplies lots of detail on
the type in Irish service. The addition
of the armour section is a nice touch
as I am sure that it is unlikely anyone
else would consider covering such a
subject - an added bonus being that
all the kits are readily available.  

To see the full range you can visit Max
on their website along with proposed
future releases, and these sheets can be
ordered direct from the manufacturers
at www.maxdecals.com for 12 Euros
including worldwide postage. 

Last month we featured some of the
attractive decals offered by this
Hungarian manufacturer for its
nation’s air force. This month we
feature two more sheets starting with
another very attractive scheme
applied to an L-39 Albatross. The L-39
has a very shark-like appearance and
this scheme adds the head of the
shark to the forward fuselage,
including an impressive tooth-filled
shark mouth. Finally the tail fin has a
representation of a rippling national
flag  painted across its surface.

The next sheet goes back to World
War 2 with four Focke Wulf Fw 190F-
8s that flew over Hungary. Two are
German Luftwaffe aircraft painted in a
winter whitewash scheme, while the
other two are Hungarian examples
with the white cross on a black square
national marking in six positions and
the Hungarian flag on the rudder.

1/48 
HAD48076 L-39 Albatross ‘Capali’ 

L-39 Albatross, Capali, Kecskemet
Airshow, 2004

HAD48083 Focke Wulf Fw 190F-8 over
Hungary
• Fw 190F-8, W-+505
• Fw 190F-8, W-+517
• Fw 190F-8, Luftwaffe Red 2
• Fw 190F-8, Luftwaffe Red 9

Conclusion
I do like it when manufacturers
specialise in their own country’s Air
Force as their research tends  to be first
rate and the subjects are unlikely to be
covered by any other manufacturer.
This is a perfect case as though I have
seen Hungarian Fw 190s before, these
are really well done, and the L-39 is a
really beautiful scheme that does the
sleek lines of the type full justice.

To see the full range visit
www.had.hu

Hung Aero Decals
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Xtradecal
A huge wad of new releases have
arrived from Xtradecal, mostly tying
in with recent Airfix releases, or in
the case of the Javelin, Airfix
releases to come! There are two
sheets in 1/48 for the Javelin FAW
Mk 9, and these are joined in the
larger scale by three sheets covering
various Griffon-engined Spitfires,
notably the  XIV, XVI and XVIII.

In 1/72 new sheets cover the
Lancaster B Mk II, Spitfire VIII and
Typhoon Ib, and odd man out is a
sheet of A-4B Skyhawks – in more
ways than one! This is the first
Xtradecal sheet I have seen in a
plastic bag! The trademark window
envelope  is replaced with a standard
A5 ziplock bag. As a modeller who
spends vast amounts of his time
thumbing through piles of decal
sheets ‘planning’ I am all for this, as it
enable you to view two sides of the
product without having to shuffle
them in and out of the packaging.
Thumbs up Hannants for this one…

1/72
X72176 Avro Lancaster B Mk II RAF 61,
115, 514 Sqns. RCAF 432, 408 Sqns
Seven aircraft are covered, all in the
standard night bomber finish, one of from
each of the units in the title, except for 115
and 408, from which two are represented.
The sheet offers individual codes, letters
and personal markings for each option, as
well as one set of national insignia.

This sheet looks as if it aimed at those
intending multiple builds from the new
kits. Instructions are in colour, and include
brief notes on each aircraft giving some
idea of specific external differences.

X72177 Supermarine Spitfire Mk VIII
RAF, RCAF, SAAF
Twelve aircraft are featured on this packed
sheet. Five are in Mid-Stone/Dark
Earth/Azure Blue, three in the Dark
Green/Dark Earth/Medium Sea Grey SEAC
scheme, two in Dark Green/Ocean Grey/
Medium Sea Grey, and one HF Mk VIII in a
fetching PRU scheme of Medium Sea Grey
over PR Blue.
• JF476 QJ-D 92 Sqn, Sicily 1943
• JF447 UF-7 601 County of London Sqn,

Italy 1943
• MT928 ZX-M 145 Sqn, Italy 1945
• HF Mk VIII JF679 AN-J 417 RCAF Sqn, Italy

1944
• JF322 AX-B Billy Boy II 1 Sqn SAAF
• MT648 QJ-Q 92 Sqn, Italy 1945
• MT714 FT-F 43 Sqn, St. Tropez 1944 
• MD324 W-R 615 Sqn, India 1944

• JG534 AF-Z 607 Sqn, final sortie
• MT982 UM-C 152 Sqn, CO Sqn Ldr Kerr,

Singapore 1945
• MT567 HM-B 136 Sqn, Cocos Is 1945
• HF Mk VIII JF404 GZ-M, Foggia 1944 

X72179 Hawker Typhoon Mk IB
Another packed sheet for those who like to
line’em up! Twelve aircraft in the Dark
Green/Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey
scheme are offered, with national insignia
included for four aircraft.
• MN317 ZY-B 247(China British) Sqn 124

Wing, RAF Hurn 1944 
• MN454 HF-S 183 Sqn, RAF Thorney Island

1944
• MN819 MR-? 245 Sqn, RAF Holmsley Sth

June 1944 
• MP189 K-N Wg Cdr Kit North-Lewis, 124

Wing 1944
• MN855 WPB Wg Cdr William Pitt-Brown,

121 Wing, Volkel 1944
• N526 TP-V 198 Sqn 123 Wing, France 1944
• MN639 OC-S 168 Sqn 39(Recce) Wing,

Eindhoven Oct 1944
• RB262 5V-A 439 Sqn 143 Wing, Flensburg

1945
• M130 PR  609 Sqn 123 Wing, RAF

Thorney Island 1944 
• J602 XP-F 174 Sqn 121 Wing, Camilly July

1944
• JP371/A 268 Sqn Fg Off B.Rachinger 1944
• RB455 FJ-H Doreen, 164 Sqn, 123 Wing 2

TAF, Wunsdorf 1945

X7280 Douglas A-4B Skyhawks
Seven colourful options are provided, with
a small selection of national markings and
stencilling
• 1428748 UE/27 VC-5 Checker Tails, Cuba

Point 1967
• 142693 AK/310 VA-12 Flying Ubangis,

USS Essex 1966
• 144930 AJ/406 VA-81 Crusaders, USS

Essex 1961
• 142676 AA/514 VA-152 Fighting Aces,

USS Forrestal 1960

• 145001 AJ/301 VA-83 Ramagers, USS
Forrestal 1960

• 144966 AC/600 VA-216 Black Diamonds,
USS Saratoga at NAS Leemore 1967

• 142879 WE/84 VMA-214 Blacksheep, NA
North Island after WETPAC on USS Hornet
1964 

1/48
X48125 Gloster Javelin FAW Mk 9 Part 1
Notwithstanding the size of the machine,
Xtradecal have fitted five options in this
release, although an extra half sheet is
included for the underwing serials. One set
of national markings is included, with the
fin flashes oversized rectangles that will
need to be trimmed in place on the fin.
• XH721 MHM flown by Wg Cdr Michael

Miller, 60 Sqn RAF, Tengah 1961
• XH883 25 Sqn RAF, Waterbeach 1960
• XH905/E 5 Sqn RAF, Geilenkirchen 1960s
• XH909/R 25 Sqn RAF, Waterbeach 1958
• XJ122/E 85 Sqn RAF, West Raynham

X48126 Gloster Javelin FAW Mk 9 Part 2
Broadly similar in content to X48125, this
sheet covers another five Javelins in the
Dark Sea Grey/Dark Green/High Speed
Silver scheme.
• XH834/PDW 64 Sqn RAF, Tengah 1965
• XH715/X 33 Sqn RAF, Middleton St

George 1962
• XH889/O Wg Cdr A.J.Owen 23 Sqn, RAF

Horsham St Faith 1962
• XH966/X 41 Sqn, RAF Wattisham 1963
• XH960/V 29 Sqn, RAF Akrotiri 1965

X48127 Spitfire Mk XIV/Mk XVIII Part 1
How many Spitfires can there be? As many

as you like! This
sheet offers seven
attractive Griffon-
engined machines in
a variety of liveries:
• Mk XIVE High

Back R169 MN-F
350(Belgian) Sqn,
RAF Lympe 1944

• Mk XIVE Low Back
NH895 NI-K 451
Sqn RAAF,
Fassberg 1945

• Mk XIVE Low Back NH927/R 6 Sqn,
R.Indian AF 1946

• Mk XIVE Low Back SM888/B 28 Sqn RAF,
Kuala Lumpur 1946 SEAC

• Mk XIVE Low Back TZ112 OI-G 2 Sqn RAF,
Buckeburg, 2 TAF 1950-51

• FR Mk XVIII TP373 GZ-C 32 Sqn possibly,
Cyprus 1948

• FR Mk 18 TZ233/T 208 Sqn RAF, Fayid
1949  

X48128 Supermarine Spitfire Mk XVI
Part 2
Six machines are covered, all low-back Mk
XVIs except for options 1 and 2, which are
Razorbacks. Includes two sets of British, and
one French insignia
• SM311 DN-P 416(RCAF) Sqn B56, Evere

1944, partial D-Day stripes
• SM309 AU-H 421(RCAF) Sqn, Panama

Bound 
• TB794 YT-S 65 Sqn, RAF Bentwaters 1945
• TD240 WX-V 302 Sqn 131 Wing,

Varelbusch
• SL614 6D-A 631 Sqn, RAF Llanbedr 1949
• TD280 or TB702 GW-Y 340(French)

Sqn/Groupe de Chasse 4/2, Ile de France
Germany 1945

X48130 Supermarine Spitfire Mk XIV /
Mk XVIII Part 2 
A real mixture of late-war Spits makes this a
fascinating sheet. Includes two complete
sets of national markings.
• Mk XIV High Back RB159 DW-D 610 Sqn

RAuxAF, RAF Culmhead
• Mk XIV High Back NH703 AE-B Emily

402(RCAF)Sqn, Germany 1945
• FR Mk XIVe High Back RM972 YB-D 17

Sqn, Singapore 1945
• LF Mk XIV High Back RN135 Sqn Ldr

Ginger Lacey CO 17 Sqn, Japan 1946
• FR.XIV Low Back NH926/P 28 Sqn, RAF

Tengah 1947
• FR Mk XVIII TZ240 RG-A 208 Sqn,

Palestine 1948
• FR Mk 18 NH850/Z 60 Sqn CO Sqn Ldr

Duncan-Smith, RAF Tengah 1949

Conclusion
A real broadside of good things for
the home market this time round,
and no doubt those Javelin sheets
will be bestsellers! Keep an eye on
future releases for the revised
packaging too – it may be traumatic
for some old hands, but the plastic
bags are really much more practical
– not to mention waterproof, so it is
a move to be commended.

These sheets are available from
Hannants at www.hannants.co.uk
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S urface detail is perhaps the most easily distinguishable difference between
a current release and a kit from the 70s or 80s. Back then, raised panel lines
and rivets were the accepted standard and it was rarely questioned, but
with the development of new painting and weathering techniques
manufacturers have almost universally adopted recessed surface

detail on new toolings. There are still plenty of excellent kits from years ago
that would benefit from a rescribing face-lift, but even modellers who build
only state-of-the-art kits use rescribing techniques to reinstate lost detail
where it’s been obliterated by filling and sanding. 

SAMI Columns Techniques #5

How-ToMIKE GRANT’S

MODELLING GUIDE

There are several
purpose-made scribing tools
available to modellers, and I’ve tried
most with varying degrees of success. However I
keep returning to what works best for me, a low-tech combination of sewing needle
and pin-vice. The disadvantage of this over dedicated tools is that it leaves a raised
ridge of plastic on either side of the scribed line; the advantage is that the scriber is
easy to control and doesn’t snag while being dragged, as some tools can do

A guide of some kind is required, and Dymo
labelling tape is ideal. (With the advent of digital
labellers it’s becoming harder to find, so I snap up any
remaining stock whenever I come across it in

stationers). Although it is self-adhesive its tackiness is short-lived, and I find a strip of
the tape can be used only two or three times before needing to be discarded. It’s quite
rigid, making it perfect for scribing straight lines, but that same lack of flexibility
makes it unsuitable for conforming to tight curvatures.
Because it’s becoming scarce I split the tape lengthways to double its usage, cutting
deliberately roughly down the centreline with nail scissors so the straight side is easy
to determine

Unless the model’s surface detail is excessively heavy there’s no need to
eliminate the raised panel lines before rescribing, as in most cases they’ll form the guide to placement of the new
lines. Here the tape is being carefully pressed into position on the stabiliser of a Tamiya 1/48 Lancaster. A few very
light strokes of the scribing needle are applied, just enough to create a track for the tool to follow. Slightly more
pressure can then be applied, keeping the needle tip perpendicular to the edge of the tape, and always pulling
the tool rather than pushing it 

Square or rectangular panels can be efficiently scribed in one session by
creating a frame of tape strips. Again, the outline should be traced lightly for the
first few passes to create a track for the needle’s point to follow – any slips at this
stage can be lightly sanded out, which becomes a more difficult proposition as the
line gets progressively deeper

3M plastic tape is intended as a masking medium
for the car industry but its flexibility and conformity is
useful to modellers for scribing along curves,
including the complex cross-sections of aircraft
fuselages. However it’s softer than Dymo tape and
requires more care with the needle tip
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I generally cut a much longer strip than is
required so that it will wrap several times around the
curvature, stretching it fairly tightly and pressing it
down well. The tape will obviously overlap, and the
intent is not to align the edges exactly but for each
successive overlap to reinforce and strengthen the
tape below it. The first few passes of the needle are
drawn without any pressure at all being applied, just
the weight of the pin-vice being sufficient to scribe
the faintest of lines. Once the tip is following the track
smoothly, slightly more pressure can be exerted to
deepen the recessed line

Inevitably there will be some panel lines that are
too complex and/or too tight for either tape to be
effective, such as around the Lanc’s vertical fins. In

this instance the shape
was traced with a pencil
onto tracing paper and the image transferred to
styrene sheet. After cutting out and lightly sanding
the edge, the plastic card template was attached to
the fin with double-sided tape and its outline traced
with the scriber

Ready-made templates are available for some of
the more common shapes: circles, squares, rectangles
with rounded corners etc. The set shown here is one of
several manufactured by ‘Lion Roar’, but similar
products are available from other companies. The
templates are flexible enough to be bent around most
curved surfaces where they can be held securely in
place with masking tape

The raised ridges of plastic on either side of the
scribed line must now be eliminated. It’s one of those
tasks which isn’t difficult, but it is tedious. Using fine
wet-and-dry paper and

lots of water, the lines are sanded, then the resulting
dust/debris cleaned out of the line with a light pass of
the scriber. (The needle should run along the lines
easily without having to use a guide). The process is
then repeated several times until the edges are
completely flush with the model surface, then the
panel lines are finally scrubbed with an old
toothbrush and warm, soapy water

As a final preparation before painting the surface
can be polished with Micro-Mesh cloths, a range of
ultra-fine grade abrasive sheets that result in a super-
smooth finish to the plastic.

After following these steps the Lancaster’s nose
looks like this. It may appear that the lines are still
clogged with sanding debris, but holding the fuselage
half and looking along it towards a light has shown

that the surface is
smooth, and the panel
lines consistent and
clean

A coat of light grey
primer shows the
resulting surface detail
and will highlight any
areas that need further
work

The exact same
procedure as described
above was followed on
this Monogram 1/48 B-
17G, and after painting
a light wash of dark green watercolour was flowed
into the panel lines to darken them slightly
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T he kit is presented in a
letterbox-style open-ended
box and comprises three
large light grey and one
small transparent sprue, a

six-page instruction sheet and a jam-
packed colourful decal sheet. All the
plastic comes in a single bag, and the
cockpit canopy was superficially
scratched, although I was able to polish
it up. The parts all look finely moulded,
with lovely recessed panel line detail.

You have to decide almost immediately
which variant you wish to model, two
front and two rear optional instrument
panels being provided to fit into the
cockpit bathtub. There is a choice of
decals for the rear instrument panel, and
decals are provided for the front and rear
consoles. The front panels look identical to
me, but the rear panel for the ‘J’ version
has a few more elements associated, I
assume, with the Hughes Genie and
Falcon missiles carried by this version. (I'm
told that technically the Genie was a
‘projectile’, as it was unguided, despite its
1.5 kilotonne nuclear yield!). Four Falcon

AAMs could also be carried to mop up any
survivors. Flashed-over holes in the wings
need opening up for the underwing
pylons. I decided on the earlier ‘D’ model,
with its wingtip rocket pods and great
sharkmouth.

Nose weight is recommended, and
construction is very straightforward and
virtually problem-free. I did have to trim a
bit off the roof of the nosewheel well to
get the belly piece to fit, but others have
reported no problem, so it must be me.
I've never been keen on canopies that
have the Perspex and framing as separate
parts, but the result doesn't look too bad.
Don't fill in the joint between the wingtip
rocket pods and fuel tank sections - there

842

1/48 Sponsored by www.testors.com

Brace of Scorpions
Northrop F-89D/J  By Geoff Pike

SAMI Columns Testors

Paint it with 
TESTORS

TECH DATA

SCALE: 1/72 

KIT NO: 04848

PRICE: £12.99 US$26.50 

DECAL OPTIONS: 2

PANEL LINES:
Recessed 

STATUS: Reissue

TYPE: Injection
Moulded Plastic

PARTS: Plastic 97, Clear 4

MANUFACTURER:
Revell GmbH & Co.KG

UK IMPORTER: 
Revell UK

US IMPORTER:
Revell-Monogram
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was an annular slot in that position to vent
rocket exhaust.

Alternative stores for the two options
are the wingtip rocket pod/fuel tank
combination plus two underwing fuel
tanks for the F-89D, or wingtip fuel tanks
only plus two Genie and four Falcon
missiles for the F-89J. The J version could
also carry the wingtip rockets, of course,
but seem an irrelevance alongside three
kilotonnes of nuclear warhead. I think I'd
prefer the additional fuel to get as far
away as possible. 
Two decal options are provided: 
• 1)  F-89D-45-N0 of the 61st. FIS, Ernest

Harmon AFB, Newfoundland, June 1957.
• 2) F-89J-N0 59th. FIS, Goose Bay AFB,

Labrador, May 1957.
Both aircraft have the same Natural

Metal/Arctic Red finish, plus attractive and
colourful individual markings. The packed
decal sheet is superb, with plenty of

stencils, all of which go on with no
problem, and bed down beautifully.
Thoughtfully, the USAF legends are
printed on silver backing to save masking.
I had no adverse reaction to decal
softeners, although they aren't really
needed anyway.

This is a big aeroplane. I expected
something T-33-sized, but this is more like
a Canberra. One pilot is quoted as saying
‘How can you call this a fighter when you
can walk upright under its wings?’ It's a
nice, well-moulded kit, I thoroughly
enjoyed it, and the result is an impressive
and striking model of a lesser-known type.
I see that Revell have re-released their F-
101B Voodoo, which is equally impressive.

The Employee Suggestion box at
Northrop is famously recorded as
receiving an idea from which an F-89 wing
spar problem was solved by drilling
spaced holes along its length, making the

spar lighter and more flexible. The identity
of the employee was uncovered; it was the
Janitor, who said (allegedly) ‘I bin puttin'
out toilet paper for thirty years, and it ain't
never tore along the perforations yet’

Happy modelling.
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Aircraft Usage Federal Standard 595a/b Notes & Use ModelMaster Enamels ModelMaster Acryl POLLY Scale Acrylics
Aluminum FS17178 USAF F-105D finish 1781 Aluminum 4677 Aluminum F414299 Aluminum
Anti-Glare Green FS34092 (~) USAF F-105D finish 1764 FS34092 Euro I Dark Green 4729 FS34092 Euro I Dark Green F205003 Bronze Green
Insignia Black (Flat) FS37038 US anti-glare panels, 1749 Black 4768 Black F505350 NATO Tricolor Black

walkways, exhaust channels
Insignia Black (Gloss) FS17038 US markings & codes 1747 Black 4695 Black F505214 Night Black
Insignia Blue FS35044 US national insignia 1719 Insignia Blue 4742 Insignia Blue F414150 ATSF Blue
Insignia Red FS31136 US national insignia 1705 Insignia Red 4714 Insignia Red F414128 Caboose Red
Insignia White (Flat) FS37875 US national insignia 1768 Insignia White 4769 Insignia White F505011 White
Insignia White (Gloss) FS17875 US SEA wheel wells, wheel 1745 White 4696 White F505011 White + Gloss

hubs, landing gear
Insignia Yellow FS33538 US markings & codes 1708 Insignia Yellow 4721 Insignia Yellow F505282 Deep Yellow
Interior Aluminum FS17178 US detail color 1790 Chrome Silver 4678 Silver F414299 Aluminum (~)
Interior Red FS31136 US detail color 1705 Insignia Red 4714 Insignia Red F414128 Caboose Red
Interior Zinc Chromate Green FS34151 US detail color 1715 Interior Green 4736 Interior Green F505308 RLM 67 Green (~)
USAF "Air Commando" Camouflage FS17875 USAF lower surfaces 1745 White 4696 White F505011 White
USAF "Air Commando" Camouflage FS36440 USAF upper surfaces 1730 Flat Gull Gray 4763 Flat Gull Gray F505380 US Gull Gray Lt
USAF SEA Tactical Aircraft Camouflage FS30219 USAF upper aircraft surfaces 1742 Dark Tan 4709 Dark Tan F505392 US TAC Tan
USAF SEA Tactical Aircraft Camouflage FS34079 USAF upper surfaces 1710 Dark Green 4726 Dark Green F505388 US TAC Dk Green
USAF SEA Tactical Aircraft Camouflage FS34102 USAF upper surfaces 1713 Medium Green 4734 Medium Green F505390 US TAC Mid Green
USAF SEA Tactical Aircraft Camouflage FS36622 USAF lower surfaces 1733 Camouflage Gray 4766 Camouflage Gray F505394 US TAC Lt Gray
USN Camouflage FS17875 lower & control surfaces 1745 White 4696 White F505011 White
USN Camouflage FS36440 upper surfaces 1730 Flat Gull Gray 4763 Flat Gull Gray F505380 US Gull Gray Lt
NOTES: (~) = approximate

Testors® Paints — USAF Colours (Early) Ask your hobby shop for Testor® products — or visit www.testors.com
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TECH DATA

CAT NO: 1043

AERO RESEARCH MILITARY SERIES

FORMAT: CD ROM

The charismatic Hoover gets the treatment on
this disc with over 150 images of the type in a
wide variety of colour schemes and markings.
Modellers will find themselves spoiled for
choice over which schemes to depict, and
already the diehard Lo-Viz fan reviewing this
disc is looking with a renewed eye at the earlier
grey and white machines with their spectacular

markings. I feel another collection coming on.
www.aeroresearchcds.com
GH

S-3 Viking

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Marco mattioli

PUBLISHER: IBN Editore

ISBN: 978 88756 515 34

FORMAT: Softback, 293pp

While the Regia Aeronautica has been well
documented in modeller’s publications, its
successor, the Aeronautica Natzionale
Repubblicana, has not. Formed after the
armistice, following the foundation of the
Salo Republic, the air force fought alongside
the Luftwaffe until the end of the war, utilising
not only indigenous Italian types, but also
German equipment, and continued to be a
significant factor in the air war over Italy.

Combat operations began in December
1943, while from June 1944 the ANR started
to receive Messerschmitt Bf 109G-6s for its
fighter force, with the last interception
missions undertaken on 19 April 1945.

This second edition gives an in-depth
account of operations and equipment,
including chronological accounts of the
activities of each unit. Language is English

throughout, and the book is recommended
to anyone with an interest in Italian
aviation.
www.ibneditore.it
Barry Brine

Mussolini’s Hawks
The Fighter Units of the Aeronautica Natzionale Repubblicana – 1943-1945

TECH DATA

CAT NO: 9001A

AERO RESEARCH MILITARY SERIES

FORMAT: CD ROM

Something a little different from the usual
fare, this is a sort of ‘digital-Datafile’ offering full
details on the famous SPAD, with a mass of
modellers' information, drawings depicting
different variants, kit reviews and pretty much
all you need to know to get modelling. It’s a
practical idea for those wanting to build
models, but possibly less so for we ‘armchair
modellers’ who like to spend as much time
again with our feet up planning our models

in comfort with a good book.
It is a comprehensive collection, and

cannot be faulted as a reference tool, if that
is all you need a book to do…
www.aeroresearchcds.com
GH

Modeler’s Guide
to the Skyraider

Books

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Gian Piero Milanetti

PUBLISHER: IBN Editore

ISBN: 978 88756 514 66

FORMAT: Softback, 284pp

This is a long overdue collection of
biographies covering the women of the
Soviet Air Force. It’s a fascinating book, filled
with anecdotes and stories, and especially
photographs, showing the astonishing
variety of faces drawn from all across the
vast breadth of the Soviet Union. 

From the creation of the first all-women
fighter squadron by Marina Raskova this book
focuses on a fascinating subject, and with
over 500 rare photographs, it is an original
and unmissable insight into the contribution
made by these forgotten heroines.

A definite breath of fresh air in a field

where women are seldom present.
www.ibneditore.it
GH

Soviet Airwomen
Of the Great Patriotic War

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Steffano Reduzzi

PUBLISHER: Aviation Collectables Company

ISBN: 978 88905 231 82

FORMAT: Softback, 128pp

Nicely presented, bilingual Italian and
English, and presented in full colour
throughout, this book takes a close-up look
at the Italian Naval air arm in its 100th year.
While the photography focuses largely on
current material, it nevertheless takes a look
back at the history and equipment of the
various units, and includes some
interesting sections on early helicopter
types and operations.

Maritime aviation did feature in the early
years, with Macchi flying boats and various
other types seeing service, but the meat of

the book covers aviation in the postwar
period, and this it covers very well.

Recommended to the enthusiast –
especially if rotary wings are your thing. 
www.aviastore.it
Jack Trent

Cent’anni di
Aviazione
Navale
Italian Naval Aviation: the first 100 Years

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Marek Rys

PUBLISHER: Mushroom Model Publications

ISBN: 978 83614 217 64

FORMAT: Hardback, 176pp

Now this is a splendid way to revisit best-
selling books when their popularity is
sufficiently proven to warrant it! Two original
volumes appeared in, I seem to recall, A5
format covering those ‘Projekts’ beloved of
the Luft ’46 fraternity. This second edition
combines the two in an impressive
hardback, allowing more space for the
splendid artwork, and includes updated text,
as well as the mass of drawings and
technical details provided in the original.

Subject matter is a combination of designs
that never made it off the drawing board, and
others that went a little further, and it is this
blurring of the line that makes the subject so
enduringly fascinating for many. 

A marvellous and enjoyable book that
deserves a place in any Luftwaffe collection
– even if the speculative is not your thing.
This material is based on fact and very real

designs that were considered and, in many
instances, produced and tested. Add to that
the beautiful conceptual illustrations and
you may well be tempted to build your first
Ta 183…
www.mmpbooks.biz
Barry Brine

German Air Projects 
1935-45 Fighters
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TECH DATA

CAT NO: 1046

AERO RESEARCH MILITARY SERIES

FORMAT: CD ROM

Another winning collection from Aero
Research, and one of the most impressive
yet with no fewer than 180 images of the F-4
in Marines service. As you can imagine there
is wide coverage of variants and markings
throughout the collection, with drones and
test planes included, and any Phantom fan
will welcome this disc in their collection. For
modellers it’s a shopping spree of options,
and with so many aftermarket decal sheets
available for the type it shouldn’t be hard to
find something here for every taste.

ww.aeroresearchcds.com
GH

USMC F-4 Phantoms Pt. 3
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TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Levent Basara

PUBLISHER: yayinci

ISBN: 868 0157 170027

FORMAT: Softback, 76pp

This is a beautifully illustrated second volume
of a two-part series covering the type’s Turkish
service in detail, with a mass of original and
largely unpublished photographs and colour
artwork to back it up. Bilingual, Turkish and
English, the series covers every aspect of the
Hun’s Turkish career, and includes lists of serials
as well as details of squadrons, badges, and
service history.

This second volume covers the aircraft’s
involvement in Cyprus in 1964 and 1974, as
well as the acquisition from Denmark of
additional aircraft in the 1980s. Also
covered, poignantly, is the F-100’s
retirement, with some evocative shots of
wrecked airframes in the scrapyard,

followed by museum and gate guard shots.
A must for any fan of the type, and a

fascinating and important chapter in the
story of this enduring aircraft.
www.aviation-bookshop.com
Jack Trent

F-100 Super Sabre 
in the Turkish Air Force – Volume 2

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: William A. Metcalf

PUBLISHER: Classic

ISBN: 978 19065 374 25

FORMAT: Hardback, 328pp

Number 23 in Classic’s hugely impressive
series covers a type that on the one hand
needs little introduction, but on the other
hand certainly warrants some
clarification. The Ju 88 served in
many guises, on all fronts,
throughout the Second World
War, but is still – considering the
length and breadth of its service
– a marginal subject for many.  

This book is part one in a
comprehensive two-part study of
the development and operational history
of the type, and incorporates a mass of rare
photographs, technical illustrations and
original documentation.

This book focuses on the development,
production and technical history of this
important machine. Ancillary chapters
cover the Ju 288, which features in some
depth, while the chapter on comparisons
with other contemporary designs is both
informative and fascinating.

We have seen excellent new
kits of the Ju 88 in 1/72 of late,

while Revell’s big 1/32 kit is due a
revisit, and there is still plenty of

mileage in existing 1/48 toolings. It’s an
easy and attractive subject to model, and
one that  deserves the kind of coverage a
book like this can offer.

Volume One sets the scene. Presumably
Volume Two will present an operational
history? This is devoutly to be hoped and it
will be a book well worth waiting for.
www.ianallanpublishing.com
Jack Trent

Junkers Ju 88
Volume One – From Schnellbomber To
Multi-Mission Warplane

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: Ken Ellis

PUBLISHER: Crécy

ISBN: 978 08597 917 48

FORMAT: Hardback, 295pp

This special edition of Wrecks & Relics
celebrates the centenary and the
development of the UK’s aviation
museums, such as the Science Museum,
Imperial War Museum, RAF Museum, Fleet
Air Arm Museum, Museum of Army
Aviation and the Shuttleworth Collection,
including how they developed and their
exhibits, past and present, also paying
tribute to provincial, regional and local
collections, large and small. 

Over 200 of the most important exhibits
are profiled in detail, with their
backgrounds described, their significance
explained and the exploits of the pilots that
flew them revealed, and the book includes

some 250 photographs and illustrations
including archive imagery stretching back
over 100 years which highlight the UK’s
treasures both when they were in service,
or found disused and decaying.

A vital addition to the Wrecks & Relics
series and the perfect companion to Lost
Aviation Collections of Britain.
www.crecy.co.uk 
Jack Trent

Great Aviation
Collections of
Britain

TECH DATA

PUBLISHER: Albatros Productions

This issue of Windsock provides a mixed
bag of articles based on WWI aviation. Top
of the list is a piece on Sweden’s only
Fokker D VIIF while Arvo puts together a
two page colour spread of Short 184
profiles. There is a pictorial piece on the
WW1 flight sim Rise of Flight, which, while
very pretty seems a little out of place in
Windsock (although the subject of WWI
flight sims has been covered before). There
are 1/72 plans of the unusual Hewlett and
Blondeau 1915 bomber while Lance Kreig
continues his long running modelling
master class series. Add to this the usual
News and reviews and you have another
packed and colourful issue.

www.windsockdatafilespecials.co.uk
Dave Hooper

Windsock 
Worldwide Vol 29, No.3 May/June 2013

TECH DATA

AUTHOR: C.A.Owers

PUBLISHER: Albatros Productions

Number 159 in the popular series
concentrates on the not so well known  AD
Flying boat and its post war refit; the
Supermarine Channel. This aircraft became
the first civil aircraft to fly a cross channel flying
boat service in 1919. The narrative covers
development history, post war history and
post war exports. As ever there are plenty of
photos to feast your eyes on and the author
has done well to assemble so many photos of
the flying boat in its various guises. In addition
there are nine colour profiles by Ronny Bar
and 1/72 and 1/48 scale plans of both the AD
Flying boat and the Channel by Martin
Digimayer. The Channel drawings appear to
be of the Mk II version although there is no
labelling on the plans to confirm this. 

If you are planning to build the excellent
Silver Wings AD Flying boat kit, or the equally
good Choroszy Modelbud Channel kits then
this book is an absolute must. Recommended
Dave Hooper

Windsock Datafile 159

AD Flying Boats 

Book 
of the

Month!
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C rikey! It only seems a
metaphorical yesterday
since their first show
but I was staggered to
be informed by their

show supremo, John ‘Professor’
Lingwood, that this was actually
their fourth! By their own admission
it has been a ‘big learning
experience’ but to their credit they
have continuously adapted and
improved and as a result there were
a few additional ‘tweaks’ this year,
which moved them closer to that
ideal called perfection.

Although only young they
already firmly ‘own’ their current slot
in the show calendar, which is an
important success factor in an ever
more crowded fixtures list; to some
it would seem absolute folly to have
a ‘conventional’ model show on the
first Sunday in July as this is also the
same weekend as the 2-day
Waddington Air Show. But it seems
to work as although the weather
was glorious once again the show

venue remained light and airy with a
vibrant buzz all day, no doubt due to
a good number conveying how
much they enjoyed Waddington
(including the appearance of a
‘preserved’ SAAB Viggen, which was
apparently thrown around the sky)
the previous day. Indeed two of our
number called in to see us on their
way home from this premier RAF
event just to have a chat. 

There was a good mix of traders
and exhibitors occupying the main
hall once again (which is organised à
la Scale ModelWorld with traders
around the perimeter) and several
side rooms, the presence of which
were clearly signed. The complexion
of traders has been one of the most
significant changes with some of the
‘larger’ traders now in attendance
and a waiting list for both clubs and
exhibitors, which is surely a sign of
good things. And although this is
purely a plastic modelling show
there were some interesting displays
with the World War Two SIG having

by far the fewest models on the
table which resulted in the provision
of a very progressive, rounded and
educational approach. 

Admittedly not a large show,
Stoke is evidently ideally sized for
the 580 operation. I gauge this by
the fact that at the biggest shows,
no matter how many exhibitors we
have attend, we often struggle to
‘get together’ as it can take hours to

‘perform a circuit’! However at Stoke
there was enough to look at (and
buy) seriously yet it allowed us all to
get behind the table for a catch-up
as well as partake of a lunchtime
drink in the bar (which was
conveniently located opposite our
table). And there were the usual
bargains galore too, with many of
our number picking up items at
‘Internet beating prices’; mine was

IPMS Staffordshire Moorlands, Sunday 07th July 2013
By Geoff Cooper-Smith

846

A Model of Propriety
Perfect little bird: Bf 108 on the host club's stand

SAMI Columns 580 Modellers

Dedicated! Somebody has managed to complete not one but two Valkyries; a remarkable feat as
the appetite of these kits for filler is renowned

The main hall, well lit and laid out, with the host club’s display in the foreground

Shiny thing, part of the winning IPMS Birmingham display
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the 1/48 Hasegawa Seaking AEW Mk
2A, replete with an aftermarket
deflated ‘dustbin’ in resin, for just
£25! Not usually my area I know, but
I just ‘had to have it’!

So hearty congratulations once
again to IPMS Staffordshire
Moorlands for yet another ‘little
cracker’; the venue, a Territorial
Army centre, is ideal and seems as
secure as it can be for a defence
facility in the current economic
climate. Having supported them

from the beginning we look forward
to attending next year to see how
that asymptotic approach to
perfection continues!

Show News
Dates for shows in 2014, both
confirmed and provisional, have
started to come through. The two
confirmed dates are Bolton IPMS on
Sunday 19th January 2014, which
580 will be attending once again,
and the South Cheshire Model Club

event at Crewe
on Sunday 23rd
February 2014 to
which 580
Modellers will be
returning having
regretted their
absence this
year. If clubs and
organisers
would like their
2014 dates
promoted or
perhaps to
discuss dates for
2014 then
please feel free
to speak to me
at a show or call
anytime.
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Sunday 01st September
East Riding of Yorkshire Model Show
Presented by IPMS Bridlington & Wolds in
association with Driffield Showground Events
at the Driffield Show Ground, Kelleythorpe,
Driffield, East Yorkshire, YO25 9DN from
9.30am to 4.30pm.  Admission is £2.50 adult &
OAP, children under 15 free.
Free car parking, disabled access, make & take, hot
and cold refreshments and model competition.
Contact:  modeldriffshow@btinternet.com, for
further details.

Sunday 01st September
Fantastic Plastic
Presented by the Aero, Space & Vehicle Club,
Wombourne at the Community Centre,
Church Road, Wombourne, South
Staffordshire WV5 9EZ from 10am to 4pm.
Admission is £3 adult, £2 concessions,
accompanied children under 14 free.  Free car
parking, disabled access, refreshments, free
make & take and open competition.
See: www.asvc.org.uk, for further details.

Saturday 07th September
West Cornwall Model Show
Presented by Cornish Scale Modellers,
incorporating IPMS West Cornwall, at St. Johns
Hall, Alverton Street, Penzance, TR18 2QR
from 10am to 4.30pm.  Admission is £1.50
adult, children under 15 free.  Refreshments,
living history re-enactors, military vehicles,
radio control models and model competition.
See:  www.cornishscalemodellers.co.uk, for
further details.

Sunday 08th September
Model Spectacular 2013
Presented by Sutton Coldfield Model Makers
Society at Sutton Coldfield Town Hall, Sutton
Coldfield, B73 6AB from 10am to 4.30pm.
Admission is £3.50 adult, £2.50 senior citizens
and children. Car parking, disabled access,
refreshments and open competition.
Contact:  Markallistair@hotmail.co.uk, for
further details.

Saturday 21st and Sunday 22nd September
Euromilitaire
At Leas Cliff Hall, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 2DZ
from 10am to 6pm (4pm Sunday).  Admission
on the day is £10 adult, £7 concession but
advanced and combination discount tickets
are available from the website.  Car parking,
refreshments, model clubs, exhibitors and
traders from both the UK and Europe and a
model competition with 32 classes!
See:  www.euromilitaire.co.uk, for further details.

Saturday 21st September
Modelfest 2013
Presented by IPMS Farnborough at Kings
International College, Watchetts Drive,
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 2PQ from 10am to
4pm.  Admission prices to be confirmed.
Free parking, refreshments and Tombola.  In
support of The Phyllis Tuckwell Hospice.
See:  www.ipms-farnborough.co.uk, for
further details.

Sunday 22nd September
Wings & Things 2013
Presented by IPMS Fenland & Spalding Model
Club at Spalding Girls High School, Stonegate,
Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2PJ from 10am to
4pm.  Admission is £2 adult, £1 senior citizen
and children.  Free parking, refreshments,
open competition and Airfix ‘make and paint’.
In aid of Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire Air
Ambulance.
See:  www.wingsandthings.moonfruit.com,
for further details.

Sunday 29th September
Brampton Show 2013
Presented by IPMS Brampton at the Burgess
Hall, St Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 6WU from
10am to 4pm.  Admission is £1.50 adults,
£0.50 concessions.  Free parking, partial
disabled access, refreshments and Tombola.
In aid of East Anglian Air Ambulance.
See:
https://sites.google.com/site/ipmsbrampton/
brampton-model-show, for further details.

Saturday 05th October
Abingdon
Presented by IPMS Abingdon at Larkmead
School, Farringdon Road, Abingdon,
Oxfordshire, OX14 1BB from 10am to 4pm.
Admission is £3 adult, £2 OAP or child.  Free
car parking, hot & cold refreshments, and
model competition.
See: http://www.abingdon-
ipms.blogspot.co.uk, for further details.

Saturday 05th October
North Surrey Show 2013
Presented by the North Surrey Military
Modellers Society at the Thomas Wall Centre,
52 Benhill Avenue, Sutton, Surrey, SM1 4DP
from 10am to 4pm.  Admission prices to be
confirmed. Make & take and competition.
Contact: jbohmss@aol.com, for further details.

Sunday 13th October
Expo 2013
Presented by Lincoln and Newark clubs from
10am to 4pm at Southwell Racecourse,
Rolleston, Nottinghamshire, NG25 0TS.  Free
admission, free parking, open competition,
refreshments.
See: www.lincolnmodelclub.co.uk , for further
details.

Thursday 17th October to Sunday 20th
October
Midlands Model Engineering
Exhibition
At the Warwickshire Exhibition Centre, Fosse
Way, Nr Leamington Spa, CV31 1XN from
10am to 5pm (4pm Sunday). Admission on
the day is £10 adult, £9 senior citizen, £5.50
for children 14 or under, children under 5 are
free but advanced and combination discount
tickets are available from the website.  Free
car parking, free lecture programme.
See: http://www.meridienneexhibitions.co.uk,
for further details.

Saturday 19th October
Model Fest
Presented by IPMS Glasgow at Bellahouston
Leisure Centre, Bellahouston Drive, Glasgow,
G52 1HH from 10am to 4pm.  Admission
prices to be confirmed.  Free car parking,
cafeteria.
Contact:  Bruce Smith on 0141 563 2098, for
further details.

Sunday 20th October
Showcase 2013
Presented by Letchworth Scale Model Club at
the Broadway Hotel, Letchworth, SG6 3NZ
from 10am to 4pm.  Admission is £2 adult,
seniors or under 15’s £1.  Free car parking,
painting demonstrations, war gaming,
competition and raffola.
See:
http://letchworthsmc.yolasite.com/showcase-
2013.php, for further details.

If you would like your event included in this show diary then please do not
hesitate to contact me on 07841 417680 (note new number) or at
580modellers@gmail.com.

UK 2013 Show Diary
Compiled by Geoff Cooper-Smith of 580 Modellers

Welcome! Just part
of the ‘model’

approach adopted
by the organisers

A partially de-panelled 1/32 Mustang took the other aircraft class

A 1/72 Hind won Class 2

A beautifully thought out and composed egg plane cameo
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Shop & Web Guide

“The world’s finest hobby kits,
figures and toys.”

HALIFAX MODELLERS WORLD 
3 29 Union Street, Halifax. HX1 1PR

YORKSHIRE p 01422 349157

$ www.halifaxmodellersworld.co.uk

Shop Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs 10.30-17.30, Fri 10.30-17.00, 
Sat 9.30-17.00, Sun 10.30-16.30, Closed Wednesday

348 Lavender Hill, Battersea, SW11 5RH 
Q info@comet-miniatures.com $ www.comet-miniatures.com

LONDON p 020 7228 3702

Comet Miniatures
V Open 9-5 Monday-Saturday

Specialists in Science Fiction/Military Models & Collectables
WHY NOT TURN YOUR LOFT INSULATION INTO CASH?

We are interested in buying your unwanted models/collectables

CITY CYCLE CENTRE 3 7 Market Street, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4PB 
Q models@citycyclecentre.com $www.citycyclecentre.com

CAMBRIDGESHIRE p 01353 663131

City Cycle Centre
We have a large selection of Plastic Kits from Airfix, Revell, Tamiya, Italeri,
AFV Club, Academy and more. Decals from Model Alliance Also Paint and

Sprays from Humbrol, Tamiya, Revell and Games Workshop

Specializing in white 
metal landing gear

3795 Shady Hill Drive,
Dallas, Texas 75229, USA

+1 (214) 477-7163

www.scaleaircraftconversions.com

52 Holdings Road, Sheffield S2 2RE 
South Yorkshire England

Tel: [0114] 2761587 www.blackbirdmodels.co.uk

www.kits-kits.co.uk     
NEW AND SECONDHAND KITS FOR

SALE - DISCOUNTED PRICES
Friendly reliable service.

Prompt despatch. 
Worldwide shipping

Collections wanted... 
Good prices paid

Tel: 07884 313783
Email: kits-kits@hotmail.co.uk

47
YEARS

SCALE MODELS
Sheffield’s Specialist Model Shop

( 0114 2449170

Vast selection of plastic kits - Aircraft - Tanks - Military
- Ships - Cars - Bikes - Space - Trucks etc

HUNDREDS OF RARE & OBSOLETE KITS
Dioramas - Scenic Materials - Plastic, Metal & Wood sheet and

sections - Modelling Tools, Paints, Brushes, Airbrushes & Compressors
Also Model Railways, Die Cast Models and Scalextric

FRIENDLY & HELPFUL SERVICE - 1200' SALES AREA
WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER

598-600 Attercliffe Rd, Sheffield S9 3QS
0114 2449170 Open 10am - 5pm, 6 days

• Situated 2 miles from M1 (junc 34) •  200 yds from Attercliffe Tram Stop

KITS •  PAINTS •  GLUES •  AIRBRUSHES •  TOOLS •  STYRENE ETC
Friendly service & advice - Mail Order

Open Tuesday – Friday 10 – 5.30. Saturday 9.30 – 5.00. Closed Sunday and Monday.

121 HIGH STREET, 
UCKFIELD, TN22 1RN

01825
765296www.thehobbybox.co.uk

Jamieson’s
Models

Mon to Sat, 9.30 to 5.30, 
Sun 11.00 to 4.00

Stockist of all SAM titles

30 Saltmarket, Glasgow, Scotland, G1 5LY

0141 552 3956
jamiesonsmodels.co.uk

Units 6-10 Honeysome Ind Est, Honeysome Road, 
Cambridgeshire, PE16 6TG  www.creativemodels.co.uk

Distributors of 
Hobbyboss, Vallejo,
MiG, AK Interactive,

Miniart, Model Master
and many more…

01354 760022

PLASTIC & METAL KIT RETAILERS
HOBBY & PASTIME MATERIALS

UP TO 20% OFF ALL KITS ONLINE 
AND MAIL ORDER

Incorporating 1,000’s of deleted and new kits.
303 The Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent DA6 8DT  Tel/Fax: (020) 8298 7177

MON/TUES/THURS/FRI/SAT 9.30-5.30 CLOSED WEDNESDAY

NEW MAIL ORDER LISTS – SEND 70p SAE
www.kitkrazy.com Email: steve@kitkrazy.com

Promote your company here and appear in all 3 titles – Scale Aviation Modeller International,
Model Aircraft and Scale Military Modeller International – with a total 133,000 circulation. 

Contact Christine McCarthy on +44 (0)1234 224995 chris@sampublications.com
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MATADOR MODELS
and Airfield Accessories ranges

www.matadormodels.co.uk

EXTENSIVE 1/76TH ARMOUR AND WHEELED VEHICLE KITS
AND CONVERSION RANGES, FROM WWI TO THE 2000’S

and Airfield Accessories 1/48th. 1/72nd. 1/76th. 1/144th scale
ranges of British and German airfield vehicles and equip-
ment including ambulances, refuellers, tractors, G.S. and

specialist vehicles, figure sets etc.

www.hpmhobbies.com
Secure online ordering
Realtime stock levels
Worldwide shipping

HPM HOBBIES

FALCON - JAYS - OZMODS - REDROO
PJ PRODUCTIONS - FCM DECALS

At least 5-10% discount off 
manufacturer’s prices
Fast and friendly service

Easy to navigate webshop
Large range of over 3500 models, 

figures, tools and accessories from 
Revell, Airfix, Italeri, Tamiya and many
more, ready for immediate despatch

Based in the Midlands since 2001 with 
worldwide shipping available

Web: www.models2u.co.uk
Email: help@models2u.co.uk

Phone: 01543 433999

Established over 40 years
One of the largest ranges of plastic kits and accessories in the South
East of England as well as being a Hornby and Scalextric Main Agent

12-13 West Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1BL
Tel 01306 881 747

www.dorkingmodels.com

AFFINITY MODELS 3 38 Trentham Road, Longton, Stoke-on Trent, Staffordshire ST3 4DL
Q affinitytim@yahoo.co.uk V Mon - Sat 9am till 5pm (closed all day on Thursday)

Stockists of Tamiya, Dragon, Trumpeter, Hasegawa, Italeri and Mini Art
Plastic Kits. Full range of paints from Tamiya Vallejo (Model & Gamecolour),

and Humbrol. Evergreen Centre.  Excellent range of tools and glues.

p 01782 320990
www.affinitymodels.co.ukAffinity

Models

PARABELLUM
Aircraft, armour, vehicles and figures,

Vallejo & Tamiya Paints
open 11 to 5.30 Thu, Fri, Sat

PARABELLUM
54 Vyse Street, Hockley, Birmingham, BI8 6HR 

www.parabellum.co.uk 0121-551-8878

Megahobby offers thousands of plastic
model kits old and new. 

Browse our website to see the Amazing
Selection of products we have to offer –

Megahobby stocks deep. 
Visit the website you will be impressed,

place an order you will be a customer for life.

Shipping goods online since 2000!

www.megahobby.com
YOUR ONLINE SOURCE

SCAN HERE!

www.modelskills.co.uk
A comprehensive range of tools, decals
and fittings for the bi-plane and general

aviation modeller.

Tel. 01202 511232

PO Box 10159, Coalville Leics. LE67 1WB 0845 2604413

Shop & Web Guide Promote your company here and appear in all 3 titles – Scale Aviation Modeller International,
Model Aircraft and Scale Military Modeller International – with a total 133,000 circulation. 

Contact Christine McCarthy on +44 (0)1234 224995 chris@sampublications.com

email: sales@randrhobbies.co.uk Tel: 01656 858083 
70 New Road, Porthcawl, Bridgend CF36 5DG
Opening Hours: 10.30am to 5pm Mon - Sat 

We stock: Aoshima, Vallejo paints, 
Trumpeter, Italeri, Tamiya, Hobbyboss, Academy

........and many more! 

R&R HOBBIES
www.randrhobbies.co.uk

–– Discount Models & Accessories ––
IWATA - AK INTERACTIVE - MIG PRODUCTIONS
HUMBROL - TAMIYA - XTRACRYLIX - ALCLAD 2

ALBION ALLOYS METALS & ABRASIVES - MR HOBBY

ScaleModelShopSMS

WWW.SCALEMODELSHOP.CO.UK
Live Stock Levels - Fast Deliver

forums: scale-models.co.uk 01422 40 50 40

OXONIANS
PLASTIC
FANTASTIC

www.oxoniansplasticfantastic.co.uk 
Live stock levels – fast dispatch – try us now!

Huge range, specialising in
Eduard, Aires, SAC, Pavla,
Brengun, Valom, Quickboost, Rob
Taurus and all those hard to find
east European kit manufacturers. 

Not much room? Try the Valom
1/144 Fokker D.VII twin pack!   
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M any years ago I had a
friend who would build
anything with wings if
it was near 1/72 scale.

He rarely finished a model, but
he never threw anything away.
When he died, I had the sorting
of it all.

Many of his kits were bought
second-hand and part-started, and
some didn't sell. I kept the '92A
because I thought I might one day

put an undercarriage on it, but of
course that never happened. 

I found it, with seven of the nine
parts assembled, while having a
tidy-out. It was white-primed but
unfilled, and with original rivets. It
had to go, but I can't just chuck
things out either! So I had a sand
and a fill, resprayed it white,
masked bits off and applied
fingerprint powder. I painted the
integral pilot's head, and the

canopy frame (Ian never could do
those) and went looking for
transfers - the kit's were curled up
tight and as brittle as angel-hair
spaghetti. My stash is very thin
come 1947, but I found some near-
enough insignia, cut the anti-glare
from scrap, and printed the
lettering. Two coats of Klear, and it
doesn't actually look all that bad.

I don't think I've built anything
quite like this since before I took
my O levels. Nostalgia? Maybe - but
it's not what it used to be...

750

SAMI Columns And Finally

© Media House 2013
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted (including posting to a website)
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopy, recording, or any other information
storage and retrieval system, without prior permission in
writing from the publishers.

Questions to Contributors
If you have a question or query you wish to raise with any of
the contrib utors to this magazine, they should be made IN
WRITING to the Media House address. Neither the Editor nor
any of the contrib utors are at Media House on a daily basis
and the Editor asks for all enquirers to appreciate this fact
and be patient. Please understand that the staff at Media
House do not have access to the information you require and
therefore cannot answer your questions on the phone.
Please enclose a stamped SAE with all enquiries, if you
anticipate a reply. Thank you.

Samples for Review
Scale Aviation Modeller International is always happy to
review new products within its pages. Any item which you
feel is appropriate will be given due consideration for
inclusion in the title. Any company, trade representative,
importer, distributor or shop which wishes to have products
reviewed within Scale Aviation Modeller International
should send them directly to the editorial address and
clearly mark them for the attention of the Editor.
Confirmation of receipt of the samples will be supplied if
requested. For all international companies etc the above
applies, but please ensure that the package is clearly
marked for customs as a ‘sample, free of charge’ to reduce
the risk of unnecessary delays. Thank you.

Company/Suppliers Addresses & Enquiries
Please note that the Editor and staff at Media House cannot
help with general enquires about contact details for
companies, importers or model shops whose products may
be mentioned in Scale Aviation Modeller International if the
address information is not included with the review etc.
Please check the advertisements in this journal for all
suitable UK sources and only contact the firm directly if it is
noted that there is ‘No UK stockist’. We are sorry, but we
cannot help with details of companies which do not
advertise in this magazine. Also note that neither the Editor
nor contributors will undertake specific or general aviation
research for enquirers. Thank you.

Copyright Warning
Due to the growing misuse and breach of copyright
apparent on the web Media House gives notice that
no-one is permitted to reproduce in any way (in
original form or ‘modified’) anything published in
this, or previous editions of this magazine. All
design, layout and studio photography is the
copyright of Media House. All profiles, scale plans
and supporting photographs are the copyright of
the individual authors. None of these may be used
without prior written agreement from both the
author/artist and Media House. Infringement is a
breach of international law, so if you see items
posted on the web from this magazine other than
on the official Media House website
(sampublications.com) please advise the publisher
immediately.

Scale Aviation Modeller International is
published monthly by Media House and
is distributed to the news trade on the
second last Saturday of each month. 
Next on sale 26 September 2013

Coming Next Month

• The Big Build – Black Knight –
Fujimi’s Tomcat in 1/72

• Red  13 – A New look at an Old
Scheme

• Fw 190D-9 in 1/32
• BOMARC – The USAF’s only SAM.

Belcher’s kit in 1/72
• Sopwith Snipe – Scale plans and

profiles by Inkworm
• Photo Essay – Spitfires in the

Hellenic Air Force
• Clark’s Field – Zvezda’s

Ekranoplan in 1/144
Plus all our usual columns,
regulars, News, Previews
and Reviews in 100 packed
pages of the magazine
that gives
you more!

Hawk's XF-92A
By Brian Derbyshire
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ocke Wulf Fw190A-8

For schools and all
youth organisations

www.humbrol.com

Join the AIRFIX Club

www.facebook.com/www.youtube.com/

Wulf

A55110  

A01020
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